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ABSTRACT 

This PhD work reports on the design, synthesis and characterization of novel 

Coordination Frameworks (CFs), either porous or not, showing magnetic and/or 

optical properties, to exploit their potential in various technological applications. 

The design of such materials requires a particular attention in the selection of the 

molecular building blocks, organic linkers and metal nodes. To construct CFs with 

different physical properties,  carboxylate  and anilate derivatives have  been  

chosen. Particularly, among the carboxylates, the 1,3,5-benzentricarboxylic acid 

(H3BTC, trimesic acid), a biofriendly linker which allows to build robust 3D metal-

organic frameworks while within the anilates, the 3,6-ditriazolyl-2,5-

dihydroxybenzoquinone was chosen for its potential capability to build 3D 

supramolecular architectures due to the triazolyl pendant arms at the 3, 6 

positions of the benzoquinone moiety, which are electron-donor substituents as 

well; these substituents in fact may affect the physical properties and the related 

technological applications. By playing with these two promising linkers  in a wise 

combination with selected d- and f- transition metals, new systems, suitable for a 

wide range of applications, were obtained.  

In Chapter 1, the synthesis of two N-heterocycles substituted anilate derivatives, 

3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone and 3,6-N-(dipyrazolyl-4-

carboxylic acid)-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone, is reported. Both ligands were 

characterized by spectroscopic (Raman, FT-IR, UV-Vis and Fluorescence) and 

electrochemical (Cyclic Voltammetry) techniques.  

 

Chapter 2 reports on the synthesis of new magnetic and redox-active anilate-

based 3D MOFs, obtained by combining the 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-

benzoquinone, hereafter 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-Anilato, linker with MII= Co, Cu, Mn, Ni 

and Fe d-transition metal ions. Structural, Spectroscopic, Magnetic and 

Electrochemical Characterization is reported for all the obtained materials. 

 

In Chapter 3,  the CoII-3,6-N-ditriazolyl-Anilato 3D MOF was studied as potential 

system for CO2 uptake and separation. The static and dynamic adsorption studies 

revealed that this MOF present a remarkable CO2 adsorption and separation 

capability from gas mixtures, due to its 3D ultramicroporous structure, with voids 



X 

 

where the N2 atoms of the triazolyl groups show a significant affinity for CO2 

molecules and channels that enable the high selective entrance of CO2.  

 

Chapter 4 reports on the synthesis of novel flexible  3D Er-based  MOF with the 

3,6-N-ditriazolyl-Anilato linker, showing luminescent and SIM properties. These 

materials have been structurally, magnetically and optically characterized. 

Furthermore, one of them shows a reversible structural flexibility of the 3D 

framework that allows a challenging tuning of its physical properties.   

 

In Chapter 5, the potential of 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone as 

organic linker for LnIII ions was exploited by combining it with DyIII, TbIII and HoIII 

ions, which are generally employed as building units for Single Ion Magnets (SIMs). 

As in the previous Chapter, two series with all the LnIII ions were obtained and 

further characterized, both structurally and magnetically.  

 

Finally, Chapter 6 reports on the preparation through a solvent-free synthesis of 

YbIII/NdIII mixed CFs, in different stoichiometric ratios, by using 1,3,5-

benzentricarboxylic acid (H3BTC) as biofriendly organic linker, for biomedical 

applications as ratiometric thermometers in the physiological temperature range 

(298-313 k). The materials were structurally and morphologically characterized 

through XRD and SEM, while their photophysics was studied at room temperature 

and at variable temperature, in the  10-300 K range, to test their best 

performances as thermometers.  

 

The present Work is organized as follows: 

❖ Part I contains a general Introduction on CFs, including design  guidelines, 

synthetic methodologies and technological applications, followed by the 

Aim of the Work.  

❖ Part II  consists of six different Chapters containing the results (vide supra).  

❖ Part III contains a Summary and Outlook. 

❖ Part IV contains the Supporting Material i.e. Crystallographic Data, FT-IR 

and Raman Spectra, Dynamic Absorption Breakthrough measurements, 

Magnetic and Photoluminescence measurements.    
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1. Molecular Materials  

Molecular materials, conventionally described as materials built by molecules, namely 

building blocks, able to provide specific functionalities, are excellent candidates for a 

wide range of technological applications.1–4 Molecular materials are commonly classified 

on the basis of their physical properties, such as magnetic, optical, or electrical ones, 

which can be originated from the specific nature of the single molecular entity (single-

molecule property) or from the interactions that may occur between different molecules 

(cooperative property). A further classification as functional or multifunctional molecular 

materials5 takes into account if one or more physical properties are combined and/or in 

interplay in the same crystal lattice, respectively. The possibility to tailor molecular 

building blocks and hence the physical properties of the resulting material, is one of the 

most intriguing potentialities of molecular materials. A fine tuning of molecular systems 

can be achieved by using the conventional methods of organic chemistry, coordination 

chemistry and supramolecular chemistry, that give access to a large variety of molecular 

architectures, ranging from homoleptic or heteroleptic transition metals or lanthanide-

based complexes, to coordination polymers, including  metal-organic frameworks or 

supramolecular architectures with various dimensionalities (1D, 2D or 3D). The different 

molecular architectures are responsible for many intriguing physical properties (Scheme 

1), such as Switchable Spin-Crossover Systems, with spin-crossover transitions induced 

by external stimuli,6–8 Ferri-/Ferromagnets9–11 which can show additional 

conductivity,12,13 Metals and Semi-/Superconductors,14,15 Single-Molecule Magnets16–18 

and Luminescent Materials.19–21 

 

Scheme 1. Selected Molecule-based Materials. 
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1.1 Coordination Frameworks  

Among the large variety of molecular materials, the emerging class of Coordination 

Frameworks (CFs), has received ever-growing attention, due to the possibility to include 

porosity to the aforementioned properties, , other than for their thermal and chemical 

stability, etc.22 CFs are formed by the self-assembly of two main building blocks: the 

nodes (metal ions) and the linkers (organic molecules which act as ligands), as 

represented in Scheme 2, connected through coordination bonds. Because of the 

repetition in one, two or three dimensions of the space, these coordination compounds are 

called Coordination Polymers (CPs), defined by IUPAC23 as “Coordination compounds 

with repeating coordination entities extending in 1, 2, or 3 dimensions;  

Comment: Coordination polymers do not need to be crystalline; therefore, the more 

appropriate terms (for crystalline states) 1-periodic, 2-periodic, and 3-periodic cannot 

be used throughout. These compounds may even be regarded as salts in some cases, such 

as those mainly formed by carboxylates. The prefix 1D-, 2D-, or 3D- is acceptable for 

indicating the degree of extension of the coordination polymer”. 

 

Scheme 2. Schematic representation of building blocks self-assembly mechanism leading to different 

dimensionalities. 

 

Depending on the way metal ions and linkers are assembled, CPs can show potential voids 

leading to porous structures able to host molecules, such solvents or gases. In this case, 

the systems are called Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs), defined by IUPAC as 

“Coordination Polymers with an open framework containing potential voids.  

Comment: this wording accounts for the fact that many systems are dynamic and changes 

in structure and thus corresponding changes in potential porosity or solvent and/or guest 

filled voids may occur depending on temperature, pressure, or other external stimuli. For 
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these reasons it is also not required that a MOF is crystalline. Arguments based on both 

theory and experiment can be used, suggesting that some of these coordination polymers 

(i.e., those that can be described as salts) with direct anion-cation binding are more prone 

to form structures with open frameworks exhibiting permanent porosity than those 

forming positively charged networks. However, the grey zone between these extremes is 

large and increasing a definition based on such a charge distinction would be too 

restrictive.” Despite no BET measurements are required to define a material as MOF, as 

long as it contains potential voids, when the MOF shows a permanent porosity, retaining 

its porous structure upon insertion/extraction of small molecules, it is much more 

intriguing than a wonderful supramolecular architecture. After the first example of Metal-

Organic Framework reported by Omar Yaghi and coworkers in 1995,24 in which Copper 

ions were linked through nitrate ions and bipyridine, a plethora of MOFs were reported, 

making this emerging class of porous materials a challenging platform for relevant 

technological applications (vide infra, Paragraph 4). Due to their surface area with values 

ranging from 1000 and 10,000 m2/g,25 MOFs are employed in several fields, spanning 

from gas storage and separations, catalysis, to sensing and biomedicine.26–30 The 

functional properties of these CFs, engineered for technological applications, can be 

finely controlled by i) the accurate choice of the molecular building blocks and ii) the 

synthetic routes. A rational design of a CF required a proper selection of metal nodes and 

organic linkers, taking into account i) the coordination numbers of metal ions that may 

give rise to a wide range of different geometries; and ii) the coordination modes of organic 

linkers that can generate different topologies.31 Generally, mild reaction conditions are 

used for the synthesis of CFs, in order to control the nucleation and growth of crystals 

and the most used synthetic routes are hydro/solvothermal methods,32–34 one-pot 

reactions,35,36 slow diffusion techniques,37,38 microwave39 and sonochemical methods.40 

The design and synthesis of CFs will be discussed in detail in Paragraph 2 and 3, 

respectively. 
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2. Design of Coordination Frameworks  

The understanding of the paradigm synthesis-structure-properties-performance41 is of 

paramount importance to achieve new systems with specific functionalities of 

technological interest. Thus, to design a CP with the desired physical properties, the first 

step relies in the accurate selection of both organic linkers and metal nodes, followed by 

the development of suitable synthetic protocols. Organic linkers should be generally 

functionalized with binding groups as carboxylates, catecholates, phosphates, N-

heterocycles, etc., able to provide extended frameworks through the bonding with the 

inorganic nodes, metal ions or clusters, commonly called secondary building units 

(SBUs).42 In the choice of both organic and inorganic units, some fundamental 

prerequisites have to be considered. First, the coordination geometry of the organic linker 

should be accurately preserved during the CFs synthetic process, so that the type of 

interactions involved in the bonding and the directionality given by those interactions, 

can introduce a degree of predictability about the formation of the resulting structure. In 

addition, a basic knowledge of the metal ions coordination chemistry, such as their typical 

coordination number and/or geometry, is crucial for engineering a specific 

supramolecular architecture.  Furthermore, the synthetic conditions play a role, allowing 

for the formation of an ordered crystalline material, self-assembled by the default 

structures of the building blocks. The structure formation is guided by the building blocks 

inherent directionality and rigidity, hence no structure directing agent has to be added.42 

All the above mentioned prerequisites represent powerful tools for the a priori design of 

CFs with targeted structures, always considering that the control of the spatial 

arrangement of linkers and the geometry around the metal ions is an ongoing challenge.  

2.1 Organic Linkers 

The organic linkers, with their geometry and connectivity, in terms of basic geometries 

and extension points (given by the term topicity, vide infra, Figure 2)  are responsible of 

templating the structure of the resulting CFs. Furthermore, they could also provide 

physical properties to the CF, i.e. luminescence43 and redox activity,44 for example, the 

linkers may induce magnetic cooperativity through magnetic exchange45 or may play the 

role of organic spacers, inducing Single Molecule Magnets behaviour.46 Organic linkers 

could be able to exceptionally enhance the light absorption and consequent emission, via 

antenna effect, of lanthanide metal nodes.47 Interestingly the linkers can be neutral or 

charged donors. Neutral donor linkers, i.e. bipyridines and nitriles, were firstly used in 
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the CFs preparation, but the obtained frameworks generally showed chemical and 

structural instability, with the structure collapsing upon removal of the guest molecules 

from the pores.48 To overcome those drawbacks and to obtain more robust frameworks, 

charged chelating linkers were used afterwards, especially carboxylates which afford 

more robust structures and favour the formation of polynuclear clusters (SBUs) with a 

fixed coordination geometry and connectivity.42,49 More in general, charged linkers allow 

for the formation of neutral CFs, making unnecessary the use of counter ions, due to the 

neutralization of the positive charges given by the metal nodes. Furthermore, the bond 

energy of a charged linker-metal ion bonds is in the 200-400 kJmol-1 range, being higher 

than the energy of neutral linker-metal ion ones (100-200 kJmol-1) and thus providing 

improved thermal, mechanical and chemical stability.42 A view of the different bond 

strength and interactions involved in crystalline extended structures is reported in Figure 

1.  

 

Figure 1. Overview of the different types of bonds and interactions with their energies. (Reprinted from ref 

42 © 2019 Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA). 

 

On the other hand, organic linker lengths and geometries may afford frameworks 

characterized by different topologies, always considering that organic chemistry is based 

on carbon, thus angular constraints allow some geometry being easier to access. The 

variety of linkers geometry is wide, but in the building frameworks context it is more 

useful to classify linkers according to the numbers of connections it can make to adjacent 

SBUs within a framework structure, namely point of extension.  

The organic linkers connecting the SBUs, typically have a numbers of points of extension 

ranging from two to twelve and they are described as ditopic, tritopic, tetratopic,  etc.42,50 
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In Figure 2 the most common geometry of linkers with different  numbers of point of 

extension are reported.  

 

Figure 2. Basic geometries and extension points (given by the term topicity) of organic linkers used in the 

synthesis of CFs (ranging from 2 to 12 points of extension). (Reprinted from ref 42 © 2019 Wiley‐VCH 

Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA). 

 

Organic linkers can be considered as assembled in three main components, as reported in 

Figure 3 for selected examples. The first one is the core unit of the linker, which can 

usually defines the geometry of the backbone (an example is given by tribromobenzene 

units that template the threefold symmetry), which can be retained or modified by a wise 

choice of the other fragments, responsible of the length of the linker, called extending 

units. These units can be of different types, classified as follow: (i) linear units which 

provide an extension of the linker without changing its overall geometry and connectivity, 

(ii) angled units that change the overall symmetry but not the connectivity, and (iii) 

branched units that affect both the geometry and the connectivity of the initial core unit. 

Tuning the size of the organic linkers through different extending units, while the 

geometry/symmetry remains unchanged, afford CFs, particularly MOFs, with related 

topologies, but showing an expansion of pore sizes and volumes.51 Furthermore, the 

binding groups are the functional chelating groups such as carboxylates, catecholates, 

phosphates, N-heterocycles, etc., which bind the linkers to SBUs.  
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Figure 3. Organic units, used for extending, core units and functional binding groups, mostly employed in 

the construction of organic linkers. 

 

The majority of organic linkers employed in CFs synthesis are built from rigid unsaturated 

hydrocarbon core and extending units, hence they can afford a chemically and 

mechanically stable framework. After careful selection of both components (core and 

extending units), different synthetic methodologies can be used to prepare the desired 

organic linkers with rigid backbones. Coupling reactions, as carbon–carbon, carbon–

heteroatom, or heteroatom–heteroatom couplings, are the most employed. Then, the 

binding groups are introduced during last steps of the synthesis, often along with an 

extending unit, through different routes ranging from coupling reactions to nucleophilic 

substitutions. Most of the synthetic procedures for these reactions are well established, 

affording different protocols to synthetize organic linkers in high purity and yields. 

Nonetheless, the search for improved synthetic protocols and new synthetic paths that 

lead to the construction of novel designed linkers, with suitable properties and capable to 

template the desired CFs structures and functionalities, is a continue challenge.42,50 

2.2 Metal Ions and SBUs  

The choice of the metal ion is a crucial step in the design of a CFs is designed, since the  

metal ions themselves can bring functionalities to the crystal lattice. An interesting 

example is given by redox active metal ions such as copper or iron, which can either 

confer redox activity to the CFs to work as cathode material52,53 or a mixed-valence 

character which allow for a semiconducting behaviour.54,55 Another intriguing choice is 

the selection of lanthanide ions, showing magnetic and/or luminescent properties.47,56,57 
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Depending on the target application of the CFs, i.e. biomedical or environmental, metal 

ions showing biocompatibility or low-toxicity are desirable building blocks, since it might 

happened that CFs undergo degradation or decomposition, releasing metal ions into the 

environment.58,59 Of course, when a metal node has to be chosen, a balance between 

different factors it is always required. For example, lanthanide based CFs are typically 

employed in sensing applications,60,61 despite the toxicity issues of the metals, they 

remain still the best choice because of the balance between the low amount used in the 

CFs sensors and the advantages as high sensitivity, robustness and thermal stability of the 

sensing material. An overview of the most used metal nodes for CFs construction is 

reported in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Periodic table with the metals used as nodes in CFs structures. The most employed to display in 

the final systems low toxicity, magnetism, luminescence and mixed valence behaviors are highlighted in 

green, blue, orange and yellow, respectively (Modified from ref 42 © 2019 Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 

KGaA). 

 

The metal precursors also need to be chosen carefully, taking into account the synthetic 

methodology used for CFs. On a large scale synthesis, metal nitrates and perchlorates 

have risks of explosion, while chloride may induce corrosion,58,62 hence metal oxides and 

hydroxides could be used, despite their low solubility/reactivity,63 or electrochemical 

methods can be employed (vide infra).62 A further strategy to avoid difficulties with the 

anions of the metal salts may be the use of zero-valence metal precursors.34  

The metal nodes can be either single metal ions or polynuclear metal ions clusters (SBUs), 

connected by the linkers, bearing polydentate binding groups, which are part of these 

units as well. SBUs formation usually occurs in situ through a slow and reversible self-
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assembly, affording highly crystalline products.42 The possible various combinations 

between metal ions and organic linkers to form SBUs lead to the formation of hundreds 

SBUs, characterized by different geometries and by a number of points of extension, i.e. 

the numbers of connections they can make to adjacent linkers within a frameworks, 

ranging from 3 to 12, which confers a wide range of connectivity.64 Hence, SBUs are 

excellent building units that permit the construction of a large variety of framework 

structures. In Figure 5, examples of different SBUs with points of extension in the 3-12 

range are reported. 

 

Figure 5. Examples of different SBUs having points of extension in the 3-12 range. (Reprinted from ref 42 

© 2019 Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA). 

 

3. Synthetic Routes to prepare Coordination Frameworks 

The CFs synthesis requires a synergistic effort among organic chemistry, coordination 

and material chemistry. Organic chemistry provides the synthetic control of the 

molecules, tailoring substituents with different functionalities, while coordination 

chemistry is fundamental for the understanding of the geometries variety that can be 

obtained by the interaction between molecules and metal ions. Finally, material chemistry 

aims to design and fabricate systems with interesting physical properties, potentially 
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useful in technological applications. The combination of the basic knowledge of these 

areas is mandatory in the rational design, synthesis and characterization of CFs.  

There are several routes to prepare CFs, ranging from conventional one-pot synthesis, 

hydro/solvothermal methods, to unconventional use of microwave, sonochemistry, etc.62 

An overview of the different synthetic routes is reported in Scheme 4.  

 

Scheme 4. Overview of the synthetic routes of CFs.  

 

A well-known methodology, which is also one of the most used, is the solvothermal 

method, where the metal precursors and organic linkers, both dissolved in a solvent, are 

usually placed in closed vessels, such as a Teflon vial, inside an autoclave, generating 

autogenous pressure.32–34 The commonly used solvents are N,N-dimethylformamide 

(DMF), Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), N,N-diethylformamide (DEF), acetonitrile, etc.65 

If water is used as solvent, the method is called hydrothermal. The temperature and 

crystallization time varies from room temperature to high temperature, usually above the 

boiling point of the solvent, followed by cooling, from several hours to days.62 In order 

to remarkably reduce the time synthesis and increase the yield, it is possible to couple 

solvothermal method with microwave. By heating the reaction mixture through a 

microwave synthesizer it allows to reduce the synthesis time from hours/days to 

minutes.39  

Another conventional method for preparing CFs is the one-pot synthesis. The metal ions 

and organic linkers are dissolved in suitable solvents, under stirring and/or heating, and 

the powder/crystals are formed in-situ by self-assembly.35,36 This method allow to obtain 

a large quantity of compounds, but with a less control of nucleation and growth, generally 
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leading to the formation of a microcrystalline powder instead of single crystals, typically 

obtained by using solvothermal methods. There are many factors affecting the formation 

of CFs, such as molar ratios of precursors, pH, solvent, reaction time and temperature, 

etc.66,67 Hence, it is a very challenging and cumbersome process to optimise the 

conditions. Remarkably, High-throughput (HT) methods are thus used to systematically 

investigate several synthetic conditions in parallel, both at room temperature (one-pot 

synthesis) and using solvothermal reactions.62,68 HT methods consists of a HT reactor 

block, which can contains several vials (mainly Teflon vials when the HT method 

involves solvothermal reactions) with variable volumes, ranging from a few microliters 

to a few millilitres (Scheme 5). Hence, a wide set of reaction parameters can be tested in 

parallel and in a short time, allowing for a systematic optimisation of reaction 

conditions.68  

 

Scheme 5. Schematic representation of conventional and high-throughput methods. (Modified with 

permission from ref 62 Copyright © 2012, American Chemical Society).  

 

A further method based on mild conditions reactions, is the layering technique, which 

consists in the crystallization by slow diffusion of reactants into each other, leading to 

concentration gradients of the precursors. Herein, metal precursors, ligands and 

counterions are dissolved in different miscible solvents with different density, then the 

solutions are layered on top in a thin test tube. Usually, the crystals are formed at the 

interface through the slow diffusion over several days/weeks.37,38  

Recently, new synthetic routes to prepare CFs have been exploited, using a different 

source of energy instead of heat, such as microwave irradiation, mechanical energy, 

ultrasounds or the application of an electric potential.62 The use of microwave irradiation 

to synthetize CFs consist in the interaction of electromagnetic waves with mobile electric 

charges, generally given by ions from the precursors in solution or electrons/ions in a 

solid. A particular attention is needed when solvent and selective energy input are chosen, 
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since starting materials could interact with the microwaves. Generally the synthesis are 

carried out at temperature above 100°C, with reaction times ranging from minutes to 

hours, affording crystalline materials faster and in the nanoscale size range.69,70  

Mechanical energy can be also used to obtain microcrystalline powder CFs, under 

solvent-free conditions, being an environmental friendly synthetic route, since the use of 

organic solvents is avoided.71 Generally these syntheses can be performed at room 

temperature or with the further use of a thermal treatment, with reaction times in the range 

of hours/days.72 A less explored route than the others, is the sonochemical synthesis,40  

where high-energy ultrasounds are applied to reaction mixtures, creating some bubbles in 

the reaction mixture, where the observed rapid release of energy, lead to temperatures of 

∼5000 K and pressures of ∼1000 bar. A large number of parameters influence the 

formation of the bubbles and the energy released in it, like the acoustic frequency and 

intensity, the choice of solvent taking into account its vapor pressure, viscosity and 

chemical reactivity, the temperature, etc.62 

Finally, CFs can be obtained in form of microcrystalline powders and thin films by using 

electrochemical methods, as firstly reported in 2005 by researchers at BASF company.73 

They developed an electrochemical method that allow the exclusion of anions, such as 

nitrate, perchlorate, or chloride, which are not easy to handle when large-scale production 

processes are required.62 Hence, instead of using metal salts as precursors, metal ions are 

provided by using a selected anode which can furnish a continuous anodic dissolution of 

the ions into the reaction mixture, where an organic linkers, i.e. 1,3,5-benzentricarboxylic 

acid (H3BTC),73 and a conducting salt, i.e salts whose anion components can be  

monosulfonate, disulfonate and so on,74 are also present. The electrochemical 

methodologies allow to run continuous processes and to obtain higher yields than 

conventional batch reactions, which are both fundamental requirements for industrial 

processes. The production of CFs, especially MOFs, in large scale for commercial use, is 

certainly challenging even though many scientific efforts still have to be done in order to 

provide accessible, rapid, cost-effective and commercially viable routes, taking into 

account several parameters, such as availability and cost of starting materials, synthetic 

conditions, high yields, low percentage of impurities, etc. The current research is 

addressed to the large-scale production of these materials and the scale-up of some well-

known MOFs, i.e. Fe-MIL-100 and MOF-5, has been recently reported.65,73 
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4. Applications of Coordination Frameworks 

Among CFs materials, MOFs are the most studied for technological applications in many 

relevant fields, involving society challenges, from environment to biomedicine, due to 

their exceptional surface areas, wide structural diversity and tailorable pore sizes,75 thus 

overcoming traditional porous materials. Due to these features, MOFs show relevant 

properties such as ultrahigh gas storage capacities, high selectivity in gas separations, a 

unique capability to harvest water from air, etc..76–79 Furthermore, by a fine tuning of the 

pore functionalities, it is possible to insert active sites (i.e. metals or functional groups) 

that can act as catalytic centers, favoring selectively reactions of organic molecules.80,81 

By tailoring the pore functionalities it is also possible to tune the electrical properties of 

the MOFs, affording the formation of porous conductive frameworks.82 Regarding the 

CPs, their lack of permanent porosity does not interfere with their use in technological 

applications, conversely they can also be employed in different fields,83 including 

catalysis, sensing and biomedicine.84–86 An overview of selected CFs technological 

applications is reported in Scheme 6.  

 

Scheme 6. Overview of selected CFs technological applications. 

 

Among the huge variety of organic linkers (vide supra),two main classes i.e. carboxylates 

and anilates derivatives, are gaining ever-growing attention. The carboxylate class, 

containing at least one aromatic ring as core unit, is the most used for its ability to 

construct thermally and chemically robust 2D and 3D frameworks, through various 
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coordination modes, excellent candidates for gas storage and separation, catalysis, etc.87. 

Recently, the  anilato family has been extensively used, in particular for i) their inherent 

redox-activity, i.e. two-electron reversible reduction to form aromatic 

hydroquinone/catechol via semiquinone radical formation, which leads to a non-innocent 

behavior, with two or more accessible oxidation states of the linker depending on the 

chelation to metal ion; ii) their six-membered ring, easy to functionalize with various 

substituents/functional groups in order to tune its redox potential, solubility, and the 

electrochemical response; iii) the influence of the steric and electronic nature of 

substituents of the benzoquinone ring, to modulate the electronic properties of the linker 

and thus influence the reactivity and physical properties of the resulting materials; iv) 

their excellent ability to construct 2D extended networks. Anilic acids, formulated as 

H2X2C6O4 (H2X2An), where X and C6O4 indicate substituents and anilate moiety (An), 

respectively, are derivatives of 2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (DHBQ), obtained by 

replacing the hydrogen at the 3 and 6 position of the quinone ring with different functional 

groups.  

In the present work, the following linkers (Scheme 7) belonging to these two classes, 

have been selected to construct new CFs in order to exploit their physical properties and 

potential applications (Part II). Hence, some recent examples of both carboxylate-based 

and anilate-based CFs employed in selected cutting-edge application fields, are herein 

reported. 

 

Scheme 7. Organic molecules selected as linkers for the construction of new CFs. 

 

4.1 Carboxylate-based CFs 

Carboxylate-based linkers represent the most used family of molecules employed as 

organic linkers for building CFs. In fact, they are able to strongly chelate metal ions, 

leading to formation of chemically and thermally robust frameworks, often neutral, since 

their charged nature neutralizes the positive charges of the metal nodes, avoiding the need 
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for counter ions. Carboxylate-based linkers also favor the formation of polynuclear 

clusters (SBUs) with a fixed overall coordination geometry and connectivity, giving 

precise directionality to the CFs. Some of the most used carboxylate-based linkers, which 

can also be further functionalized, are reported in Chart 1.  

 

Chart 1. Some of the most used carboxylate linkers. 

 

The linkers belonging to carboxylate family show the further advantage of being 

biocompatible, hence are the perfect candidates to construct CFs for biomedical 

applications.88,89 One of the most extensively used carboxylate linkers is the 1,3,5-

benzentricarboxylic acid (BTC), known as trimesic acid, which is one of the building 

blocks of several MOFs belonging to MIL (Materials of Institute Lavoisier) class;  the 

MOF with FeIII as metal node is one of the most commonly used in biomedicine,  spanning 

from drug delivery and nanothermometry, to biosensing, bioimaging and magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI).28 Among these applications, nanothermometry is receiving 

great attention in recent years,  since the detection of the local temperature of 

nanostructured biosystems, with sub-micrometric spatial resolution, endows a full 

understanding of their dynamics, as for example the temperature-dependent cell division 

rate,92 and their physical properties which can be influenced by temperature changes, as 

it occurs in protein denaturation processes.90,91 More importantly, the temperature sensing 

of biological tissues at the nanoscale allows for an early diagnosis and treatment of 
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numerous diseases, including cancer, because major pathological cells show a higher 

temperature than normal surrounding tissues.92,93 

MOFs are challenging and versatile platforms for designing luminescence properties, as 

luminescence can be originated from all their building blocks: metal ions, linkers, and 

guest ions/molecules. In lanthanide-containing MOFs (LnMOFs), the organic ligands can 

effectively act as light-harvesting antennas towards the lanthanide ions and sensitize their 

visible (Vis) or near-infrared (NIR) luminescence via resonance energy transfer (RET) 

from the lowest triplet state upon intersystem crossing.94 A thermometer based on 

lanthanide metal–organic frameworks (LnMOFs) allows to determine absolute 

temperature, by measuring the intensities of two transitions deriving from distinct 

emitting centers (linker/Ln(III) ion, dye-hosted in the MOF nanorodes/Ln(III) and 

Ln(III)-Ln(III)).95 Recently, a new methodology for luminescent thermometers has been 

developed based on mixed-lanthanide MOFs (Ln’Ln’’MOFs). Mixed Ln’Ln’’MOFs 

thermometers use the intensity ratio of two emissions from different lanthanide ions, 

commonly Tb(III) and Eu(III), as the thermometric parameter and does not require any 

additional calibration of luminescence intensity, thus overcoming the main drawbacks of 

most luminescent thermometers, such as the temperature-dependent intensity of one 

transition, whose accuracy can be affected by the concentration and inhomogeneity of 

luminescence centers as well as the optoelectronic drifts of the excitation source and 

detectors. Both ions are excited to the singlet state of the ligand, which transfers energy 

into both lanthanide ions. Alternatively, the triplet state of the ligand can be excited from 

the singlet state, and then it becomes the donor state in the energy transfer process 

populating EuIII and TbIII.  The ligand-to-lanthanide energy transfer is non-resonant and, 

being phonon assisted, it depends on temperature. Such new luminescent thermometers 

have distinct advantages over other conventional thermometers because of their high 

sensitivity, fast response, non-invasive operation, and inertness to strong electric or 

magnetic fields. Other than sensitivity, other properties such as high thermal stability and 

luminescence detectable over a wide temperature range are fundamental prerequisites to 

design highly efficient mixed lanthanide ratiometric thermometers.95 

 In 2016, Rocha et al. reported on a microporous MOFs, based on the EuIII-to-TbIII 

emission ratio TbIII-MIL-103 doped with EuIII, formulated as 

[(Tb0.95Eu0.05)(btb)(H2O)]·(solv)x [solv = H2O, CH3OH], by using 1,3,5-tris(4-

carboxyphenyl)benzene (H3btb) as organic linker and. This material proved to be a good 

platform for luminescent ratiometric thermometry, giving its best performances 
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especially in the cryogenic range (<100 K).96 Generally,  Ln’Ln’’MOFs are prepared by 

using solvothermal synthesis, which affords crystals in the micron-range. Interestingly, 

they can be also prepared through a solvent-free method by using mechanical energy, 

provided by grinding the precursors, followed by a thermal treatment. A new family of  

Ln’Ln’’MOFs, EuIII and DyIII co-doped Y-MOFs, showing the MIL-78 topology and the 

characteristic lanthanide luminescence in the visible range, has been obtained (Figure 

6).72  This material can be used as ratiometric thermometer due to the temperature 

dependence of its blue/red characteristic emissions. 

 

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the synthetic methodology  affording Y-MOF crystalline phase. 

Reprinted with permission from Reference72 Copyright © 2019, American Chemical Society. 

 

A major drawback of these materials is that the excitation is mainly performed in the 

ultraviolet (UV) region, thus limiting their use as efficient optical ratiometric 

thermometers in tissue biological thermometry. Hence, Zaręba et al. reported for the first 

time the multi-photon absorption as a general strategy for performing NIR-to-VIS remote 

temperature sensing, by shifting the excitation of EuIII, TbIII-CFs wavelength through a 

nonlinear optical process.97 NIR instead of UV or visible light should be used as excitation 

source and the linkers (first and ancillary ligands) should not contain C–H, N–H, and O–

H vibrational quenchers of the NIR emission. A novel thermosensitive mixed 

Ln’Ln’’MOFs (Nd0.577Yb0.423)2(BDC-F4)3-(DMF)(H2O)xDMF (H2BDC-F4 = 2,3,5,6-

tetrafluoro-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate), has been recently prepared as a luminescent 

ratiometric thermometer, showing excellent temperature dependent photoluminescence 

properties in the physiological 293–313 K temperature range.98 In this case, H2BDC-F4 

has been selected as first linker because its triplet energy level is much higher than the 

accepted level of lanthanide ions (Scheme 8), so that the energy transfer or interaction 

between the linker and the lanthanide ions are prevented. Furthermore, the absence of 
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some high energy chemical bonds, such as C–H, N–H, and O–H, avoid quenching of 

lanthanide NIR emission.98 

 

Scheme 8. Schematic representation of energy processes in NIR mixed lanthanide-based MOFs. Reprinted 

with permission from 98. Copyright © 2015, The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

To improve the thermometric performance of NdIII/YbIII mixed Ln’Ln’’MOFs, 1,3,5-

benzene-tris-benzoic acid (H3BTB) has been used as organic linker in the new 

thermosensitive NIR mixed Nd0.866Yb0.134BTB. The H3BTB linker favors the LnIII 

sensitization process through the triplet energy level and additionally, the trigonal-planar 

geometry confers rigidity and robustness to the MOF. This MOF shows excellent 

temperature dependence of the photoluminescence properties in the physiological range 

(303 - 333 K), along with low cytotoxicity and good biocompatibility with biological 

cells.99 These type of nanothermometers with NIR excitation and NIR luminescence, are 

harmless for biological tissue, and the resolution is accurate (up to 0.0096 K in some 

CFs99) for measuring the temperature difference in major pathological cells, such as brain 

tumor cells, which  shows a temperature increase in the 0.5–3.3 K range than normal 

surrounding tissues, thus indicating that these materials can be potentially applied as a 

luminescent thermometers for biological thermal sensing.95 

 

4.2 Anilate-based CFs  

Anilate ligands are promising candidates to construct novel Functional and 

Multifunctional Frameworks (vide supra), due to the presence of the  benzoquinone ring 

as core unit, easy to functionalize with different substituents at the 3,6 positions, 

capability to mediate magnetic superexchange interactions between d-transition metal 
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ions,100 to act as suitable antennae towards NIR-emitting lanthanide ions38,101 and/or to 

isolate lanthanide ions magnetically, favoring the formation of SIMs/SMMs,56 and last 

but not least, their inherent redox activity (vide supra)102 which allows for a significant 

enhancement of the magnetic ordering temperature and electrical conductivity of the 

material. Furthermore, anilates are 1,2 bidentate chelating linkers, due to the presence of 

hydroxy group in 2,5 positions, which can be deprotonated, forming two symmetric 

chelating groups through the oxygen atoms from carbonyl and hydroxide groups in 1,4 

and 2,5 position, respectively. In Chart 2 some of the most interesting anilates are 

reported.  

 

Chart 2. Selected anilate linkers with different substituents. 

 

Generally anilates  afford 2D CFs, which show the classical honeycomb packing pattern, 

where six metal ions are coordinate by anilate ligands forming a hexagonal motif, in 

which every ion is trischelated, surrounded by six oxygen atoms in an octahedral 

geometry. By using one-pot reaction, in 2011 Nikitina et al. reported on the first example 

of bimetallic 2D anilate based CFs,  where chloranilate linker (Cl2An2-) coordinates FeIII 

and MnII.103 Anilate-based 2D materials showing peculiar conducting and/or magnetic or 

luminescent properties have been also reported recently by Mercuri, Avarvari et al.38,104–

106 Noteworthy, 2D CPs formed by NIR-emitting lanthanides (LnIII =  Er, Nd and Yb) and 

chlorocianoanilate (ClCNAn2-), the first example of heterosubstituted anilate in the 

family, can be exfoliated, by a top-down approach, to fabricate ultrathin robust and 

crystalline nanosheets. Since the discovery of graphene, the demand for nanosheets has 

been of ever-growing interest, as they are powerful platforms with potential applications 
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in various fields ranging from sensing, biomedicine to electronic devices, despite the 

research is still at the very early stage. Furthermore, anilate derivative linkers can also 

afford magnetic lanthanide based-2D CPs. In 2019, Sahadevan et al. reported of a new 

series of four 2D layered CPs based on ClCNAn2- and DyIII, formulated as 

[Dy2(ClCNAn)3(DMSO)6]n (two polymorphs), [Dy2(ClCNAn)3(DMF)6]n·(DCM)2 and 

[(Me2NH2)2[Dy2(ClCNAn)4(H2O)2]n·(DMF). The materials show a variety of topologies, 

ranging from (6,3)- to (4,4)-, evidencing the versatility of ClCNAn2- in constructing 

different 2D frameworks and its capability to mediate anti-ferromagnetic interactions 

between DyIII ions.107 Dy-based 2D CPs can also show a slow magnetic relaxation, as 

reported in 2020 by Benmansour et al. They prepared a series of multifunctional 2D CFs 

based on bromanilate linker (Br2An2-) and DyIII ions, formulated as 

[Dy2(Br2An)3(G)n]·nG (with G = H2O, dimethylformamide (DMF) and 

dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)), shown in Figure 7.108 These CFs are able to reversibly 

exchange the coordinated and non-coordinated solvent molecules and prove their 

multifunctionality showing field-induced slow relaxation of the magnetization and 

luminescence, which can be influenced by solvent exchange.  

  

Figure 7. Layered structures of the different Br2An based CFs along with their frequency dependence of 

m’’ at different temperature (dc field of 1000 Oe). Reprinted with permission from Reference108 Copyright 

© 2019, The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

 

Furthermore, they capability to undergo one-electron reduction to form the semiquinone, 

starting from the benzoquinone moiety,  aroused an ever-growing interest in using them 

as building blocks of CFs with improved physical properties.109–112 One of these 

interesting examples was reported by Harris and co-workers in 2015,102,111 which 
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prepared a porous semiquinoid magnet (Figure 8), formulated as 

(Me2NH2)2[Fe2(Cl2An)3]·2H2O·6DMF, with a BET surface area of 885(105) m2g-1.  

In this CF, iron metal ions are present in a mixed valence state FeII/FeIII, as well as the 

chloranilate bridging ligand which is simultaneously present in its benzoquinoid and 

semiquinoid form, generated in situ,102 and leading to a porous antiferromagnet, with a 

spontaneous magnetization below 80 K. Due to its delocalized nature, this CF shows also 

conductivity values of σ = 1.4(7) × 10−2 S cm−1  (Ea = 0.26(1) eV), being a porous multi-

functional framework with the coexistence of magnetism and conductivity. Furthermore, 

by soaking this material in a cobaltocene (Cp2Co) solution for 48 hours, a new compound, 

formulated as (Cp2Co)1.43(Me2NH2)1.57[Fe2L3]·4.9DMF, was obtained. The significant 

increase of semiquinones in the CF leads to stronger magnetic exchange interactions 

between metal ions, causing an increase of the magnetic ordering temperature up to 105 

K, which is a remarkable value for a metal-organic solid and one of the highest values for 

a semiquinone-based framework,111 of considerable interest for spintronics applications, 

in next-generation data processing and storage. 

 

Figure 8. Plot of conductivity properties (left) and variable-temperature field-cooled magnetization 

recorded under an applied dc field of 10 Oe (right) for (Me2NH2)2[Fe2(Cl2An)3]·2H2O·6DMF. Perspective 

view of crystal structure of (Me2NH2)2[Fe2(Cl2An)3]·2H2O·6DMF along the c axis, having the typical 

honeycomb motif, shown in the middle. Reprinted with permission from Reference111 Copyright © 2015, 

American Chemical Society. 

 

The versatility of anilates in the construction of CFs with applications in different fields, 

such as gas sorption, it has been recently further explored by Abrahams et al. Interestingly 

they reported on a 1D CFs of MgII or ZnII metal ions, linked through hydranilate (H2An2-

) formed in situ, formulated as MII(H2An)(H2O)2·2H2O·xROH, (M = Mg or Zn). These 

1D CFs were able to uptake significant amounts of H2, CO2 and CH4 at low pressures, 

upon dehydration that afford microporous material.113  Noteworthy they also reported on 
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the synthesis of novel anilate-based CFs, formulated as (NEt4)2[Zn2(Cl2An)3] and 

(NEt4)2[Zn2(F2An)3], with a layered cationic/anionic structure of (6,3)-topology, where 

the NEt4
+ cations template the anionic layers in an eclipsed way to form large cavities. 

This porous MOFs shows almost 40% of void volume and it is capable to capture 

significant amounts of CO2. Furthermore, Abrahams and co-workers reported on a CF 

with layered anionic square-grid structure with interleaved layers of counter-cations, 

formulated as (NEt4)[Y(Cl2An)2], that show high sorption enthalpies for H2, N2, CO2 and, 

particularly, CH4.
37,114 Finally, selected examples of different anilato-based CFs 

structures are reported in Scheme 9. 

 

Scheme 9. Overview of different anilato-based CFs structures. 
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5. Aim of the Work 

The present Work aims to develop novel CFs with magnetic and/or optical properties, to 

exploit their potential in specific technological applications, from temperature sensing to 

gas separation. To achieve this goal, two different linkers has been selected: the 1,3,5-

benzentricarboxylic acid (trimesic acid), a biofriendly tritopic linker, which possess an 

aromatic ring as core unit and an unexplored anilate tetratopic linker, bearing two 

triazolyl groups at the 3,6 positions of the benzoquinone ring, which allow the 

construction of 3D frameworks, when compared to the ditopic conventional anilates. As 

metal nodes, a wide variety of d-(MII=Co, Cu, Ni, Mn and Fe) and f-(LnIII=Nd, Er, Yb, 

Dy, Tb, Ho) transition metal ions has been selected in order to engineer CFs with 

magnetic and/or luminescent properties. The characterization of the obtained materials 

has been performed through a Multi-Technique Approach involving X-Ray Diffraction 

on single crystals and powders (SC-XRD and PXRD), Magnetometry (SQUID and 

PPMS), Spectroscopic Techniques (FT-IR, Raman, Photoluminescence) and 

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). The experimental magnetic and luminescent 

measurements are supported by theoretical calculations, by using Radial Effective Charge 

(REC) Model.    

The Research Activity has been carried out as follow:  

❖ Synthesis and Characterization of the tetratopic 3,6-ditriazolyl-anilate and the novel 

3,6-N-(dipyrazolyl-4-carboxylic acid) anilate (Chapter 1). 

❖ Design, Synthesis, Structural and Physical Characterization of the new class of 

magnetic and redox-active 3d-transition metal ions/3,6-ditriazolyl-anilate MOFs 

(Chapter 2). 

❖ Static and Dynamic Adsorption Studies on Co-triazolyl-anilato-based 

ultramicroporous MOF, as showing high selectivity, high adsorption capacity and 

high regenerability for CO2 absorption and separation from CO2/CH4 mixtures, other 

than a scalable synthetic protocol, thus an optimal candidate in separation technology 

industry (Chapter 3).  

❖ Design, Synthesis, Structural and Physical Characterization of the new class of 

lanthanide metal ions/3,6-ditriazolyil-anilate CPs/MOFs, with a particular emphasis 

on their structural flexibility which has been proven to be, in the case of  the ErIII-

based multifunctional MOF, a challenging strategy to tune Luminescent and Single 

Ion Magnet properties (Chapter 4 and 5).   
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❖ Design, Synthesis, Structural and Physical Characterization of CPs based on NIR-

emitting lanthanide ions (YbIII and NdIII) and 1,3,5-benzentricarboxylic acid, as 

suitable ratiometric mixed Lanthanide thermometers for biological applications 

(Chapter 6).  
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Abstract  

The search  for new molecular building blocks is a challenge in the design and 

preparation of new extended CFs with functional properties. Among the plethora of 

organic molecules which can act as valuable linkers, the 3,6-disubstituted-2,5-

dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinones, namely anilates, formulated as H4C6O4 (C6O4 indicating 

the anilate moiety An), are very promising molecular building blocks due to their 

promising features, summarized as follows: i) different coordination modes leading to 

structures with a various dimensionality; ii) capability to mediate magnetic interactions 

between d- transition metal ions and to magnetically isolate lanthanide ions and iii) 

capability to undergo one or two-electrons reduction, showing a non-innocent behavior. 

In the present Chapter, the synthesis of two N-heterocycles substituted anilate 

derivatives, where triazole and 4-ethylpyrazole carboxylate were selected as substituents 

at the 3, 6 positions of the anilate ring, is reported. The obtained linkers have been 

characterized basically by Elemental Analysis, NMR and Mass Spectrometry.by 

Raman, FT-IR, UV-Vis and Fluorescence, while their redox behaviour was studied by 

Cyclic Voltammetry.  
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1. Introduction 

Since the outstanding growth of reticular chemistry, defined by Omar Yaghi as the area 

of chemistry where molecular building blocks, i.e. organic linkers and/or metal nodes, 

are strongly bonded to afford CFs, including CPs, MOFs and Covalent-Organic 

Frameworks (COFs), the design and synthesis of  new organic linkers has become one 

of the current major challenges in this area. In order to construct such supramolecular 

architectures with desired physical properties for a specific application, prerequisites as 

the molecular structure, coordination modes and presence of substituents, which can 

give different functionalities, need to be fulfill in the selection of an organic linker.1,2  

Among the countless organic molecules which can be chosen as organic linkers, a 

promising family of multi-acting linkers is represented by the quinones and their 

derivatives. Quinones are naturally occurring organic molecules forming conjugated 

six-membered cyclic diketones in ortho or positions, namely o-quinones and p-

quinones, respectively. Their chemistry have been explored for many decades because 

of  their presence as natural products with relevant biological activities as 

anticoagulant,3 anticancer,4 antioxidative,5 antidiabetic,6 etc. Recently, this class of 

molecules has received ever-growing attention in material chemistry due to their 

inherent redox activity,7 which lead to a non-innocent behaviour, making them 

promising candidates for electrochemical applications, such as purely organic electrodes 

for Lithium Ion Batteries (LIBs).8–10 Interestingly, when p-benzoquinone is substituted 

with hydroxy groups in 2,5 positions, the 2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone, formulated 

as H4C6O4 (H4An), with C6O4 indicating the anilate moiety (An),11,12 is the precursor of 

a wide variety of functionalized anilate derivatives. Different synthetic paths can be 

used  for the substitution of the hydrogens at the 3,6 positions with other functional 

groups, such as halogen groups,13–15 cyano group,16–18 heterocycles,19,20 etc. Linkers 

belonging to the anilate family can coordinate metal ions through different coordination 

modes, as reported in Scheme 1.1, and among them, the bis-1,2-bidentate mode (II in 

Scheme 1.1) is one of the most interesting since allows to construct a diverse range of 

novel supramolecular frameworks of different dimensionality.12,21  
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Scheme 1.1. Differen coordination modes of anilate dianions: 1,2-bidentate (I), bis-1,2-bidentate (II), 

1,4-bidentate (III), p-bonding (IV), 1,2-bidentate/monodentate (V). 

Generally, anilates with non-coordinating substituents group in 3,6 positions act as 

linkers between metal ions, affording mainly 1D chains22–24 and 2D frameworks,25–28 

while 3D ones are more rares.22,29 A valuable strategy to improve the anilates capability 

to obtain 3D frameworks is the replacement of non-coordinating substituents with 

coordinating ones, i.e. N-heterocycles which can provide a further coordination site with 

nitrogen atoms present in the pendant ring. Furthermore, the insertion of N-heterocycles 

as substituents in the anilate ring might improve either their capability of magnetically 

coupling the metal ions or their tendence to be reduced by one or two electrons to their 

semiquinone or hydroquinone forms, respectively. In this context, we have selected two 

different N-heterocycles, triazole and 4-ethylpyrazole carboxylate, as substituents in the 

anilate ring to design the 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone and the 

novel 3,6-N-(dipyrazolyl-4-carboxylic acid)-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone organic 

linkers. The N-heterocycles anilate derivatives here in prepared were characterized 

basically by Elemental Analysis, Mass Spectrometry and NMR Spectroscopy and then 

by Raman, FT-IR, UV-Vis and Fluorescence Spectroscopies and by Cyclic 

Voltammetry, for investigating their optical and electrochemical properties.  
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2. Experimental Section 

2.1  General Remarks 

Reagents of analytical grade were purchased from Zentek (TCI) and Sigma Aldrich and 

used without further purification. Synthesis of compounds 1-3 was modified from 

literature30 while 2,5-Dibromo-3,6-diethoxy-1,4-benzoquinone (called hereafter DDBQ) 

was prepare according the procedure already reported.19 NMR spectra were recorded on 

a Bruker Avance III HD 600 spectrometer (600 MHz for 1H). Chemical shifts are 

expressed in parts per million (ppm, δ), downfield from TMS as an external reference. 

The following abbreviations are used: singlet (s), doublet (d), triplet (t), quartet (q). MS 

(MALDI-TOF) spectra were recorded on a high resolution Sciex TRIPLETOFT5600. 

Elemental analyses (C, H, and N) were performed with a CE Instruments EA 1110 

CHNS.  

 

2.2  Synthesis 

2,3,5,6-N-tetratriazolyl-1,4-benzoquinone (1). 1,2,4-triazole (6.9 g, 0.1 mol) and 

Bromanile (5.3 g, 0.0125 mol) were dissolved in 25 mL of DMSO, then the reaction 

mixture was heated till 50°C for 6 h. The orange solid formed was filtered, washed with 

fresh DMSO and dried in air overnight. The solid was characterized in without further 

purification. 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ = 8.69 (d), 8.05 (d) MS (MALDI-TOF): 

m/z calcd for C14H8N12O2: 377.09; found 377.1 

3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (2). 1 g (2.6 mmol) of 1 was 

dissolved in 10 mL of water with NaHCO3 (0.53 g 6.3 mmol). After 15 min stirring a 

dark red precipitate appears, this was filtered and redissolved in 50 mL of water. Upon 

adding H2SO4 96% to reach pH ~ 3 compound 3 start to precipitate as a brown powder. 

(Yield 84%) 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ = 8.40 (s), 8.05 (s) MS (MALDI-TOF): 

m/z calcd for C10H6N6O4: 275.05; found 275.05 Elemental analysis calcd (%) for 

C10H6N6O4: C 36.59, H 3.69, N 25.60; found: C 36.55, H 3.24, N 26.50. 

3,6-N-(dipyrazolyl-4-carboxylicacid)-2,5-diethoxy-1,4-benzoquinone (3). 4-

ethylpyrazole carboxylate (314 mg, 2.24 mmol), DDBQ (200 mg, 0.56 mmol)  and 

K2CO3 (309 mg, 2.24 mg) were dissolved in DMF and heated at 70°C for 48 h, giving a 

brownish solid which was filtered and let it dry standing at air overnight. The solid was 

characterized without further purification. 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ = 7.79 (d), 
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7.74 (d), 4.22 (q), 1.27 (m) MS (MALDI-TOF): m/z calcd for C18H16N4O8: 417.10; 

found 417.11.  

3,6-N-(dipyrazolyl-4-carboxylic acid)-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (4). 200 mg 

(0.48 mmol) of 4 were dissolved in 20 mL of Acetonitrile and mixed with a water 

solution of NaOH (60 mg, 1.5 mmol). The solution was stirred and heated at reflux 

temperature for 2 h. When cooled to room temperature, 3 mL of HCl 37% were added 

and the solution let at 4°C, overnight. Then, 5 precipitate as an orange powder, filtered 

from the mother liquor and dried in air (Yield 23%) 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6): δ 

= 8.06 (d), 7.89 (d), 3.55 (s) MS (MALDI-TOF): m/z calcd for C14H8N4O8: 361.04; 

found 361.04 Elemental analysis calcd (%) for C14H8N4O8: C 44.46, H 2.66, N 14.81; 

found: C 45.01, H 2.60, N 14.78. 

 

2.3  Physical Measurements  

Spectroscopic Measurements. FT-IR spectra were collected using a Bruker Equinox 

55 Spectrometer, on KBr pellets. Raman  spectra were  performed  on a powder sample 

by a LabRAM-HR Evolution confocal Raman Microscope (Horiba). The measurements 

were conducted with an excitation wavelength of λex= 532 nm. The laser was focused 

using a 100× objective (0.8 NA), thus leading to a laser spot with a diameter of ca. 1 

μm. A CCD camera was employed to collect the backscattered light that was dispersed 

by an 1800 grooves per mm grating providing a spectral resolution of ~ 1 cm-1. 

UV-Vis absorption spectra (800–200 nm) were recorded on a Varian Cary 5 

Spectrophotometer. Solutions for UV-Vis spectra were prepared by using water as a 

solvent and NaOH in stoichiometric quantity to favor the dissolution of the ligands.  

Photoluminescence (PL) Spectroscopy. PL emission spectra (300-600 nm) were 

collected in H2O solutions, with a Horiba-Jobin Yvon Fluoromax-4 Fluorimeter, using a 

DC Xenon lamp. Bandpass was set as 5 nm slit width for each measurement. 

Electrochemical Measurements. Cyclic Voltammetry was carried out with a Gamry 

electrochemical workstation (Gamry 1000E potentiostat/galvanostat), using a three-

electrode cell equipped with a Glassy carbon working electrode, a Ag/AgCl (in KCl 3 

M) reference and a platinum-wire as counter electrode. The experiments were 

performed at room temperature (25 °C), in dry and Argon-degassed CH3CN solution 

containing 0.1 M [(n-Bu)4N]PF6 as supporting electrolyte, at 100, 50, 20, 10 and 5 mV/s 
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scan rates. Ferrocene was added as an internal standard upon completion of each 

experiment.  

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Synthesis 

The reactions to functionalize benzoquinone ring, at the 3,6 positions, with N-

heterocycles were first reported by Gauß et al.,20 which obtained different 

tetrasubstituted benzoquinones starting from Chloranile as substrate. To improve some 

of these reactions it is possible to use as substrate Bromanile, which favors the 

nucleophilic substitution due to the presence of a better leaving group as bromine 

instead of chlorine. When Bromanile is added to a DMSO solution prepared with a large 

excess of Triazole, after several hours of stirring at mild conditions, the tetra-N-

triazolyl-benzoquinone is obtained as an orange powder. To obtain the derivative 3,6-N-

ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (2), it is possible to hydrolize 1 in an 

aqueous solution of sodium hydrogencarbonate, forming the sodium salt of the 

hydrolized product which can be further acidified with concentrated sulfuric acid. This 

procedure, reported by Gauß et al.,20 lead to the formation of 2 as a brownish precipitate 

(Scheme 1.2). 

 

 

Scheme 1.2. Synthetic path for the preparation of 2. 
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To tailor the benzoquinone ring with N-heterocycles containing functional groups, such 

as carboxylate, the new synthetic path has been developed, as shown in  Scheme 1.3. 

When 2,5-dibromo-3,6-diethoxy-1,4-benzoquinone (DDBQ)19 is added to a DMF 

solution of 4-ethylpyrazole carboxylate and the weak base potassium carbonate, 3,6-N-

(dipyrazolyl-4-carboxylic acid)-2,5-diethoxy-1,4-benzoquinone (3) is formed as a 

brownish precipitate, after stirring 48h at 70°C. The treatment of 3 with a solution of 

sodium hydroxide lead to the complete hydrolysis of ethoxy groups, forming the new 

benzoquinone derivative 3,6-N-(dipyrazolyl-4-carboxylic acid)-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-

benzoquinone (4), belonging to anilates family. 

 

Scheme 1.3. Synthetic path for the preparation of 4. 

The N-heterocycles anilate derivatives are generally luminescent and redox-active 

organic linkers which can be synthetized through accessible reaction paths. 2 and 4 are 

promising candidates as molecular building blocks for CFs, thanks to the anilate moiety 

which enables the coordination to the metal node in a bis-1,2-bidentate mode. Hence, a 

spectroscopical and electrochemical characterization of 2 and 4 is herein reported. 

3.2 FT-IR and Raman Spectroscopies 

The spectroscopical characterization of 1-4 is reported in Figures 1.1-1.4, showing the 

FT-IR and Raman spectra for the benzoquinone derivatives.  
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Figure 1.1. Raman spectrum (blue) in 2000-400 cm-1 range and FT-IR spectrum (green) in 1800-400 cm-1 

range of 1 (without purification). 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Raman spectrum (blue) in 2000-400 cm-1 range and FT-IR spectrum (green) in 1800-400 cm-1 

range of 2. 
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Figure 1.3. Raman spectrum (blue) in 2000-400 cm-1 range and FT-IR spectrum (green) in 1800-400 cm-1 

range of 3 (without purification). 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Raman spectrum (blue) in 2000-400 cm-1 range and FT-IR spectrum (green) in 1800-400 cm-1 

range of 4. 

FT-IR spectra of 1-4 show the typical bands in 1540-1480 cm-1 region, attributable to 

the C-O stretching of the benzoquinone ring.31,32 Furthermore, in all the spectra it is 

possible to identify the band related to N=N stretching in the 1560-1540 cm-1 

region.33,34 Spectra of 3 and 4 further display the bands  typical of the carboxylic group 

in the 1700-1600 cm-1 region. In FT-IR spectra of 1-4 it is observed the presence, in 

1250-1020 cm-1 range, of a new C-N stretching band in addition to the others typical of 
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free pyrazole and triazole, indicating the substitution of benzoquinone ring with N-

heterocycles.34,35  

Raman spectra of all compounds further confirm the dianionic benzoquinone form of 1-

4, with the band at ~ 1680 cm-1 related with C=O stretching.36,37 Furthermore, all 

spectra display bands attributable to the presence of N-heterocycles in the 1300-900 cm-

1region. In 2-4 spectra the band at 1396 cm-1 is also observed and may be due to the 

bending of OH groups present in the organic molecules,32 considering also that this 

band does not appear in spectra of 1, which have not OH groups in its molecular 

structure. Raman spectroscopy is also a probe to confirm the hydrolysis of ethoxy 

groups to hydroxy groups in 4. In fact, 3 shows the band attributable to the stretching of 

C-O-C bonds in the ethoxy groups at 1029 cm-1 which disappears in 4, as result of 

complete hydrolysis reaction.32,38 In Table 1.1 are listed the characteristic bands of both 

FT-IR and Raman for 1-4, with their assignments.  

Table 1.1. Assignments of characteristic Infrared (IR) and Raman (R) bands for compounds 1-4 (all 

frequencies are in cm-1).32–35,38 

 1 2 3 4 

 IR R IR R IR R IR R 

C-C/C=C  475  553  548  529 

C-N 1014 

1142 

1208 

1240 

 1033 

1147 

1209 

1240 

 1033 

1167 

1204 

1253 

 1025 

1175 

1189 

1253 

 

CBQ-N 1105  1110  1119  1095  

C-O-C      1029   

 O-H   1384 1396 1414 1396 1389 1414 

N=N 1537  1533  1558  1552  

C=C    1622  1623  1646 

C=C/C-O 1648  1648  1655  1661  

C=O 1564 

 

1684 1567 

 

1684 1620 

1692 

1684 1605 

1686 

1675 
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3.3 UV-Vis Absorption and Emission Properties 

The UV-Vis absorption spectra of 2 and 4, reported in Figure 1.5, show two main 

absorption bands in the 200-800 nm region. Both spectra were recorded in H2O solution 

in the stoichiometric presence of NaOH to allow the complete deprotonation of both 

anilate derivatives and consequent dissolution, which was not otherwise possible neither 

in other solvents. The absorption spectrum of 2 shows two bands in the UV region, the 

first one is centered at max = 264 nm, attributable to the triazole ring,39,40 while the 

other one is the convolution of two bands centered at max ⁓ 306 nm and 316 nm, 

respectively, which is typically observed for the anilate moiety.18 All the bands present 

high extinction coefficients  = 29107 dm3 mol−1 cm−1, 16846 dm3 mol−1 cm−1 and 

16409 dm3 mol−1 cm−1, respectively. A similar absorption spectrum is observed for 4,  

showing a band at max = 264 nm ( = 33880 dm3 mol−1 cm−1) and another one, not 

resolved, centered at max = 313 nm ( = 15152 dm3 mol−1 cm−1). 

 

Figure 1.5. UV-Vis spectra (200–800 nm) for 2 (purple line) and 4 (orange line) in H2O solution in their 

dianionic form.  

Considering the observed absorption bands, 2 and 4 were thus excited at two different 

wavelength, exc = 270 nm and 320 nm. Both compounds shows similar 

photoluminescence (PL) spectra, herein reported, along with their absorption spectra, in 

Figures 1.6 and 1.7. When the anilate derivatives are excited ad 270 nm, an intense 

emission band centered at max = 406 nm and a lower intense emission band centered in 

the range  400-500 nm are observed. The band at 406 nm is attributable to the presence 

of the aromatic N-heterocycles,40 which have an higher electronic delocalization that 
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confers good emission properties to the molecules. When the anilate derivatives are 

excited at 320 nm two different emission bands, attributable to the benzoquinone ring, 

appear at 490 nm and 400 nm for 2 and 4, respectively.18  

 

Figure 1.6. UV-Vis (dashed lines) and PL (solid lines) spectra (200–600 nm) for 2 in in H2O solution in 

its dianionic form, with ex = 270 nm (purple line) and ex = 320 (magenta line). 

 

 

Figure 1.7. UV-Vis (dashed lines) and PL (solid lines) spectra (200–550 nm) for 4 in in H2O solution in 

its dianionic form, with ex = 270 nm (brown line) and ex = 320 (green line). 
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3.4 Electrochemical Studies 

Anilate derivatives, due to the benzoquinone moiety, can undergo a reduction process 

where the benzoquinone ring can be reduced to its corresponding semiquinone and/or 

hydroquinone form (Scheme 1.3).  

 

 
Scheme 1.3. Reversible redox reactions for the  p-quinone/hydroquinone couple.   

 

Cyclic voltammetry was performed on 2 and 4, in order to get insight on their 

electrochemical properties. Cyclic voltammogram of 2, reported in Figure 1.8, shows 

one broad irreversible reduction peak centered at - 1.24 V vs. Ag/AgCl. Although the 

reduction peak is at very lower potential values, it can be due to the reduction of the 

benzoquinone moiety, which in this case is irreversible, since the reduction peak of 

triazole is generally at even lower values.41 2 was measured at different scan rates (100, 

50, 20, 10 and 5 mV/s), but only slow scan rates allowed to obtain the voltammogram 

reported in Figure 1.8. 

 

Figure 1.8. Cyclic voltammogram (-2  ̶  0.5 V) of 2, in a CH3CN solution with [NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) as 

electrolyte (Scan rate = 5 mV/s). 
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Cyclic voltammogram of 4 was performed in a wider potential range (-2,0  ̶  2,0 V)  at 

different scan rates:100, 50, 20, 10 and 5 mV/s, showing same electrochemical 

behavior. In Figure 1.9, the initial potential is 0 V vs. Ag/AgCl. An arrow has been 

added to the figure to indicate that the potential was first reduced to -2 V vs. Ag/AgCl 

and then increased to 2 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The experiment was cycled 10 times and the 

first two cycles were discarded. Similar quasi-reversible peak at -0,62 V vs. Ag/AgCl is 

obtained if the voltammogram is measured in the 0, -2 V vs. Ag/AgCl range, due to the 

reduction of the benzoquinone ring to semiquinone, as previously reported in thiophene 

substituted anilate.19. On the other hand, an irreversible peak at 1.17 V vs. Ag/AgCl is 

obtained if the cyclic voltammogram is measured in the 0, 2 V vs. Ag/AgCl range, 

which may be reasonably attributable to the oxidation of pyrazole derivative moiety. 

Similar results were obtained by differential pulse voltammetry (DPV).  

  

Figure 1.9. Cyclic Voltammogram (-2.5  ̶  2.5 V) of 4, in a CH3CN solution with [NBu4][PF6] (0.1 M) as 

electrolyte (Scan rate = 100 mV/s). 
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 4.  Conclusions  

The attainable synthetic protocols of two N-heterocycles anilate derivatives, 

functionalized with triazole and 4-ethylpyrazole carboxylate respectively, through 

nucleophilic substitution of the benzoquinone ring, have been reported. The obtained 

anilate derivatives, 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (2) and 3,6-N-

(dipyrazolyl-4-carboxylic acid)-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (4), have been 

characterized spectroscopically (Raman, FT-IR, UV-Vis and Fluorescence) and 

electrochemically (Cyclic Voltammetry). FT-IR and Raman spectroscopies were used as 

probes to further confirm both the substitution of the N-heterocycle and their 

benzoquinoid dianionic form. Absorption and emission properties of the two anilate 

derivatives are influenced by the presence of the triazole and 4-ethylpyrazole 

carboxylate respectively, which give rise to an intense emission band in the blue region, 

centered at ~ 400 nm, when excited at 270 nm. When the excitation wavelength is at 

320 nm, an emission band in the 400-500 nm region,  resulted from the benzoquinone 

moiety is observed,. Furthermore, cyclic voltammetry was performed on the two anilate 

derivatives, showing an irreversible reduction peak at Ec = -1.24 V for 2 and a quasi-

reversible reduction peak at E1/2 =-0.51 V for 4, due to the capability of benzoquinone 

moiety to undergo a one or two-electrons reduction process, typical of the non-innocent 

behavior of benzoquinone moiety. Considering their properties along with the presence 

of coordinating substituents at the 3,6 positions of the benzoquinone ring, these anilate 

derivatives are interesting potential candidates as molecular building blocks for the 

construction of new  3D CFs with functional properties.  
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Chapter 2 

 

A New Family of Magnetic and Redox Active 

Metal-Organic Frameworks based on                        

3,6-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone 
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Abstract  

The synthesis and characterization of novel magnetic and redox-active CFs based on 3d 

transition metal ions and 3,6-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxybenzoquinone (H2trz2An) is 

therein reported. By combining H2trz2An with MII ions via hydrothermal method, two 

phases, formulated as [M2(trz2An)2]n3H2O
 (M = CoII (1), CuII (2) and NiII (3)) and 

[Mn(trz2An)(H2O)]n·2H2O (4) were obtained, whereas the use of one-pot strategy led to 

the formation of a further phase formulated as [M(trz2An)]n·2H2O (M = FeII/FeIII (5), CoII 

(6)). All the compounds crystallize as neutral polymeric 3D frameworks, in which the 

metal ions are coordinated through the oxygen atoms of the anilate linkers forming either 

straight (1-3) or zig-zag (4-6) 1D chains. These chains are connected through the nitrogen 

atom in 4 position of the triazolyl group, which completes the coordination sphere of each 

metal ion, affording a 3D structure. 1-3 frameworks contain a void volume of 23% and 

1D channels which can be useful for sorption of small molecules. All compounds show 

antiferromagnetic interactions along the chains, except 5 which is characterized by weak 

ferromagnetic interactions. Interestingly, all 1-6 series show a redox behavior due to the 

presence of the anilate linker, being reduced electrochemically in the -0.7 – - 0.9 V range, 

due to the benzoquinone-semiquinone one electron reduction.  
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1. Introduction 

Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are a fascinating class of crystalline molecular 

materials obtained by the self-assembly of metal nodes and organic linkers. These 

molecular building blocks can be organized in frameworks with different dimensionality 

(1D, 2D or 3D) which are characterized by potential voids.1 The possibility to combine 

the different metal ions with an enormous number of organic linkers allows an incredible 

chemical and structural control of the final material.2,3 By a rational design, intriguing 

physical properties such as magnetic, conducting and/or luminescence and porosity, can 

be tailored in the MOFs for a wide range of applications, such as gas storage and 

separation,4–7 catalysis,8–10 asymmetric synthesis,11,12 energy storage,13,14 

biomedicine,15,16 sensing,17–19 etc.20–22 The aforementioned properties which allow MOFs 

to be employed in such diverse application fields, derived out of the various structures 

and depend on the molecular building blocks. The metal node is generally a transition 

metal or lanthanide ion and can give magnetic and/or luminescence properties.23–25 The 

organic linker is typically a molecule which must contain coordinating functional groups 

(carboxylate, imidazolate, phosphonates, etc.)26–28 in order to build different porous and 

stable structures. Nevertheless, the linker could also provide and/or improve the already 

existent physical properties. In this context, redox active linkers are becoming very 

popular in the recent years since the modulation of their redox states is a current and 

emerging strategy to enhance physical properties of the MOFs, such as magnetism and/or 

conductivity.29 Among the redox active organic linkers, the quinone derivatives are 

widely used and especially the 2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone derivatives, which have 

proved to be excellent candidates to construct MOFs in which magnetic and conducting 

properties are simultaneously tuned  through the redox activity of the linker.30–34 

Recently, it has been reported by Harris et al.30 an example of permanently porous 2D-

MOF incorporating the 3,6-dichloro-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone linker (namely 

chloranilic acid, H2Cl2An) in its semiquinoid form as a results from a spontaneous 

electron transfer from FeII, chosen as metal node, to Cl2An2-. Hence iron metal ions are 

present in a mixed valence state FeII/FeIII, as well as the chloranilate linker which is 

simultaneously present in its benzoquinoid and semiquinoid form, generated in situ. The 

resulting MOF is a porous semiconducting antiferromagnet, showing a spontaneous 

magnetization below 80 K and conductivity values of σ = 1.4(7) × 10−2 S cm−1, due the 

mixed valence given by both FeII/FeIII and benzoquinoid/semiquinoid couples. In order 

to fully reduce the Cl2An linker, the obtained MOF was then soaked in a Cobaltocene 
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solution for 48 h, allowing the complete reduction of the benzoquinone-semiquinone 

couple to the semiquinone Cl2An3– form. Through this post-synthetic approach, the 

complete reduction of Cl2An in its semiquinoid form led to a further improvement of the 

physical properties, with an increase of the magnetic ordering temperature up to 105 K, 

one of the highest values for a semiquinone-based framework.31  

In this context, to enlarge the study of CFs based on new  redox-active anilates, the anilate 

derivative functionalized with 1,2,4-triazolyl groups at the 3 and 6 positions of the 

benzoquinone ring, 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone, namely 

H2trz2An, (see Chapter 1) was selected as organic linker for constructing a new series of 

MOFs based on transition metal ions. In fact, the presence of the nitrogen (N4) of the 

triazole provide a further coordination site (see Scheme 2.1), leading to the formation of 

new 3D extended frameworks. Hence, the synthesis of new anilate-based MOFs 

formulated respectively as [M2(trz2An)2]n3H2O
 (M = CoII (1), CuII (2) and NiII (3)), 

[Mn(trz2An)(H2O)]n·2H2O (4) and [M(trz2An)]n·2H2O (M = FeII/FeIII (5), CoII (6)), is 

reported in  the present work. The structural, spectroscopic, magnetic and electrochemical 

characterization of all compounds has been  reported therein.  

 

Scheme 2.1. Coordination sites of trz2An, highlighting the terminal nitrogen (N4) of the triazolyl group as 

further coordinative atom.  
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2. Experimental Section 

2.1  General Remarks 

Reagents of analytical grade were purchased from Zentek (TCI) and Sigma Aldrich and 

used without further purification. Synthesis of ligand H2trz2An was modified from 

literature35 as reported in Chapter 1. Elemental analyses (C, H, and N) were performed 

with a CE Instruments EA 1110 CHNS.  

 

 

2.2  Synthesis 

[M(trz2An)]n·3H2O (M = CoII (1), CuII (2) and NiII (3)). A 5 mL Teflon vial with a 

mixture of MCl2 (0.05 mmol, 11.9 mg (1), 9.8 mg (2), 8.3 mg (3)), H2trz2An (0.05 mmol, 

13.7 mg), NaOH (0.1 mmol, 4 mg) and water (5 mL) was heated at 130°C for 2 days. 

After being cooled to room temperature, rectangular brown (1) and yellowish (2) crystals 

suitable for XRD were obtained, while 3 precipitate as orange powder analyzed by 

powder XRD. It was possible to obtain a large quantity of 1, performing the synthesis in 

a stainless steel autoclave of 80 mL volume, with a scale up of the reaction mixture of 8 

times, by using 0.4 mmol of H2trz2An, 0.8 mmol of NaOH and 0.4 mmol of CoCl2·6H2O 

in 40 mL of water. 

[Mn(trz2An)(H2O)]n·2.5H2O (4). Synthetic procedure was the same used for 1-3, with  

MnCl2 (0.05 mmol, 8.1 mg) as a precursor of MnII ions. When cooled to room temperature 

suitable XRD crystals of 4 were obtained, which appear as purple needle-like crystals.  

[M(trz2An)]n·nH2O (M = FeII/FeIII, n = 9 (5), CoII, n = 8 (6)). A solution of Fe(ClO4)2 

∙xH2O (0.83 mmol, 211 mg) in acetone (10 mL) was added dropwise, under stirring, to 

an aqueous solution (10 mL) of H2trz2An (0.17 mmol, 47 mg) and NaOH (0.34 mmol, 14 

mg) showing an instantaneous precipitation of a black microcrystalline powder (5). When 

CoCl2 is used as a precursor in the same stoichiometric ratio, 6 precipitate as a dark red 

microcrystalline powder. Both samples were analyzed by powder XRD showing 

isostructural phases. In order to obtain a single crystal suitable for XRD, an aqueous 

solution (1 mL) of H2trz2An (0.017 mmol, 4.7 mg) and NaOH (0.034 mmol, 1.4 mg) was 

placed in the bottom of a thin test tube, above was carefully layered a blank solution of 

water and acetone in 1:1 ratio, in the middle, and then a solution of Fe(ClO4)2 ∙xH2O 

(0.083 mmol, 21.1 mg) in acetone (1 mL) on top. After three weeks black rectangular 

crystals of 5, suitable for XRD measurement, appear at the interface. 
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Table 2.1. Elemental analysis for 1-6. 

  Calculated Found 

  %C %H %N %C %H %N 

1 C10H10N6O7Co 31.18 2.62 21.82 31.12 2.45 22.00 

2 C10H10N6O7Cu 30.82 2.59 21.56 30.80 2.47 21.19 

3 C10H10N6O7Ni 31.20 2.62 21.83 29.14 2.74 22.23 

4 C10H11N6O7.5Mn 30.78 2.84 21.54 30.99 2.46 21.50 

5 C10H22N6O13Fe 24.50 4.52 17.15 24.66 2.90 17.80 

6 C10H20N6O12Co 25.27 4.24 17.68 25.82 3.70 17.53 

 

2.3  Physical Measurements  

X-Ray Diffraction (Single Crystal and Powder). Single crystals of 1, 2, 4 and 5 were 

mounted on a glass fiber using a viscous hydrocarbon oil to coat the crystal and then 

transferred directly to the cold nitrogen stream for data collection. X-ray data of 1-2 and 

4-5 were collected at 120 K on a Supernova diffractometer equipped with a graphite-

monochromated Enhance (Mo) X-ray Source (λ = 0.710 73 Å). The program CrysAlisPro, 

Oxford Diffraction Ltd., was used for unit cell determinations and data reduction. 

Empirical absorption correction was performed using spherical harmonics, implemented 

in the SCALE3 ABSPACK scaling algorithm. The structures were solved with the 

ShelXT structure solution program36 and refined with the SHELXL-2013 program,37 

using Olex2.38 Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically, and hydrogen atoms 

were placed in calculated positions refined using idealized geometries (riding model) and 

assigned fixed isotropic displacement parameters. The crystallographic data for 1, 2 and 

4 are reported in Table 2.2, while crystallographic data of 5 are not included due to the 

low quality of the data.  

Table 2.2. Crystallographic data for 1, 2 and 4. 

 
1 2 4 

Empirical 

formula 

C20 H8 N12 O10 Co2 C10 H4 N6 O4 Cu C20 H16 N12 O13 Mn2 

Fw 694.24 335.73 742.33 
Crystal color brown Light brown purple 
Crystal size 

(mm3) 

0.05 x 0.04 x 0.01 0.16 x 0.03 x 0.03 0.12 × 0.05 × 0.04 

Temperature (K) 120 120 120 
Wavelength (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 
Crystal system, 

Z 

Orthorhombic Orthorhombic Orthorhombic 

Space group Pnnm Pnnm Fdd2 
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a (Å) 9.529(2) 9.4714(7) 26.4194(9) 
b (Å) 10.157(2) 9.8698(8) 21.4757(8) 
c (Å) 7.903(2) 8.0219(12) 9.3762(4) 

 () 90 90 90 

 () 90 90 90 

 () 90 90 90 
V (Å³) 764.9(3) 749.89(14) 5319.8(4) 

ρcalc (g.cm-3) 1.438 1.487 1.854 
μ(MoKα) (mm-

1) 

1.144 1.479 1.043 

2θ range (°) 6.532 to 52.934 5.962 to 57.462 6.624 to 56.074 
Index ranges -11 ≤ h ≤ 11,  

-12 ≤ k ≤ 12,  

-9 ≤ l ≤ 9 

-8 ≤ h ≤ 12,  

-13≤ k ≤ 7,  

-8 ≤ l ≤ 10 

-21 ≤ h ≤ 34,  

-28 ≤ k ≤ 27,  

-11 ≤ l ≤ 12 
Reflections 

collected 

7555 1921 7731 

Independent 

reflections 

800 [Rint = 0.1290,  

Rsigma = 0.0857] 

917 [Rint = 0.0934,  

Rsigma = 0.1585] 
2720 [Rint = 0.0628, 

Rsigma = 0.0907] 
Data/restraints/p

arameters 

800/1/59 917/0/59 2720/1/217 

Goodness-of-fit 

on F2 

1.123 1.013 
1.042 

Final R indexes 

[I>=2σ (I)] 

R1 = 0.1076, wR2 = 0.2829 R1 = 0.0738, wR2 = 

0.1500 
R1 = 0.0488 

wR2 = 0.0929 

Final R indexes 

[all data] 

R1 = 0.1315, wR2 = 0.2939 R1 = 0.1322, wR2 = 

0.1751 
R1 = 0.0647 

wR2 = 0.1024 

 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern was performed using a 0.7 mm glass capillary 

filled with polycrystalline samples of the compounds and mounted and aligned on an 

Empyrean PANalytical powder diffractometer, using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.541 77 Å). 

A total of three scans were collected for each compound at room temperature in the 2θ 

range of 10−40°.  

 

Magnetic Measurements. Magnetic measurements were performed with a Quantum 

Design MPMS-XL-5 SQUID magnetometer in the 2−300 K temperature range with an 

applied magnetic field of 0.1 T at a scan rate of 2 K min−1. 

 

Electrochemical Measurements. The electrochemical experiments were performed 

using a Gamry electrochemical workstation (Gamry 1010E potentiostat/galvanostat). The 

powdered materials (2 mg) were mixed in 2 mL of Nafion-5% and ethanol (1:10) and 

deposited on a 3 mm diameter glassy carbon disc working electrode, which was polished 

sequentially with 0.3, 0.1 and 0.05 μm alumina powders and washed with deionized water 

before each experiment. A typical three-electrode experimental cell equipped with a 

platinum wire as the counter electrode and a Metrohm Ag/AgCl electrode as a reference 

electrode was used for the electrochemical characterization of the working electrodes. All 

measurements were carried out after nitrogen bubbling. The electrochemical properties 
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were studied measuring CVs at different scan rates (from 100 to 5 mV/s) in CH3CN 

solution of TEA-BF4 0.1M. 

 

Spectroscopic Measurements. FT-IR spectra were collected using a Bruker Equinox 55 

spectrometer, preparing the samples as KBr pellets. Raman spectroscopic 

characterization was carried out on a LabRAM-HR Evolution confocal Raman 

microscope (Horiba). The measurements were conducted with an excitation wavelength 

of λex= 532 nm. The laser was focused using a 100× objective (0.8 NA), thus leading to 

a laser spot with a diameter of ca. 1 μm. A CCD camera was employed to collect the 

backscattered light that was dispersed by an 1800 grooves per mm grating providing a 

spectral resolution of ~ 1 cm-1. The corresponding Raman spectra were then constructed 

by processing the data using Lab Spec 5 software. 

Mössbauer spectra were collected between 295 and 4 K in transmission mode using a 

conventional constant-acceleration spectrometer and a 25 mCi 57Co source in a Rh 

matrix. The velocity scale was calibrated using α-Fe foil. Isomer shifts, IS, are given 

relative to this standard at room temperature. The absorber was obtained by gently 

packing the sample into a perspex holder. Absorber thickness was calculated on the basis 

of the corresponding electronic mass-absorption coefficients for the 14.4 keV radiation, 

according to Long et al.39 Low-temperature measurements were performed in a bath 

cryostat with the sample immersed in He exchange gas. The spectra were fitted to 

Lorentzian lines using a non-linear least-squares method.40  

EPR measurements were recorded in a Bruker ELEXYS E580 spectrometer under X-

band irradiation (~ 9.4 GHz).  

  TGA was performed in alumina crucibles with the instrument STA-6000 under nitrogen 

flux (40 mL/min), in the 25-800°C temperature range at 10°C/min.  
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Synthesis 

When the organic ligand H2trz2An is combined with metal ion precursors via 

hydrothermal method, using a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio, two new phases formulated as 

[M(trz2An)]n3·H2O
 (M = CoII (1), CuII (2) and NiII (3)) and [Mn(trz2An)(H2O)]n·3.5H2O 

(4) are obtained, respectively, as shown in Scheme 2.2. Remarkably the synthesis of 1 

has been optimized and it can be scaled up to 8 times in a proper autoclave, as reported 

in experimental section.  

 

Scheme 2.2. Synthetic procedure for 1-4.  

Due to the great affinity of the H2trz2An organic ligand for transition metal ions, when 

the metal salt solution is added dropwise to the ligand solution, another phase formulated 

as [M(trz2An)]n·nH2O (M = FeII/FeIII, n = 9 (5), CoII, n = 8 (6)), is obtained as a 

microcrystalline powder. Single crystals of 5 were obtained by layering technique and an 

acetone solution of Fe(ClO4)2 ∙xH2O was carefully layered on top of an aqueous solution 

of H2trz2An, with an intermediate blank solution of water and acetone in 1:1 ratio, which 

lead to the formation of  black rectangular crystals at the interphase, after three weeks 

(Scheme 2.3). Same method did not allow the formation of single crystals of 6.  
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Scheme 2.3. Synthetic procedure for 5-6.  

1-6 frameworks show great thermal stability, with a first weightloss due to uncoordinated 

water molecules and the complete decomposition of the framework up to 400°C, as 

reported by thermogravimetric analysis (see Chapter 3 and Supporting Material, Part IV, 

Chapter 2).  

 

3.2 Crystal Structure 

1-6 crystallize as 3D neutral extended frameworks of the trz2An ligand bridging the MII 

ions, with different coordination geometry which lead to different crystal structures.  

3.2.1 Structure of 1- 3. 

The structure of 1 and 2 was solved from single-crystal X-ray diffraction data, while 3 

was found to be isostructural to 1 and 2 by PXRD (see below). 1 and 2 crystallize in the 

orthorhombic Pnnm space group and its asymmetric unit is formed by one MII (CoII or 

CuII) ion with an occupancy of 0.25 and one quarter of trz2An ligand plus disordered 

water molecules. MII ions are equatorially coordinated to four oxygen atoms of two 

bis(bidentate) trz2An ligands leading to [M(trz2An)]n chains running along the c axis (see 

Figure 2.1a). The distorted octahedral coordination sphere of MII ions is completed with 

two nitrogen atoms from N4 atoms of the 1,2,4-triazole substituted pendant rings of 

trz2An ligands from two neighbouring chains. In addition, the bis(bidentate) trz2An 

ligands of each chain are linked to other two neighbouring chains through N4 atoms of 

the 1,2,4-triazole substituted pendant rings (Figure 2.1b), leading to a 3D neutral 

polymeric framework. The space between four interconnected chains contains pockets, 

which could be suitable for the sorption of small molecules as CO2 (Figure 2.1c), making 

the 1-3 MOFs promising materials for gas uptake and separation (see Chapter 3).  
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Figure 2.1. Crystal structure of 1-3 showing (a) the anilato-based chains, (b) the microporous channels 

parallel to the c-axis and (c) orthogonal to the c-axis with a yellow ball of 4 Å diameter representing the 

23.5 % void volume. The black, pink, blue, red, and dark blue spheres represent the C, H, N, O, and MII 

atoms, respectively.   

The distances between triazolyl groups of neighbouring chains, which define the walls of 

the channels running along the c axis, are 3.27 Å for 1 and 3.06 Å for 2 (N2-N2 distance) 

(Figure 2.2a). On the other hand, the distances between the centroids of parallel triazole 

rings in the channels perpendicular to the c-axis are 7.9 Å in 1 and 8.0 Å in 2 (Figure 

2.2b). The shortest MII intrachain and interchain distances are 7.906 and 8.007 Å for 1 

and 8.022 and 7.929 Å, for 2, respectively. The distances between two MII ions from 

neighbouring chains ions, linked through the triazolyl groups, are 13.297 Å in 1 and 

13.679 Å in 2. 
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Figure 2.2. View of (a) the structure of 1 and 2 in the ab plane with N2-N2 distance (x = 3.27 Å for 1 and 

3.06 Å for 2) and (b) of the microporous channels orthogonal to the c-axis, with distance between the 

centroids of the parallel triazole rings placed at the walls of these channels (y = 7.9 Å for 1 and 8.0 Å for 

2). The black, pink, blue, red, and dark blue spheres represent the C, H, N, O, and MII atoms, respectively. 

The four equatorial Co-O and the two axial Co-N bond lengths in 1 are quite similar 

(2.087(5) and 2.094(8) Å, respectively). In contrast to this, the four equatorial CuII-O 

distances of 2 (2.158(5) Å) are longer than the two apical CuII-N ones (1.972(7) Å). These 

distances are similar in 1 to those found in 1D chains of formula [Co(Cl2An)(H2O)2]·G 

(Cl2An = chloranilic acid; G =H2O and phenazine) with CoII in the high spin state.9 On 

the other hand, they are different to those found in the 1D chains connected through 

pyrazine ligands of formula [Cu(Cl2An)(C4H4N2)], which shows two different Cu-O 

distances (1.955(2) and 2.290(2) Å) and one intermediate Cu-N distance (2.091(2) Å).41 

The C-O distances of 1.257(8) (1) and 1.271(9) Å (2) in the anilate ligand, the two C-C 

distances of 1.360(8) and 1.559(15) Å (1) and 1.378(8) and 1.523(13) Å (2), all together 

confirm that the anilato linkers is present in its dianionic benzoquinone form (L2- 

oxidation state).10 One molecule of water was found to be disordered over several 

positions and it could not be modelled satisfactorily. It was removed from the electron 

density map using the OLEX solvent mask command.8 Two voids of 90.4 Å3 (1) and 

111.8 Å3 (2) were found in the unit cell of the filtered crystals giving a void volume of 

23.5% (1) and 29.8 % (2), which can be occupied by uncoordinated water molecules, as 

confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) which evidences the presence of water 

molecules in the channels (see Chapter 3). PXRD patterns of the polycrystalline sample 
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of 1-3 are perfectly consistent with the calculated pattern (Figure 2.3) confirming the 

homogeneity and purity of the bulk samples.  

 

Figure 2.3. Experimental PXRD of 1-3 compared with the calculated from CIF of 1 in the 10-40° range. 

 

3.2.2 Structure of 4. 

When trz2An ligand is combined with MnII ions by using the same synthetic hydrothermal 

method, a different phase is obtained (4), which crystallize as orthorhombic Fdd2 space 

group. The asymmetric unit is composed by one MnII ion, one trz2An ligand, one 

coordinating water molecule and two solvated water molecules, one of them with an 

occupancy of 0.5, giving rise to the formula [Mn(trz2An)(H2O)]n·1.5H2O. Elemental 

analysis is more consistent with the formula [Mn(trz2An)(H2O)]n·2.5H2O, which may be 

an indication of the hygroscopicity of 4. Each MnII ion has a distorted cis-octahedral 

coordination geometry, where one trz2An linker coordinating with N4, one water 

molecule and four oxygen atoms of two trz2An in cis create an octahedral environment 

around the metal ion. Here, if compared to 1-3, one nitrogen of the coordination sphere 

is replaced by one water molecule, changing the coordination geometry. MnII ions are 

linked by trz2An ligands along a axis, giving rise to a zigzag 1D chains in which the 

shortest intrachain Mn···Mn distance is 8.231 Å. Each chain is linked through trz2An 

ligands to other two neighbouring chains through N4 atoms of the 1,2,4-triazolyl 

substituted pendant rings, in which the shortest interchain Mn···Mn distance is 5.961 Å. 

These interconnected chains through the trz2An ligands give rise to the 3D neutral 

polymeric framework, as shown in Figure 2.4.  
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Figure 2.4. View (a) along c axis of 4 and (b) the distorted octahedral coordination sphere of MnII. The 

black, white, blue, red, and purple spheres represent the C, H, N, O, and Mn atoms, respectively.  

There is another phase with MnII and trz2An ligand, which was deposited in the CCDC 

by Robson et al. in 2017,42 without synthetic details. This compound is formulated as 

[Mn2(trz2An)2]n·CH3OH] and crystallizes in the monoclinic P21/c space group, having 

MnII in a slight distorted octahedral coordination sphere formed by four oxygen atoms of 

two trz2An and two nitrogen atoms of two trz2An. Hence, the coordination sphere is more 

similar to that of 1-3, but here nitrogen atoms occupy one an axial position and one an 

equatorial position instead of the two axial positions, as in 1-3. [[Mn2(trz2An)2]n·CH3OH] 

shows straight 1D chains along a axis, Also in this case, the presence of triazolyl as 

substituent, afford a 3D structure, with the 1D chains interconnected by N4 atoms of the 

1,2,4-triazolyl pendant arms. Due to the larger ionic radius of the MnII ion, the mean Mn-

O distance of 4 (2.202 Å (4)) and of [[Mn2(trz2An)2]n·CH3OH] (2.202 Å (2)) is longer 

than that one observed in 1 (2.090 Å (6)) and 2 (2.160 Å (5)).  

Eight voids of 43.4 Å3 were found in the unit cell of the filtered crystals of 4, giving a 

total void volume of 6.5%, showing a more compact structure than 

[[Mn2(trz2An)2]n·CH3OH], which instead owns 31% of void volume. Polycrystalline 

sample of 4 is completely pure and homogeneous, as confirmed by PXRD pattern which 

is perfectly consistent with the calculated from the CIF (Figure 2.5).  
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Figure 2.5. Experimental PXRD of 4 compared with the calculated from CIF of 4 in the range 10-40°. 

3.2.3 Structure of 5-6. 

The single crystal structure of 5 could not be solved properly due to severe disorder 

problems affecting the trz2An linker, the metal and the solvent molecules. Four crystals 

from different syntheses were measured leading to similar results. The best solution was 

found with a tetragonal P43 space group. The unit cell is composed by one Fe ion atom 

and one trz2An linker plus disordered solvent molecules. The two 1,2,4-triazolyl 

substituted pendant rings present a disorder, which was solved with two possible 

configurations fixing the geometry using ShelX constraints. Each Fe ion is coordinated 

to four oxygens of two bis(bidentate) trz2An linkers in cis. This leads to zig-zag helical 

chains running parallel to the c axis. The coordination geometry of iron is completed with 

the N4 atom from the triazolyl pendant group of a neighboring chain. Unfortunately, the 

severe disorder of the triazole rings does not allow to estimate if all the possible 

configurations of the triazole rings are coordinating to Fe ions. The best solution indicates 

that at least one of the two 1,2,4-triazolyl substituted pendant rings of each trz2An linker 

is coordinating to Fe ions from neighbouring chains but these results have to be taken 

with caution due to the low quality of the structure. These results suggest the presence of 

hexa, penta- and/or tetra-coordinated Fe ions and they could explain the presence of three 

different iron sites in oxidation states II and III observed by Mössbauer Spectroscopy 

(vide infra). The presence of FeIII could cause the partial reduction of the trz2An linker to 

its semiquinone form, trz2An·-, due to a spontaneous electron transfer from FeII to the 

linker. In agreement with this, preliminary conductivity measurements on a pressed pellet 
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formed by 5 crystals performed by four probe method show a conductivity of 10-10 S/cm, 

which is three orders of magnitude higher than that of 2 (conductivity of 10-13 S/cm). 

Finally, the packing of these chains leads to voids running parallel to a, b and c axes, 

which are occupied by disordered solvent molecules.   

 

Figure 2.6. View of the helical chains running parallel to the c axis in 5. The black, blue, red, and brown 

spheres represent the C, N, O, and Fe atoms, respectively.  

 

Polycrystalline sample of 5 can be obtained by one-pot reaction, leading to a completely 

homogeneous powder isostructural to the crystals of 5 obtained by layering technique. 

Furthermore, by one-pot reaction it is possible to obtain a pure and homogeneous 

polycrystalline sample CoII-based, showing same crystal structure of 5, as confirmed by 

PXRD patterns which are perfectly consistent with each other (Figure 2.7).  
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Figure 2.7. Experimental PXRD of 5, both synthetized via layering (black line) and via one pot (cyano 

line), and polycrystalline sample of 6 (brown line) in the range 10-40°.  

 

3.3 FT-IR Spectroscopy 

Figures 2.8 and 2.9 report the FT-IR spectra of 1-6 compared with the H2trz2An spectrum. 

According to Pawlukojć et al.,43 the band centered at 1650 cm-1 is assigned to the CO 

stretching vibrational mode for the uncoordinated C=O groups of the free ligand. In all 

FT-IR spectra of 1-6, this band is downshifted compared to the free ligand and it can be 

attributed to a weakened double bond character of the terminal C=O groups when 

coordinating the metal ion. In 1550-1450 cm-1 range a downshifted broad band is 

observed for 1-6, which can be assigned to a C=C + C=O combination band, where 

again the downshift observed is attributable to the metal-ligand coordination. 

Furthermore, in this range, a further band at ~ 1520 cm-1 is attributable to N=N stretching 

mode.44 The bands present in the 1400-1100 cm-1 region are assigned to the vibrational 

stretching of the triazolyl aromatic rings and to the C-N vibration, both of the C-N of 

the triazolyl groups and of the C-N bond between benzoquinone and triazolyl ring.44,45 

Finally, also the bands attributable to M-N and M-O vibrations can be observed in the 

480-430 cm-1 range.46 
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Figure 2.8. FT-IR spectra of H2trz2An free ligand and 1-4 in the 1800-400 cm-1 range. 

 

Figure 2.9. FT-IR spectra of H2trz2An free ligand and 5-6 in the 1800-400 cm-1 range. 

 

The characteristic vibrational bands of 1-6, along with their assignments, are shown in the 

following Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. Assignments of characteristic bands for 1-6, all the frequencies are in cm-1.46–50 

 

Vibrational 

Modes 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

 C=O 1625 1629 1629 1585 1640 1634 

 N=N 1529 1536 1533 1523 1546 1525 

C=O+C=C 1508 1473 1479 1494 1504 15000 

 ar. ring 1400 

1384 
1403 

1382 
1405 

1384 
1382 1389 1393 

 C-N 1280 

1124 
1284 

1120 
1282 

1122 
1276 

1126 
1274 

1119 
1282 

1126 

   C=C 846 835 838 833 825 831 

M-O; M-N 472 455 485 457 

441 
487 

467 
480 

  

3.4 Mossbauer Spectroscopy 

The Mössbauer spectra of 5 (Figure 2.10) above 25 K may be fitted with three quadrupole 

doublets and at 4 K with two magnetic sextets and one doublet. At 25 K the onset of 

strong magnetic correlations is observed. Above 25 K the isomer shift, IS, and QS (Table 

2.4) of the doublet with relative area I~16% is typical of high spin FeII S=2.51,52 The 

magnetic hyperfine field Bhf of the corresponding sextet at 4 K is also consistent with this 

assignment. The doublet with the smallest splitting and I~47% above 25 K, gives rise at 

4 K to a sextet with Bhf consistent with FeIII S=5/2. At 25 K part of the FeIII is already 

observed as an incipient sextet denoting the onset of slow relaxation of the direction of 

the FeIII magnetic moments. In contrast to the FeIII S=5/2 and FeII S=2 cations, the doublet 

with QS~1.6 mm/s and I~35% shows no magnetic correlations down to 4 K which may 

be explained if it is attributed to low spin FeII (S=0). 
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Figure 2.10. Mössbauer spectra of 5 taken at different temperatures. 
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Table 2.4. Estimated parameters from the Mössbauer spectra of 5 taken at different temperatures (T) 

 

T IS QS, ε Bhf   I Fe spin 

295 K 0.36 

0.42 

1.04 

0.73 

1.51 

2.17 

 49% 

35% 

16% 

Fe3+    S=5/2 

Fe2+    S=0 

Fe2+    S=2 

130 K 0.47 

0.43 

1.28 

0.73 

1.60 

2.68 

 46% 

37% 

16% 

Fe3+    S=5/2 

Fe2+    S=0 

Fe2+    S=2 

80 K 0.49 

0.45 

1.31 

0.74 

1.62 

2.71 

 47% 

37% 

16% 

Fe3+    S=5/2 

Fe2+    S=0 

Fe2+    S=2 

25 K 0.51 

0.45 

0.46 

1.34 

0.80 

-0.19 

1.63 

2.66 

- 

41.3 

- 

- 

21% 

24% 

38% 

17% 

Fe3+    S=5/2 

Fe3+    S=5/2 

Fe2+    S=0 

Fe2+    S=2 

4 K 0.46 

0.52 

1.34 

-0.09 

1.60 

3.53 

46.7 

- 

34.0 

49% 

35% 

16% 

Fe3+    S=5/2 

Fe2+    S=0 

Fe2+    S=2  

 

IS (mm/s) isomer shift relative to metallic -Fe at 295 K; QS (mm/s) quadrupole splitting and ε (mm/s) 

quadrupole shift estimated for quadrupole doublets and magnetic sextets, respectively. Bhf (tesla) 

magnetic hyperfine field; I relative area. Estimated errors  0.03 mm/s for IS, QS, ε, < 0.3 T for Bhf and 

<2% for I. 

 

 

 

3.5 Magnetic Properties 

The thermal dependence of T product vs temperature of 1-4 are reported in Figure 2.11. 

At 300 K, values of 2.9, 0.4, 1.4 and 4.4 emu·K·mol-1, are observed respectively for 1-4. 

When the temperature decreases, T product of 1-4 decreases as well, indicating an 

antiferromagnetic exchange coupling between the metal ion centers. This behavior is 

typical for single chains of transition metal ions connected through anilate ligands, like 

[(M)(Cl2An)(H2O)2]n and [(M)(Cl2An)(H2O)2(phz)]n (M = FeII, CoII, MnII; phz = 

phenazine) previously reported by Kawata et al.53,54 The value of T for 1 is higher than 

the spin-only value for a high-spin CoII (d7) due to considerable orbital momentum 

contribution to the magnetic moment. Upon cooling, T decreases continuously with a 

very abrupt decrease below 100 K to reach a value of 0.4 emu·K·mol-1 at 2 K. This is 

indicative of antiferromagnetic interactions between CoII centers as observed in 1D 

compounds [Co(Cl2An)(H2O)2]·G, containing chloranilato ligand.53 Indeed, low-

temperature data below 50 K can be fitted using the zero-field susceptibility derived by 
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Fisher for the spin-1/2 Ising chain.55 The best set of parameters are: J = –2.55 cm–1 (for –

2J Hamiltonian formalism), gz = 7.8 and TIP = 6.5x10–3 (Figure 2.12).  

 

 

Figure 2.11. Temperature dependence of χmT of 1 (red), 2 (blue), 3 (green) and 4 (purple) under an 

applied field of 0.1 T. 

 

Figure 2.12. Low temperature thermal dependence of χmT of 1 (red empty spheres) and best fit of 

experimental data using the zero-field susceptibility derived by Fisher for the spin-1/2 Ising chain (solid 

line). 

 

χMT product for MnII chain has a value of 4.4 emu K mol–1 at room temperature. This 

value is very close to the expected value for an isolated S=5/2 associated to on MnII ion. 
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This value decreases continuously on cooling showing the presence of antiferromagnetic 

interactions. When χM is represented versus temperature, a continuous increasing is 

observed when temperature decreases till a maximum at 3.5 K with a value of 0.388 emu 

mol–1. Similar experimental behavior is observed for NiII and CuII chain with χMT product 

at room temperature 1.05 and 0.386 emu K mol–1, respectively. These values are expected 

for isolated spins of each ion, S=2 and S=1/2. When the thermal variation of susceptibility 

is represented in both cases, a maximum is not clearly observed.  

The magnetic data have been analyzed using an isotropic model for a chain of interacting 

effective spins. We can calculate the magnetic susceptibility of this Heisenberg chain 

using a closed chain computational procedure with increasing number of centers (N). We 

assumed that the N = 16 calculation is close to the exact solution for Cu2+ chain in the full 

experimental temperature range. This limit is N=10 for Ni2+ chain and N = 6 for Mn2+ 

chain. Calculations were performed with the magnetism package MAGPACK.56 This 

model very satisfactorily reproduces the magnetic data in the whole temperature range 

using the following parameters: J = –1.29 cm–1, g = 2.03 and a paramagnetic impurity 4% 

for 2, J = –1.52 cm–1, g = 2.07 and a paramagnetic impurity 6% for 3 and J = –0.249 cm–

1 and g = 2.00 for 4. The values of the exchange parameters(J) herein used are within the 

normal range observed for this kind of compounds. (Figure .2.13-2.15) 

 

Figure 2.13. Thermal dependence of χ (a) and χmT (b) of 2 (red empty spheres) and best fit of experimental 

data using the zero-field susceptibility derived by Fisher for the spin-1/2 Ising chain (solid line). 
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Figure 2.14. Thermal dependence of χ (a) and χmT (b) of 3 (red empty spheres) and best fit of experimental 

data using the zero-field susceptibility derived by Fisher for the spin-1/2 Ising chain (solid line). 

 

 

Figure 2.15. Thermal dependence of χ (a) and χmT (b) of 4 (red empty spheres) and best fit of experimental 

data using the zero-field susceptibility derived by Fisher for the spin-1/2 Ising chain (solid line). 

 

The isothermal field (H) dependence of the magnetization (M) was measured up to 5 T at 

2 K (Figure 2.16) for all 1-4 compounds and it shows a linear increase at lower magnetic 

fields as expected for an antiferromagnetic behavior.  
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Figure 2.16. Field dependence of the Magnetization (M-H) measured at 2 K for 1-4, panel a, b, c and d 

respectively.  

 

The thermal variation of T product of 5 at 0.1 T is reported in Figure 2.17. A value of 

3.2 emu·K·mol-1 is observed, which is higher than that expected for 50 % of high-spin 

FeIII and 16 % of high-spin FeII found by Mössbauer spectroscopy (2.7 emu·K·mol-1 

considering spin-only value of 4.375 emu·K·mol-1 for high-spin FeIII and a typical value 

of 3.5 emu·K·mol-1 for high-spin FeII). This can be due to the contribution of unpaired 

electrons from the reduced anilate ligands, which could not be confirmed by EPR 

measurements (vide infra), or to a ferromagnetic coupling. In agreement with this, there 

is a continuous increase of T on lowering the temperature to a maximum of 4.3 

emu·K·mol-1 at 15 K. At lower temperatures, T decreases to reach 2.2 emu·K·mol-1 at 

2 K. Isothermal magnetizations at 2 and 5 K show a gradual increase without reaching 

saturation at 5 T to values of 2.9 and 2.8 Bohr magneton, respectively (Figure 2.18). 

These results suggest a complicate exchange interaction whose interpretation is not 

possible without a proper structural model. If we compare the T vs. T curves of 5 with 

those of pure FeII cis- chains linked through chloranilate ligands,53 the curves resemble 

with a less marked increase of T for the chloranilate compound (from 3.5 emu·K·mol-1 

at 300 K to 3.7 emu·K·mol-1 at 10 K). Finally, in order to confirm the magnetic ordering 
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found by Mössbauer measurements (vide supra), variable-frequency AC magnetic 

measurements have been performed. 5 shows a small AC signal below 3 K, Thus, the out-

of-phase (") molar magnetic susceptibility becomes nonzero below 3K, while the in-

phase (') molar magnetic susceptibility exhibits a maximum at ca. 2.3 K, which is only 

observed at the maximum frequency of 10000 Hz. These measurements do not clarify if 

the sextuplet observed in Mössbauer measurements is related to slow relaxation of the 

magnetization of part of the iron centers or to magnetic ordering. Magnetic measurements 

at lower temperature are needed to clarify this point since a shift of these peaks to higher 

temperatures by applying DC magnetic fields was not achieved. 

 

Figure 2.17. Temperature dependence of χmT of 5 under an applied field of 0.1 T. 

 

Figure 2.18. Magnetization vs H/T measured at 2 K (black line) and 5 K (orange line) for 5, up to H =5T.  
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6 presents a T value of 2.5 emu·K·mol-1 at 300 K (Figure 2.19), which decreases on 

lowering the temperature. Upon cooling, T decreases continuously with a very abrupt 

decrease below 100 K to reach a value of 0.4 emu·K·mol-1 at 2 K. This is indicative of 

antiferromagnetic interactions between CoII centers as observed in 1. The fitting of this 

data to zero-field susceptibility derived by Fisher for the spin-1/2 Ising chain used for 1 

is in progress. 

 

Figure 2.19. Temperature dependence of χmT of 6 under an applied field of 0.1 T. 

 

The isothermal field (H) dependence of the magnetization of 6 was measured up to 8 T at 

2 K (Figure 2.20). Until 4 T, it shows a linear increase at lower magnetic fields, typical 

of the antiferromagnetic behavior. The magnetization at 8 T (2.8 B. M) is significantly 

lower than the expected saturation for a system with (S = 3/2 and g > 2).  

 

Figure 2.20. Field dependence of the Magnetization (M-H) measured at 2 K for 6.  
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3.6 EPR Spectroscopy 

EPR Spectroscopy was performed on 5 to verify the presence of trz2An•− semiquinone 

linker, eventually formed by the spontaneous oxidation process FeII → FeIII.The X-band 

EPR spectrum of 5 at 4 K displays two broad bands (Figure 2.21), an intense band 

centered at g = 4.2 and a weaker band centered at g = 2.1. It does not show an obvious 

underlying component attributed to the organic radical as observed by Van Koeverden et 

al. in the 2D compound (PhenQ)[Fe2(Cl2An)3]·nDMF, which displays a broad signal at 

room temperature.34 The strong feature at geff = 4.3 in a X-band spectrum arises in a 

completely rhombic system (E/D = 1/3) for D > 0.05 cm-1 (but a similar resonance occurs 

in an axial system when D is large (on the order of 1 cm-1)).57 

 

Figure 2.21. EPR spectra of 5 at 4 (black line), 10 (red line) and 20 K (blue line). 

 

 

3.7 Electrochemical Properties 

Considering the redox activity of anilate based materials, due to the presence of 

benzoquinone ring, solid state Cyclic Voltammetry was performed on 1-6 to explore their 

electrochemical behavior. Cyclic Voltammogram of 1, measured in -2.5 ̶ 1.0 V (vs. 

Ag/AgCl) potential range and reported in Figure 2.22, shows two irreversible reduction 

peaks at -0.72 V and -2.10 V. The first one is due to the one-electron reduction which 

lead to formation of the semiquinoid form of the anilate linker,58 while the second one is 
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the peak attributed to the complete reduction to hydroquinone. Since the oxidation 

potential of CoII/CoIII couple is generally above 1 V, depending on the ligand which 

coordinate the metal ion,59 no oxidation peaks are herein observed. 

 

Figure 2.22. Cyclic voltammogram of 1 recorded at a scan rate of 50 mV/s , on a 3 mm GC electrode, in 

contact with 2 mL of Nafion-5% and ethanol (1:10). 

Cyclic Voltammogram of 2 was recorded in -1.5  ̶  1.0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) potential range 

and it shows one irreversible reduction peaks at -0.95 V, as reported in Figure 2.23, due 

to the one-electron reduction of the benzoquinone moiety typical of the anilate linker. 

When 2 is measured in the - 0.1  ̶  0.5 V potential range, the reduction peak associated to 

the CuII/CuI  couple is clearly observed at Ec = 0.34 V,60 as shown in the Inset of the 

Figure 2.23. 

 

Figure 2.23. Cyclic voltammogram of 2 recorded at a scan rate of 25 mV/s , on a 3 mm GC electrode, in 

contact with 2 mL of Nafion-5% and ethanol (1:10).  
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Compound 3 was studied in the -2.0  ̶  0.0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) potential range and it shows 

instead only the reversible one-electron reduction to the semiquinoid form of the anilate 

at Ec=- 0.86 V. (Figure 2.24).  

 

Figure 2.24. Cyclic voltammogram of 3 recorded at a scan rate of 50 mV/s , on a 3 mm GC electrode, in 

contact with 2 mL of Nafion-5% and ethanol (1:10).  

Reduction of the quinone ligand is quasi reversible for 1, 2 and 3. No clear differences in 

this peak attributable to the effect of the reduction of CuII to CuI are observed, but further 

experiments at different scan rates to confirm these findings are in progress. 

A similar behavior is shown in 4, measured in the same potential range of 3, where the 

reversible one-electron reduction peak at - 0.89 V, due to the semiquinoid form, is 

observed (Figure 2.25). 

 

Figure 2.25. Cyclic voltammogram of 4 recorded at a scan rate of 100 mV/s , on a 3 mm GC electrode, in 

contact with 2 mL of Nafion-5% and ethanol (1:10). 
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Compound 5 and 6 were measured in the potential range of 3 and 4, showing to be less 

stable than 1-4 (Figure 2.26). Herein is reported only the voltammogram of 5,showing 

the first reversible reduction peak at Ec = - 0.77 V.  

 

Figure 2.26. Cyclic voltammogram of 5 recorded at a scan rate of 50 mV/s , on a 3 mm GC electrode, in 

contact with 2 mL of Nafion-5% and ethanol (1:10). 

 

 

 

4. Conclusions  

A series of 3D CFs based on 3d metal transition ions and 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-

1,4-benzoquinone (H2trz2An) was synthetized, by using different synthetic strategies such 

as conventional one-pot reactions, layering and hydrothermal methods. Noteworthy, the 

presence of triazolyl group in the anilate ring afford different polymeric 3D frameworks, 

formulated as [M2(trz2An)2]n3H2O (M = CoII (1), CuII (2) and NiII (3)), 

[Mn(trz2An)(H2O)]n·2H2O (4) and [M(trz2An)]n·2H2O (M = FeII/FeIII (5), CoII (6)). In 1-

3, MII ions are equatorially coordinated to four oxygen atoms of two bis(bidentate) trz2An 

ligands, leading to 1D straight chains running along the c axis. The coordination sphere 

of MII ions is completed with two nitrogen atoms from N4 atoms of the 1,2,4-triazolyl 

substituted pendant rings of anilate linkers from two neighboring chains. The 

bis(bidentate) trz2An linkers of each chain are bonded to other two neighboring chains 

through N4 atoms of the 1,2,4-triazole substituted pendant rings, leading to a 3D neutral 

polymeric framework, containing 1D channels suitable for sorption of small molecules. 
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When H2trz2An is combined with MnII ions, by using the same synthetic procedure, a 

different phase is obtained. In this case, the coordination geometry of MnII ion is distorted 

cis-octahedral and the ions are linked by trz2An ligands along a axis, giving rise to zigzag 

1D chains. As in 1-3, those chains are connected through the N4 of the triazolyl group in 

trz2An. In 5-6, each MII ion is coordinated to four oxygens of two bis(bidentate) trz2An 

linkers in cis, forming 1D zig-zag helical chains running parallel to the c axis. Again, the 

coordination geometry of MII is completed with the N4 atom from the triazolyl pendant 

group of a neighboring chain, but due to the severe disorder of the triazole rings it was 

not possible to determine if all the possible configurations of the triazole rings are 

coordinating to MII. Compounds 1-4 and 6 show a magnetic behavior dominated by 

antiferromagnetic interaction in the anilato 1D chains as previously reported by Kitagawa 

et al. with comparable J values.53 Therefore, it seems that magnetic interaction through 

the triazolyl substituent are negligible due to the lack of electronic delocalization given 

by the N-bonding of triazolyl group to the benzoquinone ring. On the contrary, 5 shows 

a different behavior which suggests a ferromagnet coupling with possible slow relaxation 

of the magnetization or magnetic ordering at very low temperatures. This could be related 

to the partial oxidation of FeII to FeIII and possible reduction of the anilate ligands to 

compensate the positive charge. However, a complete understanding of its magnetic 

properties it is not possible without a proper structural model. The optimization of the 

synthesis is in progress to obtain crystals of better quality enabling structural resolution. 

Finally, the MII-trz2An series further show a redox activity due to the presence of the 

benzoquinone core, evidenced by Cyclic Voltammetry, showing a reduction potential 

(Ec) in the -0.7 – -0.9 V range, attributable to the one-electron reduction benzoquinone → 

semiquinone, paving the way to tune magnetic and conducting properties of these MOFs 

by post-synthetic chemical or electrochemical reduction. 

. 
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Chapter 3 

 

A thermally/chemically robust and easily 

regenerable anilato-based ultramicroporous 3D MOF 
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Abstract  

The combination of the properly designed organic linker, 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-

dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (H2trz2An), with CoII ions results in a novel 3D 

ultramicroporous MOF with high CO2 uptake capacity and separation efficiency, with 

particular attention to CO2/N2 and CO2/CH4 gas mixtures. This material consists of 1D 

chains of octahedrally coordinated CoII ions linked through the anilato ligands in the 

equatorial positions and to the triazole substituents from two neighbouring chains in the 

two axial positions. This leads to a 3D microporous structure with voids with an affinity 

for CO2 molecules and channels that enable the selective entrance of CO2 but not of 

molecules with larger kinetic diameter such as N2 or CH4. The adsorption studies 

revealed that i) the MOF presents a remarkable carbon dioxide uptake, above 20% in 

weight; ii) CO2 adsorptive separation is successfully performed in CO2:N2 and CO2:CH4 

gas mixtures, exhibiting high selectivity in a large operation range; iii) regeneration is 

easily achieved at mild conditions. 
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1. Introduction 

Methane (CH4) has a widespread use as clean energy source, but current natural gas 

reserves are too contaminated in order to be considered economically profit-making1 

and the most important contaminants, as CO2, need to be removed before further 

transport for processing.2 Thus, among the hundreds of billions of cubic meters of 

natural gas produced, approximately 20% requires significant treatments in order to 

remove CO2.
3 In addition, capturing CO2 from the atmosphere represents the key 

challenge of this century, since CO2 has been recognized as the primary anthropogenic 

greenhouse contributor to the increase of earth’s average temperature.4 This Kyoto 

protocol gas5 has been increasing its concentration since industrial revolution, reaching 

the current alarming level of 415 ppm6. Furthermore, separation processes consume 

upon 70% of the energy cost in typical chemical plant7, thus, the importance of 

separation techniques development research is worldwide acknowledged.8 

Among the different types of porous materials that can be used for the aforementioned 

problems, Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are very versatile networks formed by 

organic molecules (linkers) and metal ions (nodes) which self-assemble in a large 

variety of porous architectures.9,10 Because of their intrinsic porosity they have attracted 

ever-growing interest in several applications ranging from gas storage and separation, 

catalysis, chemical sensing, to biomedicine.11–14 Noteworthy Long. et al. recently 

reported on the unprecedented adsorption behaviour shown by diamine-appended 

MOFs, which maintain affinity for CO2 under moisture exposure and show excellent 

long-term stability, both crucial requirements for CO2 capture.4 Additionally decreasing 

pore size in ultramicroporous materials (pore size < 0.7 nm), is a remarkable strategy 

for highly selective sorption properties with benchmark results for CO2:N2 separation.15–

17 An alternative strategy consists in the construction of coordination polymers formed 

by discrete compartments, i.e. compartmentalized, featuring internal cavities where 

small gas molecules can diffuse onto, establishing weak interactions with the 

network.18,19 Furthermore, MOFs have the potential to exhibit lower regeneration 

energies than traditional adsorbents or amine-based solvents. Therefore, they are 

considered excellent candidates for gas adsorptive separation industrial processes, with 

particular attention to CO2 removal from CO2:CH4 mixtures, and carbon dioxide capture 

from air (CO2:N2).  

Among the linkers, interest has recently been renovated20–25 on 3,6-disubstituted (X)-

2,5-dihydroxybenzoquinone derivatives (X=H, F, Cl, Br, I, CN), i.e. anilates, for their 
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ability to act as suitable building blocks of coordination polymers and MOFs, showing 

peculiar physical properties from layered magnets, to magnetic conductors and 

lanthanide-based 2D NIR-emitters.26–29 Interestingly, Robson et al. have reported on the 

capability of 1D frameworks of Mg(II) or Zn(II) metal ions to uptake, upon 

dehydration, significant amounts of H2, CO2 and CH4 at low pressures.30 Significant 

amounts of CO2 are also captured on (NEt4)2[Zn2(Cl2An)3] and (NEt4)2[Zn2(F2An)3] 

(Cl2An = chloranilate, F2An = fluoranilate) 2D porous compounds.31 Very recently, 

uptake of proper sized guest molecules on the porous 2D square-grid framework, 

(NEt4)[Y(Cl2An)2], has been reported, showing high sorption enthalpies for H2, N2, CO2 

and, particularly, CH4 that have been related to the ability of these molecules to interact 

simultaneously with more than one internal surface of the square channels.32 However, 

selective adsorption properties have not been reported for this family of compounds 

until now. We herein report on the use of  3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-

benzoquinone (H2trz2An),34 shown in Scheme 1, bearing two triazole pendant arms at 

the 3,6 position of the anilato moiety instead of the much simpler substituents found in 

this position with a few exceptions.35 This anilato linker has the potential to construct 

3D MOFs, due to the coordinative properties of the N4 atoms of the triazole group.36 In 

addition to this, the presence of not coordinated N2 atom and the fact that anilato ring is 

the most electron-rich among anilates, due to the strong electron-donor power of the 

triazole group, could enhance the sorption of CO2 molecules.  

 

Scheme 3.1. Chemical structure of the 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (H2trz2An) 

ligand, indicating the numbered positions of nitrogen in triazole pendant ring.   
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2. Experimental Section 

2.1  General Remarks 

H2trz2An was prepared according to the literature.33 Reagents of analytical grade were 

purchased from Zentek (TCI) and Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification. 

Elemental analyses (C, H, and N) were performed with a CE Instruments EA 1110 

CHNS. 

2.2  Synthesis 

[Co(trz2An)]n·3H2O (1). A 5 mL Teflon vial with a mixture of CoCl2·6H2O (11.9 mg, 

0.05 mmol), H2trz2An (13.7 mg, 0.05 mmol), NaOH (4 mg, 0.1 mmol) and water (5 

mL) was heated at 130°C for 48 hours. After being cooled to room temperature, 

rectangular dark brown crystals, suitable for an X-ray diffraction study, were obtained. 

To obtain a large quantity of 1, the synthesis was performed in a stainless steel 

autoclave of 80 mL volume, with a scale up of the reaction mixture of 8 times, by using 

0.4 mmol of H2trz2An, 0.8 mmol of NaOH and 0.4 mmol of CoCl2·6H2O in 40 mL of 

water. Elemental Analysis: Calcd % for C10H10N6O7Co (385.16): C, 31.18; H, 2.62; N, 

21.82. Found: C, 31.12; H, 2.45; N, 22.  

 

2.3  Physical Measurements 

Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD). PXRD pattern was performed using a 0.7 mm 

glass capillary filled with polycrystalline samples of the compounds and mounted and 

aligned on an Empyrean PANalytical powder diffractometer, using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 

1.541 77 Å).  A total of three scans were collected for each compound at room 

temperature in the 2θ range of 10−40°. PXRD patterns at different pH were performed 

using the same equipment, filling a 0.7 mm glass capillary with polycrystalline samples 

previously soaked in an aqueous solution, both at pH = 1 and a pH = 12. Variable 

temperature PXRD patterns were performed using a θ–θ Bragg–Brentano focalizing 

geometry Bruker D8 Avance A25  diffraction system equipped with a Cu Kα source (λ 

= 1.54056 Å), in the 2θ range of 2−40° and in the temperature range 25-400°C.  

 

Magnetic Measurements. Magnetic measurements were performed with a Quantum 

Design MPMS-XL-5 SQUID magnetometer in the 2−300 K temperature range with an 

applied magnetic field of 0.1 T at a scan rate of 2 K min−1. 
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Gas sorption. Low pressure nitrogen and carbon dioxide volumetric isotherms were 

carried out in a Tristar II Plus Micromeritics sorptometer, at 77 K and 273 K, 

respectively. Activation was set at 393 K, under vacuum, for 2 hours. High-pressure 

gravimetric adsorption isotherms of CO2, CH4 and N2 were measured at different 

temperatures, ranging from 283 to 318 K, in an IGA-100 gas sorption analyser (from 

Hiden Isochema) using approximately 50 mg of sample. Before each adsorption 

experiment, the sample was outgassed at 393 K under vacuum (10–5 Pa) for two hours. 

Equilibrium conditions corresponded to 600 s interval, and 0.001 mg min–1 tolerance. 

 

Dynamic Adsorptive Separation Measurements. An ABR (HIDEN Isochema) 

automated breakthrough analyser setup, based on a packed adsorption column, was used 

to determine the adsorption dynamics of gas mixtures. Pressure, temperature and inlet 

composition are controlled, and the outlet composition is analysed, by an integrated 

mass spectrometer (HPR-20 QIC). The fixed-bed column was filled with 286 mg of 

compound 1. Before each measurement, the sample was regenerated at atmospheric 

temperature and pressure, in 40 ml min–1 Ar flow for 20 minutes. Operation conditions 

ranged 283-323 K, at 1 bar. The inlet mixture was set to a 15 ml min–1 flow of a dilution 

of carbon dioxide in N2 or CH4 (5%, 20%, 50%). Time zero was set with the first 

detection of helium, which was used as a trace (an extra 1 ml min–1 of He in the total 

feed flow of 16 ml min–1). 

 

Other measurements. Elemental analyses (C, H, and N) were performed with a CE 

Instruments EA 1110 CHNS.  

FT-IR spectra were performed in KBr pellets in a Bruker Equinox 55 

spectrophotometer.  

TGA was performed in alumina crucibles with the instrument STA-6000 under nitrogen 

flux (40 mL/min), in the 25-800°C temperature range at 10°C/min. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Synthesis  

By combining CoCl2·6H2O with H2trz2An, in 1:1 stoichiometric ratio, via hydrothermal 

method (Scheme 3.2), dark brown rectangular crystals of [Co(trz2An)]n·3H2O (1) 

suitable for a single crystal X-ray study, were obtained. Remarkably the synthesis of this 

MOF can be scaled up to 8 times in a proper autoclave (see experimental section 2.2).  

  

 
Scheme 3.1. Synthetic strategy for 1. 

 

3.2  Chemical and Thermal Stability  

As previously discussed in Chapter 2, Co-based MOF 1 crystallizes in the orthorhombic 

Pnnm space group and it is a 3D framework in which the CoII ions are equatorially 

coordinated to four oxygen atoms of two bis(bidentate) trz2An ligands, leading to 

[Co(trz2An)]n chains running along the c axis. The distorted octahedral coordination 

sphere of CoII ions is completed with two nitrogen atoms from N4 atoms of the 1,2,4-

triazole substituted pendant rings of trz2An ligands from two neighbouring chains. In 

addition, the bis(bidentate) trz2An ligands of each chain are linked to other two 

neighbouring chains through N4 atoms of the 1,2,4-triazole substituted pendant rings 

leading to a 3D neutral polymeric framework. Since the space between four 

interconnected chains contains pockets, 1 is a potential suitable material for the 

selective sorption of small molecules as CO2.  

Hence, to first evaluate the potential of 1 as a chemically and thermically stable MOF 

applicable in gas storage and separation, thermogravimetric analysis was performed, as 
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reported in Figure 3.1, to study its thermal stability and confirm water content 

previously observed from crystal structure data (see Chapter 2).  

 

Figure 3.1. Thermogram of 1 in 25-800°C temperature range. The percentages shown in the graph are 

referred to the previous one weightloss. 

 

The thermogram of 1 shows a first weight loss of 10.8% at 75°C, which is consistent 

with the non-coordinated water molecules found in the channels. The system shows 

very high thermal stability up to 400°C, starting to collapse at T > 400°C with the ligand 

degradation. To further investigate if the crystal structure was retained while increasing 

the temperature, variable PXRD patterns were collected, as shown in Figure 3.2. 

 
Figure 3.2. Variable temperature PXRD patterns of compound 1 in the range 10-40°. 
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The observed crystallinity of 1 is retained up to 300°C, while at higher temperature a 

new crystalline phase is observed, which could be identified as Co3O4 (PDF Card n° 00-

042-1467). Due to its high thermal stability, the crystal structure is preserved after the 

activation at 150°C, which was required to perform static isothermal adsorption 

measurements (vide infra). Figure 3.3 shows similar PXRD patterns of the as-

synthesized and activated samples. 

 

Figure 3.3. Powder XRD patterns of compound 1 at RT (red) and 1 after the activation at 150°C (black), 

in the range 10-40°. 

 

Finally, by soaking 1 for 24 hours in aqueous solution at different pH values (ranging 

from 1 to 12) it is possible to observe its extraordinary chemical stability in retaining its 

crystallinity, as shown in Figure 3.4.  

 

Figure 3.4. PXRD patterns of 1 after soaking for 24 hours in aqueous solutions of pH = 1, 7 and 12. 

Concentration: 20 mg of 1 /20 mL buffer solution. 
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3.3 Static Isothermal Adsorption Measurements  

In order to study the textural properties of the material and its behaviour with the 

interest gases, low pressure nitrogen and carbon dioxide volumetric isotherms were 

carried out in a Tristar II Plus Micromeritics sorptometer, at 77 K and 273 K, 

respectively. Activation was set at 393 K, under vacuum, for 2 hours. Although single 

gas (low-pressure) nitrogen isotherm (77 K) is the most common and standardized 

adsorption textural characterization measurement, this MOF presents a negligible 

adsorption curve, as pores from 1 are not accessible to N2. On the other hand, carbon 

dioxide isotherm presents a promising adsorption capacity at 1 bar, highlighting the 

potential of this novel MOF in gas separation processes. The slightly shorter CO2 

kinetic diameter enable its diffusion along the framework, reaching a competitive 

adsorption capacity of 88 ml CO2 per gram of sample, and with characteristic surface 

area values corresponding to 431 m2 g-1 (BET surface area) and 446 m2 g-1 (Langmuir 

surface area). Figure 3.5a exhibits the remarkably different (high-pressure) adsorption 

profiles for CO2, N2, and CH4. These gravimetric isotherms reveal the dominant role of 

kinetics, as the slightly shorter CO2 kinetic diameter enables its diffusion along the 

channels of the MOF. An outstanding CO2 adsorption capacity35 is found for 1, with 

more than 20% in weight (5.4 mmol g-1, at 10 bar and 298 K), while nitrogen and 

methane values are negligible (even at high pressure). Variable temperature 

measurements show the expected increase in adsorbed CO2 with decreasing temperature 

(Figure 3.5b), allowing the calculation of the adsorption enthalpy applying virial 

equations for fitting experimental data points, with a fourth-grade polynomial. In 

addition, heat of adsorption was calculated according to the Clausius-Clapeyron 

equation, through the data extracted from the experimental isotherms at different 

temperatures, giving the value of 21.07 kJ mol-1 (Figure 3.6), in agreement with typical 

interaction of CO2 with triazole groups.36  
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Figure 3.5. High pressure gravimetric single-gas isotherms for 1: a) CO2 (blue), N2 (green) and 

CH4 (orange) gas adsorption isotherms on 1, at 298 K; b) CO2 gas adsorption isotherms on 1, at different 

temperatures (283 K – 318 K), including Virial fittings. Solid circles for adsorption and open ones for 

desorption. 

 

Figure 3.6. Isosteric heat of adsorption of CO2 on 1, according to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. 

 

Kinetics analysis reveals the impact of temperature in the behaviour of the gas-

framework interaction. At low temperature (283-298 K) adsorption exhibits a steeper 

slope at the beginning of the profile (low pressure region), promoting an agile 

adsorption at low CO2 concentrations (Figure 3.7).  
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Figure 3.7. Isothermal kinetic study for CO2 adsorption (pressure vs. time) in compound 1, at 15 bar, at 

different temperatures: (a) 283 K, (b) 298 K, (c) 308 K, and (d) 318 K. Equilibrium conditions set to 600 

s interval, with a tolerance of 0.001 mg min-1. 

 

That facility of reaching equilibrium is of outmost importance for industrial 

implementation, as it favours the use of the MOF in dynamic conditions. 

 

 

3.4 Dynamic Adsorptive Separation Measurements 

Dynamic condition measurements in a Breakthrough setup mimic the behaviour of the 

MOF in a real gas adsorptive separation process. In Figure 3.8, breakthrough profiles 

for separation of 1:4 (CO2:N2 and CO2:CH4) mixtures are reported (further 

measurements with different mixture compositions can be found in the Supporting 

Material, Part IV, Chapter 3). The outlet flow is analysed after breaking through the 

column, exhibiting both an outstanding adsorption region for CO2, and an overlapping 

between the tracer curve and the second gas in the mixture. 
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Figure 3.8. Breakthrough exit flowrates (solid line, left axis) and CO2 accumulative adsorption (dash‐dot 

line, right axis) vs. time at 283 K and 1 bar, on 1. Inlet composition corresponds to a 20 % dilution of 

CO2: a) in nitrogen, and b)  in methane. Time zero is set with the first detection of helium (tracer). The 

total flow rate is 15 ml min–1. 

In Figure 3.9 the experimental results from the breakthrough measurements are 

summarized, performed for two gas mixtures (CO2:N2 and CO2:CH4), three 

temperatures (283 K, 298 K and 323 K) and three CO2 inlet concentrations (5 %, 20 % 

and 50 %). As adsorption is an exothermic process, it is promoted at low temperature, in 

concordance with the obtained results. Initial analysis of these results indicates that the 

adsorption capacity decrease with lowering CO2 concentration and increasing 

temperature. 

 

 

Figure 3.9. Gas adsorbed amounts on 1, calculated from breakthrough profiles, at 1 bar (absolute 

pressure) for: a) CO2:N2, and b) CO2:CH4 mixtures; at different concentrations (5 %, 20 % and 50 %) and 

different temperatures (283 K, 298 K and 323 K). Time zero is set with the first detection of helium 

(tracer). 

A more in-depth analysis of the capacity of the material to discriminate between the 

gases can be obtained by analysing the selectivity,  (Table 3.1). As it can be observed 
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in Table 3.1, 1 exhibits the same trends and capacities/selectivity ranges for both 

CO2:N2 and CO2:CH4 mixtures, with very large selectivity values ( > 1000) obtained 

in all the ranges of temperature and composition. In fact, even at the most critical 

conditions (low CO2 concentration and high temperature), the selectivity values still are 

significantly large ( = 10), being among the best MOFs reported so far. At similar 

conditions, ZIF-95 and ZIF-100 have  values in the range 4 to 25,37 amino-

functionalized MIL-53, (NH2)-MIL-53(Al), presents  values in the range 20 to 200,38 

the compartmentalized coordination polymer CCP-6 have  values in the range 3 to 

>1000 (only at most favoured conditions),18 and a novel L-histidine-based 3D chiral 

MOF, CuII 2(S,S)- hismox·5H2O, has also been shown to be very effective, with  

values above 1000, in kinetics-controlled separation processes.39  

Table 3.1. Experimental dynamic selectivities (α)a for 1; calculated from the integration of the 

breakthrough curves, considering gas mixture inlet composition. 

 5% CO2 (in N2 

mixture) 

20% CO2 (in N2 

mixture) 

50% CO2 (in N2 

mixture) 

283 K >1000 >1000 >1000 

298 K >500 >1000 >1000 

323 K 10 >1000 >1000 

 5% CO2 (in CH4 

mixture) 

20% CO2 (in CH4 

mixture) 

50% CO2  (in CH4 

mixture) 

283 K >1000 >1000 >1000 

298 K 26 >1000 >1000 

323 K 8 >1000 >1000 

a  = [(qads,1/F0,1)/(qads,2/F0,2)] , where qads,i represents the gas adsorbed amount, and F0,i the inlet single-gas flow, for carbon dioxide (1) and 

the secondary gas (2). 

In addition, a further advantage of 1 is its high capacity, which is competitive with 

effective CO2 capture materials, as MOF-74(Me).40 But more importantly, fully 

regeneration of 1 is achieved at atmospheric temperature and pressure, by simply 

flowing argon for 20 minutes (see Figure 3.10).  
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Figure 3.10. Powder XRD patterns of compound 1 before adsorption measurements (red) and compound 

1 after completing adsorption study (black), in the range 10-40°. 

The double replicas of all the breakthrough measurements were performed and are 

reported in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, to compare. 

Table 3.2. Experimental selectivity (α) for compound 1, calculated from the integration of the respective 

breakthrough curves in CO2:N2 adsorptive separation. (original and replica measurements). 

Exp. conditions CO2 adsorbed 

(ml g–1) 

N2 adsorbed 

(ml g–1) 

 

Selectivity (α) 

 

283 K;   5% CO2 16.1 0.0 >1000 

283 K;   5% CO2 15.1 0.0 >1000 

 

283 K; 20% CO2 

 

39.9 

 

0.0 

 

>1000 

283 K; 20% CO2 40.1 0.0 >1000 

 

283 K; 50% CO2 

 

52.2 

 

0.0 

 

>1000 

283 K; 50% CO2 54.6 0.0 >1000 

 

298 K;   5% CO2 

 

8.0 

 

0.2* 

 

>500 

298 K;   5% CO2 8.0 0.9* 159 

 

298 K; 20% CO2 

 

25.7 

 

0.0 

 

>1000 

298 K; 20% CO2 26.0 0.0 >1000 

 

298 K; 50% CO2 

 

43.9 

 

0.0 

 

>1000 

298 K; 50% CO2 39.8 0.0 >1000 

 

323 K;    5% CO2 

 

3.0 

 

5.3 

 

10 

323 K;    5% CO2 3.0 6.3 8 

 

323 K; 20% CO2 

 

8.7 

 

0.0 

 

>1000 

323 K; 20% CO2 9.4 0.0 >1000 

 

323 K; 50% CO2 

 

17.5 

 

0.0 

 

>1000 

323 K; 50% CO2 17.3 0.0 >1000 

(*) negligible values 
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Table 3.3. Experimental selectivity (α) for compound 1, calculated from the integration of the respective 

breakthrough curves in CO2:CH4 adsorptive separation. (original and replica measurements). 

Exp. conditions CO2 adsorbed 

(ml g–1) 

 

CH4 adsorbed 

(ml g–1) 

 

Selectivity (α) 

 

283 K;   5% CO2 15.6 0.0 >1000 

283 K;   5% CO2 15.8 0.0 >1000 

 

283 K; 20% CO2 

 

41.1 

 

0.0 

 

>1000 

283 K; 20% CO2 38.8 0.0 >1000 

 

283 K; 50% CO2 

 

54.3 

 

0.0 

 

>1000 

283 K; 50% CO2 56.4 0.0 >1000 

 

298 K;   5% CO2 

 

8.4 

 

5.8 

 

26 

298 K;   5% CO2 8.2 4.8 30 

 

298 K; 20% CO2 

 

26.1 

 

0.0 

 

>1000 

298 K; 20% CO2 23.9 0.0 >1000 

 

298 K; 50% CO2 

 

38.4 

 

0.0 

 

>1000 

298 K; 50% CO2 45.7 0.0 >1000 

 

323 K;   5% CO2 

 

3.1 

 

6.8 

 

8 

 323 K;   5% CO2 3.2 9.6 6 

 

323 K; 20% CO2 

 

10.5 

 

0.0 

 

>1000 

323 K; 20% CO2 12.5 0.0 >1000 

 

323 K; 50% CO2 

 

18.7 

 

0.0 

 

>1000 

323 K; 50% CO2 20.2 0.0 >1000 

 

3.5 Stability Studies 

To further evaluate the robustness of 1, gravimetric measurements of the CO2 

adsorption was performed, measuring the sample after all the gas separation studies (40 

different breakthrough separation studies with regeneration) and the sample was stored 

in a closed vial under air atmosphere at room temperature for 3 months. The sorption 

capacity of the material is mostly retained (see Table 3.4 and Figure 3.11).  

Table 3.4. CO2 sorption capacity at 6 bar and 283 K of the original sample before and after gas separation 

studies, with 3 months of storage between the measurements. 

Sample CO2 sorption capacity / mmol·g-1 

Original Sample 5.4 

Sample after 3 months 4.9 
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Figure 3.11. CO2 adsorption isotherms at 283 K of the initial material and the sample after performing all 

the separation studies (40 different breakthrough separation studies with regeneration). Before CO2 

adsorption isotherm, samples were activated at 150 °C for 2 hours.  

 

To evaluate the chemical stability of 1, the product was divided in three aliquots (50 mg 

each) and soaked in different solutions (10 mL) with pH values adjusted at pH = 1, 7 

and 12 for 3 hours. The materials were then washed three times with MeOH and 

collected by centrifugation (8000 rpm, 10 min at RT) and left to dry in air overnight. 

The porosity of the samples was evaluated by CO2 sorption measurements after 

activation at 150 °C for 2h. The CO2 sorption capacity of the material (Figure 3.12) is 

not affected after this study, as the material retains the same amount of CO2 with minor 

differences in the CO2 sorption isotherms attributed to performing different 

experiments. The sorption capacity for each sample is resumed in Table 3.5. The 

robustness and of the framework was assessed after the solvent treatment and gas 

sorption measurements, by performing PXRD measurements of the treated materials 

(Figure 3.13). The crystalline structure of the samples after the solvent treatment is 

retained in all the cases. 
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Table 3.12. CO2 sorption capacity at 1 bar and 273 K of the pristine material and treated samples. 

Sample CO2 sorption capacity / mmol·g-1 

Pristine Material 3.8 

pH = 1 3.7 

pH = 7 3.9 

pH = 12 3.8 
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Figure 3.12. CO2 sorption isotherms at 273 K of the pristine and treated materials at different pH 

activated at 150 °C for 2 hours (solid symbols for adsorption and open ones for desorption). 
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Figure 3.13. PXRD patterns of the pristine material and the treated samples at different pH after CO2 

sorption measurements  
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4. Conclusions 

The H2trz2An anilate derivative, bearing a triazole pendant arm at the 3,6 position of the 

anilato moiety, has been used for the first time in combination with CoII nodes to afford 

1, a 3D MOF formed by 1D chains of octahedrally coordinated CoII ions linked through 

the anilato ligands. Interestingly, the two axial positions of CoII in these chains are 

bridged by the triazole substituents from two neighbouring chains, which act as 

ancillary groups, instead of the solvent molecules, commonly found in similar 

compounds reported in the literature. This leads to a very stable and robust 3D 

ultramicroporous structure with channels to enable the selective entrance of CO2, 

hindering the diffusion of molecules with larger kinetic diameter, such as N2 or CH4. 

The presence of triazole rings in the structural voids increases the affinity for CO2 

molecules. In order to evaluate the potential of this MOF in adsorptive separations, 

static and dynamic adsorption measurements were performed. MOF 1 presents not only 

high adsorption static capacity (above 20% in weight), but also approaching values at 

dynamic conditions and an outstanding selectivity in both nitrogen and methane 

mixtures. It should be noted that a good CO2 sorption capacity is not enough for a 

material to serve for separation applications, if the CO2 is not adsorbed selectively. 

MOF 1, which shows peculiar thermal and chemical robustness, is presented as a 

promising alternative in CO2 gas separation processes, since it combines the advantages 

from both kinetic and thermodynamic control mechanisms. Remarkably, its framework 

is able to sieve larger molecules, as nitrogen or methane, to reach outstanding CO2 

selectivity values (>1000), at different temperature and concentration conditions. 

Remarkably, the material can be regenerated at mild conditions. The favourable balance 

of these three characteristics i.e. high selectivity, high adsorption capacity and high 

regenerability, positions 1 as an exceptional candidate in separation technology industry.  
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Chapter 4 

 

Reversible Tuning of Luminescent and SIM 

properties in a 3D Anilato-based Er-MOF through 

Structural Flexibility  
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Abstract 

By combining 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (H2trz2An) with NIR-

emitting ErIII ion, two different 3D neutral polymorphic CFs (1a and 1b), differing for the 

number of uncoordinated water molecules, formulated as [Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·xH2O (x = 

10, phase a; x = 7, phase b), have been obtained. The structure of 1a shows layers with 

(6,3) topology forming six-membered rings with distorted hexagonal cavities along the bc 

plane. These 2D layers are interconnected through the N4 atoms of the two pendant arms 

of the trz2An linkers, leading to a 3D MOF, where neighboring layers are eclipsed along 

the a axis, with hexagonal channels filled with water molecules. In 1b layers with (6,3) 

topology in the [101] plane are present, where each ErIII ion is connected to three other ErIII 

ions through bis-bidentate trz2An ligands, forming rectangular six-membered cavities. 1a 

and 1b are multifunctional materials showing coexistence of NIR emission and field 

induced slow relaxation of the magnetization. Remarkably, 1a is a flexible MOF, showing 

a reversible structural phase transition between a hexagonal – rectangular cavity, involving 

shrinkage/expansion from the distorted hexagonal 2D framework to a distorted 3,6-

brickwall rectangular 3D structure of 1a_d less porous CF, upon dehydration/hydration 

external stimulus, under mild conditions (vacuum/heating to 360 K). This partially 

dehydrated compound shows an increase in the emission intensity and an improvement of 

the magnetic blocking temperature with respect to the hydrated compound, mainly related 

to the loss of one water coordination molecule. Theoretical calculations support 

experimental findings evidencing that the slight improvement of SIM properties is related 

also to the loss of a water molecule, which promote magnetic relaxation by erasing its 

molecular vibrations which can couple to spin states.  
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1. Introduction 

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), formed by organic molecules (linkers) and metal ions 

(nodes) are attracting considerable attention in material science thanks to their fascinating 

supramolecular architectures1,2 and the richness of their chemical and physical properties.  

Noteworthy, some of them possess structural flexibility,3 a unique feature which depends 

on the nature of metal–ligand interactions, which in turn, depends on both organic ligands 

and metal ions/clusters. As a direct consequence, flexible MOFs show dynamic properties 

such as opening/closing of pores, expansion/shrinkage of the framework and/or a 

reversible change of physical properties, induced by different type of stimuli such as light, 

electrical potential, guest inclusion or pressure.4–6 Despite the plethora of MOFs reported 

so far, those showing structural flexibility and dynamic behaviour are rare, in spite of their 

great potential in several applications, from storage, to sensing and biomedicine (drug 

delivery). More importantly this uncommon features makes MOFs a challenging platform 

for designing multi-functionality with the possibility to tune the physical properties upon 

reversible structural changes in response to external stimuli.7,8 Lanthanide based MOFs 

(Ln-MOFs) in particular, show peculiar luminescence properties, ranging from Vis to NIR 

range of emission.9 By properly choosing the organic linker it is possible to exceptionally 

enhance the light absorption and consequent emission via antenna effect to the lanthanide 

ions, which is otherwise very weak due to the forbidden f-f transitions. On the other hand, 

Lanthanide ions possess large inherent anisotropy, i.e. large unquenched orbital angular 

moments, resulting from strong spin−orbit coupling and weak ligand fields, which impart 

strong magnetic anisotropy. Their interesting magnetic behaviour make them attractive 

candidates to build Single-Ion Magnets (SIMs),10 a class of molecular materials containing 

a single spin center that exhibits slow magnetic relaxation, purely of a molecular origin, 

rather than cooperative behaviour favoured by magnetic exchange between magnetic 

centers mediated by a suitable organic linker in extended networks. In this second 

generation of single-molecule magnets, the slow relaxation of the magnetization is due to 

magnetic anisotropy of the single-ion, which arises from the combination of spin-orbit 

coupling and an adequate ligand field in those based on lanthanide ions. Controlled spatial 

organization of SIMs to build large-scale ordered arrays can be achieved by assembling 

lanthanide ions into a 3D frameworks affording the so-called SIM-MOF.11,12 Among the 

organic linkers which can either act as a powerful antenna or isolate magnetically the 

metal ions, 3,6-disubstituted (X)-2,5-dihydroxybenzoquinone derivatives (X=H, F, Cl, Br, 

I, CN, etc. ) i.e. anilates, have been recently studied as building blocks for lanthanide based 
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frameworks,13–16 leading to several bi-dimensional (2D) and a few three-dimensional (3D) 

lattices17–20 with interesting properties such as single-ion magnetism, luminescence, 

gas/solvent adsorption/absorption and solvent exchange.21 Previous attempts to tune the 

magnetic and optical properties of these Ln-anilato-based frameworks are based on the 

exchange of coordinated and non-coordinated solvent molecules, which is not 

accompanied by drastic structural changes.16 In the present work, the 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-

dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (H2trz2An) anilato derivative22, has been used to construct 3D 

MOFs, thanks to the coordinative properties of the N4 atoms of the two triazole pendant 

arms at the 3,6 position of the anilato moiety. Indeed, it afforded Mn(II)23 and 

ultramicroporous Co(II) 3D MOFs, showing same rigid scaffold as zeolites, and the latter 

excellent capability in CO2 capture and separation.24  

When Lanthanides ions are used as metal nodes, particularly the NIR emitting luminescent 

ErIII ion, two 3D Er-trz2An-based frameworks formulated as [Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·10H2O 

(1a, porous) and [Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·7H2O (1b, non-porous), have been obtained. Both 

Polymorphs have been characterized by Single-Crystal X-Ray Diffraction (SC-XRD), 

Luminescence Spectroscopy and Magnetometry, which indicate that the two compounds 

present a field-induced slow relaxation of magnetization. Interestingly, all techniques 

probed a reversible structural flexibility and shrinkage/expansion dynamic behaviour of 1a 

framework, that originates from a change in coordination environment of ErIII ions, in 

response to the removal of coordinative water molecules. Noteworthy, such a structural 

flexibility of 1a 3D MOF induces important and reversible structural changes after partial 

desolvation, which allows a tuning of its SIM and luminescence properties.  
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2. Experimental Section 

2.1. General Remarks 

The lanthanides precursors, NaOH in pellets and the solvents used were purchased from 

AlfaAesar and Exacta Optech and used without further purification. Synthesis of ligand 

H2trz2An was performed as reported in Chapter 1, according with literature.16 Elemental 

analyses (C, H, and N) were performed with a CE Instruments EA 1110 CHNS.  

 

2.2.  Synthesis 

[Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·10H2O (1a) and [Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·7H2O (1b). A 5 mL 

Teflon vial with a mixture of Er(NO3)3·6H2O (0.05 mmol; 22.2 mg), H2trz2An (0.05 mmol, 

13.7 mg), NaOH (0.1 mmol, 4 mg) and water (5 mL) was heated at 130°C for 48 hours and 

then the vial was slowly cooled to room temperature. Two different types of crystals were 

obtained from the same batch, dark red-block crystals (phase a) and orange prismatic 

crystals (phase b), both of them were suitable for single crystal X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

measurements. Their density’s difference was exploited to separate them, using 

CH2Cl2/CH2Br2 solvent mix in the ratio 0.925/0.975, for all the further measurements. 

Elemental analysis of 1a and 1b is reported below in Table 4.1. Both single crystals and 

polycrystalline powder of 1a were placed under vacuum in a vacuum line pump and then 

sealed in a glove box to obtain [Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)2]n (1a_d), whereas the same attempt 

on 1b produced no changes.   

Table 4.1. Elemental analysis for all the compounds 1a and 1b. 

  Calculated Founded 

  %C %H %N %C %H %N 

1a C30H40N18O26Er2 25.68 2,87 17,97 25,37 2,81 17,86 

1b C30H34N18O23Er2 26,71 2,54 18,69 26,70 2,24 18,57 

 

2.3. Physical Measurements  

X-Ray Crystallography. Single crystal X-Ray diffraction was performed on 1a and 1b 

crystals, which were mounted on a glass fiber using a viscous hydrocarbon oil to coat the 

single crystal and then transferred directly to the cold nitrogen stream for data collection. X 

ray data were collected at 120 K for both samples. Furthermore, a single crystal of 1a was 

measured at 360 K and another one was measured at 120 K after being placed in vacuum. 

Measurements were performed on a Supernova diffractometer equipped with a graphite-
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monochromated Enhance (Mo) X-ray Source (λ = 0.710 73 Å). The program CrysAlisPro, 

Oxford Diffraction Ltd., was used for unit cell determinations and data reduction. 

Empirical absorption correction was performed using spherical harmonics, implemented in 

the SCALE3 ABSPACK scaling algorithm. The structures were solved with the ShelXT 

structure solution program25 and refined with the SHELXL-2013 program,26 using Olex2.27 

Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically, and hydrogen atoms were placed in 

calculated positions refined using idealized geometries (riding model) and assigned fixed 

isotropic displacement parameters. Crystallographic data of all the compounds are 

summarized in Table 4.2. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were performed using a 0.7 

mm glass capillary filled with polycrystalline samples of the compounds and mounted and 

aligned on an Empyrean PANalytical powder diffractometer, using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 

1.541 77 Å). A total of three scans were collected for each compound at room temperature 

in the 2θ range of 5−40°. Polycrystalline samples of 1a and 1b were further placed under 

vacuum in a vacuum line pump and were then opened in the glove box to be sealed in the 

0.7 mm glass capillary. 

Table 4.2. Crystallographic data for compound 1a, 1a_d and 1b. 

 
1a 1a_d (vacuum) 1b 

Empirical formula C30H28N18O25Er2 C30H14N18O18Er2 C30H28N18O20Er2 

FW 1.375.22 1249.12 1295.22 

Crystal color Dark Purple  Purple Orange 

Crystal size (mm3) 0.24 × 0.15 × 0.07 0.29 × 0.24 × 0.12 0.24 × 0.15 × 0.13 

Temperature (K) 120 120 120 

Wavelength (Å) (MoKa) λ = 0.71073 (MoKa) λ = 0.71073 (MoKa) λ = 0.71073 

Crystal system triclinic triclinic triclinic 

Space group P-1 P-1 P-1 

a (Å) 8.9555 (7) 9.013(3) 8.6201(3) 

b (Å) 9.4191 (7) 9.200(3) 10.4220 (4) 

c (Å) 15.4553 (12) 12.495(3) 11.9887(4) 

a (°) 75.154 (7) 94.90(2) 80.139(3) 

b (°) 77.176 (7) 98.10(2) 79.145(3) 

g (°) 67.936 (7) 115.67(3) 82.373(3) 

V (Å³) 1156.33 (17) 912.1(5) 1036.52(7) 

ρcalc (g.cm-3) 1.975 2.274 2.075 

μ(MoKα) (mm-1) 3.712 4.681 4.126 

2θ range (°) 5.59 to 55.74 6.15 to 56.152 6.584 to 56.08 

Index ranges -11 ≤ h ≤ 11, -11 ≤ k 

≤ 12, -17 ≤ l ≤ 20 

-11 ≤ h ≤ 11, 

-12 ≤ k ≤ 11, 

-15 ≤ l ≤ 16 

-11 ≤ h ≤ 11,  

-13 ≤ k ≤ 12,  

-15 ≤ l ≤ 14 

Reflections collected 7799 10668 14194 

Independent 

reflections 

4608 [Rint = 0.0362,  

Rsigma = 0.0667] 

3881 [Rint = 0.1745, 

Rsigma = 0.2099] 

4366 [Rint = 0.0203, 

Rsigma = 0.0223] 

Data/restraints/parame

ters 

4608/0/339 3881/0/282 4366/0/324 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.046 1.083 1.055 
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Final R indexes 

[I>=2σ (I)] 

R1 = 0.0354, wR2 = 

0.0680 

R1=0.1421,wR2=0.31

56 

R1=0.0155,wR2=0.0

370 

Final R indexes [all 

data] 

R1 = 0.0414, wR2 = 

0.0735 

R1=0.2075,wR2=0.37

65 

R1=0.0162,wR2= 

0.0373 

Largest diff.peak/hole/e 

Å-3 

1.21/-1.47 3.98/-3.63 0.88/-0.93 

 

Thermogravimetric Analysis. Thermogravimetric analysis were performed in alumina 

crucibles with the instrument STA-6000 under nitrogen flux (40 mL/min), in the 25-800°C 

temperature range at 10°C/min.  

Magnetic Measurements. Magnetic measurements were performed with Quantum Design 

MPMS-XL-5 SQUID and PPMS-9 magnetometers on powdered polycrystalline samples 

measured with eicosane to avoid preferential orientations. In the case of 1a, it was 

necessary to protect the sample covering it with H2O since the vacuum of the squid 

chamber caused desolvation and the formation of 1a_d. 

Theoretical Calculations. For the theoretical modelling of the magnetic properties, we 

have used the SIMPRE computational package,28 introducing the crystallographic atomic 

coordinates and the experimental magnetic properties of the compounds as an input. In 

order to fit the experimental data, we have varied the two parameters (Dr and Zi) of the 

REC model for each type of donor atom of the first coordination sphere.29 The electronic 

structure of the excited energy multiplets have been determined using the full 

hamiltonian30 in the CONDON package.31 A detailed explanation is provided in the 

Supporting Material (Part IV). 

Photophysical Measurements. Photoluminescence (PL) experiments were performed 

with pulsed laser irradiance at 355 nm wavelength. Finely ground powders were 

compacted between quartz slides for measurements in standard conditions, or attached to 

the cold finger of a continuous-flow cryostat (Janis ST-500) for measurements under 

controlled atmosphere (air, vacuum, N2), fed with liquid N2 for low-temperature 

measurements under vacuum conditions at 77K. For time-resolved measurements of the 

ligand-centered emissions, samples were excited by optical parametric amplifier (Light 

Conversion TOPAS-C) emitting ~200-fs-long pulses at the repetition frequency of 1 kHz 

and detected by a Vis streak camera (Hamamatsu C1091) connected to a single-grating 

spectrometer (Princeton Instruments Acton SpectraPro2300i). For all other PL 

experiments, samples were pumped by a passively Q-switched powerchip laser (Teem 

Photonics PNV-M02510) delivering ~350 ps pulses, centered at 355 nm wavelength, at 1 

kHz.  The PL signals were analyzed by a single-grating spectrometer (Princeton 
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Instruments Acton SpectraPro 2300i) and acquired by thermoelectrically cooled detectors, 

namely, (a) a Vis CCD camera (Andor NewtonEM) for ligand-centered emission spectra, 

(b) a NIR array detector (Andor iDus InGaAs 1.7m) for NIR PL spectra, and (c) a 

photomultiplier (Hamamatsu H10330A-75) connected to a 1 GHz digital oscilloscope 

(Tektronix TDS 5104) for NIR PL decay transients. 
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3. Results and Discussion  

3.1. Synthesis 

By combining Er(NO3)3·6H2O with H2trz2An, in 1:1 ratio, through hydrothermal method, 

[Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·10H2O (1a) and [Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n.7H2O (1b) were obtained 

(Scheme 4.1). Two types of crystals are observed in each hydrothermal batch: dark red 

blocks crystals (phase a) and orange prismatic crystals (phase b), as reported in Figure 

4.1a. Due to their difference in density, it was possible to separate both phases by using a 

CH2Cl2/CH2Br2 solvent mixture: when the crystals are suspended in a CH2Cl2/CH2Br2 

solution, phase a starts floating, while phase b lies at the bottom (Figure 4.1b). 

Furthermore, by heating or applying vacuum to 1a it is possible to remove both water 

molecules present in the channels and one coordinated water molecule, leading to the 

formation of a new crystalline phase, 1a_d. 

 

Scheme 4.1. Synthetic strategy for 1a, 1a_d and 1b. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. a) Optical microscope image of mixture of crystals of phases a and b; b) crystals separations by 

using the CH2Cl2/CH2Br2 solution mix.  
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3.2. Crystal Structure 

1a and 1b both crystallize in triclinic space group P-1 and are 3D neutral coordination 

frameworks of the trz2An linker bridging the ErIII ions. In 1a, ErIII ion is enneacoordinated 

with a {NO8} coordination sphere arising from two oxygens of three bidentate trz2An 

ligands, the N4 atom of one trz2An ligand and two coordinated water molecules. The 

geometry of the first coordination sphere is closest to a spherical capped square antiprism 

(CSAPR-9) according to continuous SHAPE analysis (Figure 4.2a).32 The structure shows 

layers with (6,3) topology forming six-membered rings with distorted hexagonal cavities 

along the bc plane (Figure 4.2b). Each cavity contains two anilato rings almost parallel to 

the layer (face-on) and four anilato rings almost perpendicular to it (edge-on). The largest 

Er-Er-Er angle in the hexagon is 134.4, while the Er-Er distances in the diagonals of the 

hexagons are 12.8, 13.4 and 21.9 Å (Table S4.1, Part IV). These distances and angles are 

similar to those found in Ln-anilato compounds with distorted hexagonal 2D structures, 

coordination number 9 and spherical tricapped trigonal prism (TCTPR-9) geometry.33,34 

The C−O and C-C bond lengths across the five-membered chelate ring for trz2An ligands 

also present typical values of anilato dianions (see Table 4.1, Part IV).33 A remarkable 

difference with respect to previous LnIII anilato-based 2D compounds is that these 2D 

layers are interconnected through the N4 atoms of the two 1,2,4-triazole substituted 

pendant arms of one of the three trz2An linkers coordinated to each ErIII (face-on linkers) 

(Figure 4.2d). This leads to a porous 3D framework, where neighboring layers are eclipsed 

along the a axis with hexagonal channels filled with water molecules (Figure 4.2c). The 

remaining N4 atoms of the 1,2,4-triazole substituted pendant arms of the other two trz2An 

linkers are hydrogen-bonded to coordinating water molecules. 

 

Figure 4.2. a) Spherical capped square antiprismatic coordination geometry of the ErIII center. b) View of 

one hexagonal cavity. c) View of 1a along the bc plane. d) View of 1a along the ac plane. The black, blue, 
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red, and green spheres represent the C, N, O, and ErIII atoms, respectively. Hydrogen atoms and water 

molecules inside the pores are omitted for clarity. 

 

In 1b, the ErIII ion is enneacoordinated as well, presenting a {NO8} coordination sphere 

with six oxygens of three bidentate trz2An linkers, two coordinated water molecules and 

the N4 atom of one trz2An ligand. The coordination geometry is nearest to spherical 

tricapped trigonal prism (TCTPR-9) according to continuous SHAPE analysis32 (Figure 

4.3a). The structure shows layers with (6,3) topology in the [101] plane, in which each ErIII 

ion is connected to three other ErIII ions through bis-bidentate trz2An ligands forming 

rectangular six-membered cavities, which adopt a brick-wall structure where the long axis 

of all the rectangles are parallel (Figure 4.3b, 4.3c). Thus, the two largest Er-Er-Er angles 

are close to 180 (172.5) (see Table 4.3, Part IV). On the other hand, ErIII nodes of the 

same layer are almost coplanar and are connected to ErIII nodes of other layers, through the 

N4 atom of the two pending triazolyl arms of one of the three trz2An linkers (Figure 4.3d), 

which are placed in the shortest side of the rectangular cavities, leading to a 3D 

framework. Finally, the C−O and C-C bond lengths across the five-membered anilato ring 

for trz2An linkers exhibit, as in 1a, typical values of anilato dianions (see Table 4.3, Part 

IV).33  

 

Figure 4.3. a) Spherical tricapped trigonal prismatic coordination geometry of the ErIII center. b) View of one 

distorted hexagonal cavity. c) View along bc plane. d) View along ac plane of 1b. The black, blue, red, and 

green spheres represent the C, N, O, and ErIII atoms, respectively. Hydrogen atoms and  water molecules 

inside the pores are omitted for clarity. 

 

Both 1a and 1b polycrystalline samples are perfectly consistent with the calculated pattern 

(Figure S4.1, S4.2) confirming the homogeneity and purity of the bulk sample. 

Furthermore, a polycrystalline sample of 1a and 1b was placed under vacuum in a Schlenk 
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line and then it was sealed in a glove box, in order to study if vacuum could induce 

changes on the crystal structure. While for 1b the vacuum treatment led to no changes in 

the structure (see Figure S4.3), a reversible structural change was observed in 1a, with the 

formation of a new phase, 1a_d, owing to loss of water molecules. As reported in Figure 

4.4, when 1a_d is left to air for few days, the same powder XRD pattern as 1a is obtained, 

proving the complete reversibility of the dehydration/hydration process for powder 

samples.  

 

Figure 4.4. PXRD patterns of 1a (red), 1a_d (black) and 1a_d left to air 4 days after vacuum treatment (red 

top), highlighting the complete reversibility of the structural change induced by dehydration. 

 

Taking into account PXRD and thermogravimetric data (vide infra), single crystal X-Ray 

diffraction was performed on 1a, to investigate the new desolvated phase, by heating the 

sample at 360 K in the diffractometer or after vacuum treatment of the sample (similarly to 

the polycrystalline sample). In 1a_d, ErIII ion shows a {NO7} coordination sphere arising 

from six oxygens of three bidentate trz2An linkers, the N4 atom of one trz2An linker and 

one coordinated water molecule. The coordination geometry is close to a triangular 

dodecahedron (TDD-8) (Figure 4.5a), according to continuous SHAPE analysis32 Er–O 

bond lengths are in the range of 2.266(16)- 2.430(16) Å (1a_d vacuum) and 2.28(2)-

2.442(13) Å (1a_d 360K), while Er-N bond lengths are 2.46(2) Å (1a_d vacuum) and 

2.464(18) Å (1a_d 360K). Again, the C−O and C-C bond lengths across the five-

membered anilato ring for trz2An linkers exhibit typical values of anilato dianions,33 

1.22(3)-1.26(2) and 1.57(3)-1.60(3) Å for 1a_d vacuum and 1.22(3)-1.27(2) and 1.52(3)-

1.54(3) Å for 1a_d 360K, respectively (see Table S4.2). As in 1a, the structure shows 
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layers with (6,3) topology in the bc plane but interestingly, they exhibit a drastic change 

from the distorted hexagonal 2D network found in 1a to a distorted 3,6-brickwall 

rectangular structure. Thus, the six-membered rectangular cavities of the layers, showed in 

Figure 4.5b, contain four face-on and two edge-on anilato rings in 1a_d, instead of the two 

face-on and four edge-on ones found in 1a. The 3D framework is maintained thanks to the 

N4 atom of the two pending triazolyl arms of one of the three trz2An linkers located in the 

shortest side of the rectangular cavity (face-on linker), indicating that the connectivity is 

the same as the initial solvated MOF (1a). Neighbouring layers are eclipsed along the a 

axis defining rectangular channels (Figure 4.5c). As shown by pXRD, the phase of 1a_d is 

consistent with the calculated one from the CIF (Figure 4.6).  

 

 

Figure 4.5. a) View along bc plane of 1a_d framework. b) View of one rectangular cavity. c) Triangular 

dodecahedron coordination geometry of the ErIII center. d) View along the ac plane of 1a_d. The black, blue, 

red, and green spheres represent the C, N, O, and ErIII atoms, respectively. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for 

clarity. 

 

The new phase 1a_d can be hydrated again to restore the initial framework of 1a, 

indicating a reversible structural phase transition between a hexagonal – rectangular cavity, 

which is observed in flexible MOFs.35 Interestingly, the flexible structure observed in 1a 

enables improvement of luminescent and magnetic properties by reversible 

dehydration/hydration processes (vide infra).  
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Figure 4.6. Calculated (black) and experimental (red) powder XRD patterns of 1a_d, in 2 range of 5-40°. 

 

 

3.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed in order to study the thermal 

stability of 1a and to have complementary information about the dehydrated phase 

1a_d. 

 

Figure 4.7. Thermogram of 1a in 25-800°C temperature range. The percentages shown in the graph are 

referred to the previous weightloss. 

 

1a thermogram shows a continuous weight loss of 10 % from room temperature to 

77°C, which is consistent with the expected weight loss of 7.5 water molecules. Then in 
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the 77-160°C temperature range a second weight loss is present, which is close to the 

expected weight loss for other 3.5 water molecules. Finally, above 400°C, there is an 

abrupt weight loss corresponding to the decomposition of the ligands. Taking into 

account the crystallographic data, the first weight loss is consistent with the transition 

from the initial compound ([Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·10H2O) to 

[Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)2]n·4.5H2O. Then the second weight loss is close to the expected loss 

which lead to the formula [Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)2]n, of 1a_d. Thermogram of 1b is reported 

in Figure S4.4 of the Supplementary Material, Part IV. 

 

 

3.4 Magnetic Properties 

Solid state, direct-current (dc) magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out in 

the temperature range of 2-300 K under an applied magnetic field of 0.1 T for both 

phases 1a and 1b. In the case of 1a, it was necessary to protect the sample with H2O 

since the vacuum of the squid chamber (2-3 mbar) caused desolvation and the 

formation of 1a_d, even in the presence of eicosane. The MT product at 300 K of 1a, 

1a_d and 1b is slightly above the value of 11.475 cm3 K mol-1 expected for each non-

interacting ErIII ions (4I15/2, S = 3/2, L = 6, J = 15/2, g = 6/5). The MT product shows a 

slow and steady decrease upon cooling from 300 K until 50 K, while after that a sharper 

decrease is observed until 2 K, where it reaches the value of 6.1 and 5.5 cm-3 K mol-1, 

for 1a_d and 1b, respectively. The decrease at low temperature is characteristic for the 

depopulation of the Zeeman split Stark energy levels of the ground multiplet. The field 

dependence of magnetization was also measured in the 2-8 K temperature range by 

varying the magnetic field up to 5 T (Figures S4.6-S4.7).  

To further understand the observed magnetic behaviour of both phases, theoretical 

calculations were carried out by using the SIMPRE computational package.28 The static 

magnetic susceptibility was successfully fitted by using the Radial Effective Charge 

(REC) model29 (Dr = 0.98 Å and Zi = 0.161 for oxygens, and Dr = 1.20 Å and Zi = 0.05 

for nitrogen) (Figure 4.8). The predicted magnetization curves are also in good 

agreement with the experimental data (Figure S4.6-4.7). The diagonalization of the 

crystal field hamiltonian results in a ground state wave function mainly composed by 

59% of the |±13/2> microstate in the easy axis direction for 1a and 1b, which is 

congruent with the observed slow relaxation of the magnetization (Figure 4.8). The first 

excited doublet is located at about 32 cm-1, and is mainly composed by |±15/2> and 
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|±11/2> (63% between both of them). The energy levels are approximately equispaced 

and the total crystal field splitting reaches 354 cm-1. In the case of the 1a_d, the loss of a 

water molecule that reduces the coordination number results in a ground state wave 

function described by a mixture between |±9/2> (64%), |±11/2> (13%) and |±7/2> 

(11%) and the first excited energy level is placed at 42 cm-1. Though the ground state is 

characterized by a lower MJ value than 1a, most of the wave function is described by 

higher microstates, thus resulting in a more negligible mixing with lower microstates. 

This situation is more favourable to reduce quantum tunneling of magnetization at low 

temperatures. Moreover, the loss of a water molecule erases its molecular vibrations that 

can couple to spin states and promote magnetic relaxation.36 The combination of both 

effects is compatible with the slight increase in the blocking temperature of 1a after 

desolvation, as dynamic magnetic measurements indicate.  

 

 

Figure 4.8. (left) Experimental (symbols), fitted (solid line) temperature-dependence of the magnetic 

susceptibility from 2 to 300 K of 1a (green), 1a_d (red) and 1b (blue); (right) Calculated (black) and 

experimental (red) ground-J multiplet energy levels. Further details are provided in Table S4.6 and S4.7. 

 

The dynamic magnetic properties were studied by susceptibility measurements 

performed with an alternating magnetic field (AC susceptibility). In the absence of a 

magnetic field, no signal in the out of phase molar susceptibility (χ”) is observed. When 

magnetic dc fields of 0.09 T for 1a and 0.1 T for 1b were applied, strong frequency-

dependent peaks in both the in phase molar susceptibility (χ’) and χ” appear with clear 

maxima of χ” below 2.2 K for 1a and 4.2 K for 1b (Figures 4.9 and 4.10). This is a 

clear indication that the two compounds present a field-induced slow relaxation of 
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magnetization. Interestingly, when 1a is desolvated (1a_d) the χ” maxima are shifted to 

higher temperatures (3.6 K for 1a_d, 2.2 K for 1a at 10000 Hz under an applied dc field 

of 0.09 T, as shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.11. When the same desolvated sample is 

measured again in contact with H2O, the initial magnetic behavior of 1a is restored in a 

reversible way. This result confirms that the structural changes of 1a after desolvation 

modify the magnetic properties in agreement with the decrease of the mixing with lower 

microstates found by theoretical calculation for 1a_d. 

 

Figure 4.9. Temperature dependence of χ’ and χ” of 1a (a) and 1a_d (b) in an applied dc field of 0.09 T 

at frequencies in the range 100 to 10000 Hz. 

 

Figure 4.10. Temperature dependence of χ’ and χ” of 1b in an applied dc field of 0.09 T at frequencies in 

the range 100 to 10000 Hz. 
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Figure 4.11. Temperature dependence of χ’ and χ” of 1a (full and empty red circles, respectively) and 

1a_d (full and empty blue circles, respectively)) in an applied dc field of 0.09 T at 10000 Hz. 

 

The relaxation times () of 1a_d and 1b were determined from the maximum of χ” at a 

given frequency ( = 1/2). They were fitted to the Arrhenius expression for a 

thermally activated process (Orbach,  = 0exp(Ueff/kBT)) leading to 0 = 1.210-9 s and 

Ueff = 23.5 K at 0.09 T for 1a_d and 0 = 1.910-8 s and Ueff = 19.7 K at 0.1 T for 1b. 

However, the plots of  vs. 1/T deviate from linearity at low temperatures indicating the 

coexistence of multiple relaxation pathways as observed in other anilate-based 

lanthanide complexes. We, therefore, applied the general model where the first, second, 

third and fourth terms include quantum tunneling, direct, Raman and Orbach relaxation 

processes, respectively. 

 

-1 = QTM
-1 + AH2T + CTn + 0

-1exp(-Ueff/KBT) 

 

Since the data were obtained at optimal fields of 0.09 (1a_d) and 0.1 (1b) mT, quantum 

tunneling and direct terms were excluded. Thus, correct fittings were obtained using 

Raman and Orbach relaxation processes with values comparable to those found in other 

anilate-based LnIII compounds with C = 30.4 s-1K-4.3, 0 = 5.1 10-10 s and Ueff = 37.2 K for 

1a_d and C = 58.9 s-1K-4.2, 0 = 6.3 10-10 s and Ueff = 44.6 K for 1b.16,20,37,38 The calculated 

values of n (4.3 for 1a_d and 4.2 for 1b) are smaller than the ideal value of 9 found for 

Raman processes. This suggests that these Raman-like relaxations are attributed to acoustic 

and optical vibrations.39 Finally, temperature dependence of  values of 1a was not fitted 

because only three data points with a maximum of χ” are observed. The variable-frequency 
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AC data at different temperatures of 1a_d and 1b show a single relaxation with maxima at 

5800 Hz (1a), 170 Hz (1a_d) and 160 Hz (1b) at 2 K (see Figures S4.10, S4.12 and 

S4.13). The Cole–Cole plots (χ” vs. χ’) of the two samples confirm the presence of a single 

relaxation process (see Figures S4.14). Thus, at fixed temperatures between 2.0 and 3.5 K 

for 1a_d and 2.0 and 4.0 K for 1b, semi-circular plots were obtained and fitted using a 

generalized Debye model, yielding  parameter in the range of 0.17-0.40 (1a_d) and 0.12-

0.21 (1b). This indicates narrow distributions of the relaxation processes. In the case of 1a, 

only one temperature could be studied due the lower temperature of the maxima in χ”. 

Again, the Cole-Cole plot at this temperature suggests the presence of a single relaxation 

process ( = 0.31)  

 

 

3.5 Photoluminescence Properties 

Photoluminescence (PL) of 1a, 1a_d and 1b was photoexcited by short laser pulses at a 

wavelength of 355 nm and analysed both spectrally and temporally. Near UV laser 

irradiation photoexcites the trz2An linker dianion in all compounds. ErIII emission 

sensitization then occurs via the optical antenna effect through a ligand-to-metal energy 

relaxation pathway. As clearly seen in Figure 4.12a, ligand-centred emission of 1a and 

1b measured in standard conditions appeared considerably redshifted and quenched 

with respect to that of the ligand dianion (trz2An) in the (Ph4P)2trz2An reference 

compound. This was rationalized as the consequence of strong singlet/triplet 

intersystem mixing (heavy-atom effect), ensuing a ligand-centred excited state that 

quickly relaxes toward the lanthanide ion by ligand-to-metal energy transfer.40 In fact, 

as deduced by three exponential fitting of the PL decay profile and amplitude averaging 

of the time constants, the bare excited-state lifetime of trz2An measured in 

(Ph4P)2(trz2An) lies in the time scale of hundreds of picoseconds (~460 ps, Figure 

4.12b), whereas the ligand-centred emission of 1a and 1b is nearly resolution-limited 

(see the impulse response function (IRF) of the detection system, Figure 4.12b,c). A 

monoexponential lifetime of ∼30 ps (Figure 4.12c) could be inferred for 1b, hinting to 

a quantitative ligand-to-metal energy sensitization with nearly unity efficiency in both 

compounds. At room temperature (295K), 1a and 1a_d exhibited different ErIII-centred 

(J = 13/2 → 15/2) emission spectra, readily interpreted as a consequence of the different 

coordination environment experienced by ErIII in the two compounds (Figure 4.13a). 

Cooling 1a_d under vacuum conditions down to 77K resulted in higher spectral 
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definition of the crystal-field-split J = 13/2 → 15/2 optical transitions (Figure 4.13b). 

Up to 13 transitions could be clearly detected and fairly well fitted using a multiple 

Gaussian fit procedure, thereby demonstrating a non-negligible presence of hot 

transitions (starting from higher energy states of the J = 13/2 multiplet) still a 77K. A 

direct comparison between the emission spectra at 295 and 77K allowed for a tentative 

identification of the zero-line (ZL) transition, which was placed at 1529 nm. In turn, this 

enabled a direct comparison between the observed transition wavelengths and those 

inferred from the theoretically calculated energy spectrum of the J = 15/2 multiplet. 

Despite the strong vibrational quenching of the ErIII emission acted by coordinated 

water molecules, effectively reducing the lanthanide excited-state lifetime from 

milliseconds to tens of nanoseconds,41 1a and 1a_d could be quite clearly distinguished 

on the basis of their decay profiles, being the amplitude-averaged lifetime (extracted 

from biexponential fits) 55 ns in 1a and 86 ns in 1a_d (Figure 4.13c). This was 

ascribed to the different quenching produced by two coordinated water molecules in 1a 

and only one water molecule in 1a_d. Upon cooling at 77K, the PL lifetime of 1a_d 

increased by approximately a factor of two possibly due to partial suppression of 

vibrational quenching. 1b displayed practically the same room-temperature ErIII-centred 

NIR emission spectrum, both in air and under vacuum (Figure 4.13d), in agreement 

with the results of pXRD measurements and confirming the existence of only one phase. 

The decay profile of the NIR PL showed a much lower sensitivity to environmental 

conditions (Figure 4.13f), which was in part expected since in 1b the vacuum does not 

modify the number of water molecules coordinated to the ErIII ions. Comparison of the 

295 and 77K emission spectra (Figure 4.13e) led to the identification of the emission 

peak centred at 1524 nm as the most probable ZL transition in 1b, allowing for 

comparing experiment and theory just as for 1a_d. 

 

 

Figure 4.12. Ligand-centered photoluminescence properties of 1a, 1a_d and 1b under 355-nm pulsed 

laser irradiance. (a) Ligand-centered PL spectra acquired in standard conditions and normalized to the 

peak of the spectrum of the reference ligand crystal (Ph4P)2trz2An. PL intensity of 1a and 1b are 
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multiplied by a factor 5000. (b) Spectrally-integrated ligand-centered PL decay transients. The impulse 

response function (IRF) of the detection setup is also displayed. The fit of a three exponential decay curve 

to the (Ph4P)2trz2An decay is shown and the amplitude-average lifetime is indicated. (c) Same as (b) but 

on a shorter time scale to highlight the ultrafast PL response of 1a and 1b. Monoexponential fit of the 1b 

decay is shown together with the characteristic time.  

 

Figure 4.13. Lanthanide-centered photoluminescence properties of 1a, 1a_d and 1b. (a) ErIII-centered PL 

spectra of 1a and 1a_d at room temperature. (b) Low-temperature (77K) spectrum of 1a_d with multiple 

Gaussian fit. Vertical bars represent the radiative transitions from the J = 13/2 lowest level to the ground 

(J = 15/2) multiplet levels estimated from theoretical calculations. (c) ErIII-centered PL decay transients 

for 1a and 1a_d at room temperature and at 77K. Biexponential fits and amplitude-averaged lifetimes are 

shown as well. (d) Same as (a) but for 1b, measured both in air and under vacuum. (e) Same as (b) but for 

1b under vacuum. (f) Same as (c) but for 1b.  

 

Reversible phase transition from 1a to 1a_d was confirmed spectroscopically by 

performing several air/vacuum (rehydration/dehydration) cycles, where highly 

reproducible emission spectra and decay transients were obtained (see Figure S4.15). 

Overall, theoretical calculations of the ground (J = 15/2) multiplet spectra turned out to 

be consistent with the low-temperature emission spectra, as regards both the energy 

splitting between the first two levels and the whole energy spread within the multiplet. 

The agreement is quite impressive for 1b, as clearly seen in Figure 4.13e. 
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4. Conclusions  

The H2trz2An anilate derivative, bearing a triazole pendant arm at the 3,6 position of the 

anilato moiety, has been used for the first time in combination with ErIII nodes to afford 

1a and 1b 3D CFs formed by 2D layers with (6,3) topology linked through the anilato 

ligands. A remarkable difference with respect to previous LnIII anilato-based 

compounds is that these 2D layers are interconnected through the N4 atoms of the two 

1,2,4-triazole substituted pendant arms of trz2An, leading to formation of 3D 

frameworks. 1a and 1b constitute unique examples of multifunctional CFs as they 

display NIR emission and field induced slow relaxation of the magnetization. To the 

best of our knowledge, this is the first report of an anilate-based ErIII–MOF that show 

SIM behaviour. Remarkably, the flexibility and porosity of 1a MOF, enables drastic 

structural changes after partial dehydration at very mild conditions (vacuum or heating 

to 360 K) to a less porous 3D structure in 1a_d. This partially dehydrated compound 

shows an increase in the emission intensity and an improvement of the magnetic 

blocking temperature with respect to the hydrated compound, which are mainly related 

to the loss of one water coordination molecule. Theoretical calculations evidence that 

the slight improvement of SIM properties is related to the combination of the decrease 

of mixing with lower microstates, which reduce quantum tunneling of magnetization at 

low temperatures, and the loss of a water molecule, which promote magnetic relaxation 

by erasing its molecular vibrations which can couple to spin states.  

Interestingly, the structure, as well as the luminescent and magnetic properties, of 1a are 

fully regenerated by simply exposure to air of the crystals of 1a_d. The present work 

contribute to the ongoing research on flexible MOFs and shed light on the important 

role of Luminescence Spectroscopy and Magnetometry as probes for mechanism 

investigation of flexible Ln-MOFs and to confirm reversibility of the observed phase 

transition from 1a to 1a_d, through several air/vacuum (rehydration/dehydration) 

cycles, where highly reproducible emission spectra and decay transients were obtained. 
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Chapter 5 

 

A Novel Family of 3D Ln-CFs based on 3,6-

ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxybenzoquinone 
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Abstract 

The potential of 3,6-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxybenzoquinone (H2trz2An) as valuable 

linker for the most used LnIII ions for SMMs/SIMs (LnIII = Dy, Tb, Ho) has been herein 

explored. With all aforementioned LnIII  ions, two different series of polymorphs, 

formulated as [Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·10H2O (DyIII, 1a; TbIII, 2a, HoIII, 3a) and 

[Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·7H2O (DyIII, 1b, TbIII, 2b, HoIII, 3b) have been obtained, both 

isostructural to the previously reported ErIII-CFs (see Chapter 4). 1-3a MOFs show 

reversible structural flexibility as observed in ErIII-MOF, involving shrinkage/expansion 

of the hexagonal-rectangular cavities, upon removal of a coordinated water molecule. 

In these series only the two DyIII-CFs (1a and 1b) and the phase b of TbIII-CP (2b) show 

a Single Ion Magnet (SIM) behavior, but SIM properties do not be affected by the 

flexibility of the frameworks. Interestingly,  2b  exhibits the best SIM properties within 

the series, showing an increase  of the blocking temperature respect to 1a, 1b and ErIII-

CFs. Theoretical calculations are still in progress to shed light on their dynamic behavior 

and to investigate the involved mechanism in the flexibility in order to understand the 

intriguing results herein presented. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the discovery of the first molecular transition metal coordination compound that     

could retain for long time its magnetization in the absence of an external magnetic field, 

at liquid-helium temperatures, a great enthusiasm led researchers to explore such of new  

materials, defined as Single Molecule Magnets (SMMs).1 SMMs are usually formed by 

clusters of transition metal ions (both 3d and 4f) linked through organic molecules, but 

when a SMM only contains one spin center it is defined as Single Ion Magnet (SIM). The 

fascinating physical behavior of SMMs/SIMs have aroused an huge interest in developing 

new technological applications.2–5 Such systems can be defined as the molecular 

analogues of conventional ferromagnets, thus they can be employed in intriguing 

applications spanning from storage to processing of digital information. Thanks to their 

molecular nature, they can in principle open up the possibility to store information with 

much higher densities, that can processed at unprecedented speeds.2,6,7 Clearly, one of the 

most ambitious challenges in this field still remains the design and fabrication of efficient 

SMMs/SIMs that operate in a temperature range suitable for practical use. There are some 

parameters that characterize the efficiency of SMMs/SIMs systems. First, the magnetic 

blocking temperature, TB, defined as the highest temperature at which a SMM displays 

hysteresis in magnetization (M) vs magnetic field (H) plots. The TB is strongly dependent 

on the sweep rate of the magnetic field and on the characterization technique used for the 

measurements, thus is not the best parameter for evaluating the quality of a SMM/SIM.2 

The coercive magnetic field, HC, described as the magnetic field needed to turn to zero 

the magnetization of a SMM/SIM, after reaching the saturation magnetization, is the 

second parameter to take into account. The third and most used parameter is the effective 

energy barrier to turnaround the magnetization (anisotropy barrier), Ueff, hence can be 

defined as the energy required to convert a SMM/SIM into a paramagnet. As said earlier, 

SMMs/SIMs systems are able to retain their spin orientation and to exhibit a slow 

relaxation of the magnetization at low temperatures, by following different 

mechanisms:(i) Orbach (O), (ii) Raman (R), (iii) direct (D) and (iv) quantum tunnelling 

(QT). The O, R and D mechanisms are temperature dependent whereas the D and QT 

mechanisms are field dependent.8–10 In most of the cases, different mechanism are 

involved, therefore the relaxation time is determined by the faster process. QT mechanism 

is present at low temperatures in absence of DC field, whereas at high temperatures 

dominates the Orbach mechanism. When a DC field is applied to suppress the fast 

relaxation through the QT mechanism in order to observe the slow relaxation of the 
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magnetization, the compounds are called field-induced-SMM of field induced-SIM (FI-

SMM or FI-SIM).11  

As previously defined, SMMs and SIMs are usually clusters or molecular complexes, but 

since the outstanding growth of the reticular chemistry, CPs and MOFs are also included 

in this field. Thus, to design a CFs-based SMM/SIM, the choice of the organic linker and 

metal ion is crucial.  In fact, to be a SMM/SIM, a system must have a bistable electronic 

ground state and magnetic anisotropy must be present. Taking into account these 

prerequisites, some of the lanthanide ions are the optimal candidates to construct a 

SMM/SIM since they can have i) ground electronic terms, ii) large and unquenched 

orbital contributions to the magnetic moment, and iii) ligand field effects in their related 

complexes that can be regarded as a small-but-significant perturbation.2 Hence, the most 

commonly used ions in SMMs/SIMs are TbIII, DyIII, ErIII and HoIII. Particularly, TbIII and 

DyIII are the first choice since their electronic structure possess large anisotropy, due to 

the strong angular dependence of the 4f orbitals. Regarding the selection of the organic 

linker, among the many different class of molecules that can be used to construct such 

systems, very recently the anilate derivatives (3,6-disubstituted-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-

benzoquinone) have been exploited as molecular building blocks for Ln-based materials 

since their capability to act as suitable antennae towards NIR-emitting lanthanide ions12,13 

and/or to isolate the lanthanide ions magnetically, favoring the formation of SIMs/SMMs 

due to the prevention of the fast relaxation of magnetization.11 The first Ln-anilato 

complexes behaving as SMMs were reported by Boskovic et al. in 2017,14 which present 

two DyIII-based dimers formulated as [(Tp)2Dy2(Cl2An)]·2CH2Cl2 and 

[(Tp)2Dy2((CH3)2An)]·1.1CH2Cl2 (Tp-= hydrotris(pyrazolyl)borate). Both compounds 

show slow relaxation of the magnetization with an Orbach and Raman relaxation 

mechanisms for [(Tp)2Dy2(Cl2An)]·2CH2Cl2 (Ueff = 24 K) and a FI-SMM behavior and 

an Orbach mechanism for [(Tp)2Dy2((CH3)2An)]·1.1CH2Cl2 (Ueff = 47 K). After that, 

different anilato-based SMMs/SIMs have been reported and thoroughly described by 

Benmansour and Gomez-Garcia.11  

In this Chapter, we aim to explore the 3,6-ditriazolyl-anilate derivative (H2trz2An) as 

linker with the most used LnIII ions in SMMs/SIMs, particularly DyIII, TbIII and HoIII, as 

a progress of the previous work with ErIII-based CFs (reported in Chapter 4). For all LnIII 

used, two different series were obtained and formulated as [Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·10H2O 

(LnIII=Dy (1a), Tb (2a), Ho (3a)) and [Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·7H2O ((LnIII=Dy (1b), Tb 

(2b), Ho (3b)). All the compounds were structurally characterized, showing the 
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previously observed reversible structural flexibility, and magnetically characterized, 

showing in the case of 1a, 1b and 2b SIM behavior, further investigated with theoretical 

calculations.  

 

 

2. Experimental Section 

2.1. General Remarks 

The lanthanides precursors, NaOH in pellets and the solvents used were purchased from 

AlfaAesar and Exacta Optech and used without further purification. Synthesis of ligand 

H2trz2An was performed as reported in chapter 1, according with literature.15 Elemental 

analyses (C, H, and N) were performed with a CE Instruments EA 1110 CHNS.  

2.2.  Synthesis 

[Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·10H2O (LnIII = Dy (1a), Tb (2a), Ho (3a)) and 

[Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·7H2O (LnIII = Dy (1b), Tb (2b), Ho (3b)). These series were 

prepared by using the same synthetic procedure for ErIII-CFs, reported in Chapter 4, with 

Ln(NO3)3·6H2O (0.05 mmol; 17.4 (1), 22.6 (2), 18.9 (3)) H2trz2An (0.05 mmol, 13.7 mg) 

as metal precursors. As for ErIII-CFs, two different types of crystals were obtained from 

the same batch, dark red-block crystals (phase a) and orange prismatic crystals (phase b), 

both of them suitable for SC-XRD measurements. Their density’s difference was 

exploited to separate them, using CH2Cl2/CH2Br2 solvent mixture in the ratio 

0.925/0.975, for all further measurements.  

[Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)2]n (Ln = Dy (1a_d), Tb (2a_d), Ho (3a_d)). Polycrystalline 

powders of 1-3a were placed under vacuum in a vacuum line pump and then sealed in a 

glove box to obtain the dehydrated phase a_d.  

Table 5.1. Elemental analysis for all the compounds 1-3a and 1-3b. 

  Calculated Found 

  %C %H %N %C %H %N 

1a C30H40N18O26Dy2 25.85 2.89 18.09 25.39 2.80 18.12 

1b C30H34N18O23Dy2 26.90 2.56 18.81 26.54 2.36 17.47 

2a C30H40N18O26Tb2 25.99 2.91 18.18 25.85 2.75 18.23 

2b C30H34N18O23Tb2 27.04 2.57 18.92 25.52 2.27 19.41 

3a C30H40N18O26Ho2 25.76 2.88 18.03 25.79 2.67 18.10 

3b C30H34N18O23Ho2 26.80 2.55 18.75 26.93 2.33 19.11 
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2.3. Physical Measurements  

X-Ray Crystallography. Single crystal X-Ray diffraction was performed on 1-3a and 1-

3b crystals, which were mounted on a glass fiber using a viscous hydrocarbon oil to coat 

the single crystal and then transferred directly to the cold nitrogen stream for data 

collection. X ray data were collected at 120 K for all the samples. Measurements were 

performed on a Supernova diffractometer equipped with a graphite-monochromated 

Enhance (Mo) X-ray Source (λ = 0.710 73 Å). The program CrysAlisPro, Oxford 

Diffraction Ltd., was used for unit cell determinations and data reduction. Empirical 

absorption correction was performed using spherical harmonics, implemented in the 

SCALE3 ABSPACK scaling algorithm. The structures were solved with the ShelXT 

structure solution program16 and refined with the SHELXL-2013 program,17 using 

Olex2.18 Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically, and hydrogen atoms were 

placed in calculated positions refined using idealized geometries (riding model) and 

assigned fixed isotropic displacement parameters. Crystallographic data of all the 

compounds are summarized in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. 

All Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were performed using a 0.7 mm glass capillary 

filled with polycrystalline samples of the compounds and mounted and aligned on an 

Empyrean PANalytical powder diffractometer, using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.541 77 Å). 

A total of three scans were collected for each compound at room temperature in the 2θ 

range of 5−40°. Polycrystalline samples of 1-3a were further placed under vacuum in a 

vacuum line pump and were then opened in the glove box to be sealed in the 0.7 mm glass 

capillary. 

Table 5.2. Crystallographic data for compounds 1-3a. 

 
1a 2a 3a 

Empirical formula C30H38N18O25Dy2 C30H38N18O25Tb2 C30H38N18O25Ho2 

FW 1365.65 1358.50 1370.51 

Crystal color Dark Purple Dark Purple Dark Purple 

Crystal size (mm3) 0.22 × 0.16 × 0.13 0.17 × 0.14 × 0.11 0.2 × 0.16 × 0.08 

Temperature (K) 120 120 120 

Wavelength (Å) (MoKa) λ = 0.71073 (MoKa) λ = 0.71073 (MoKa) λ = 0.71073 

Crystal system triclinic triclinic triclinic 

Space group P-1 P-1 P-1 

a (Å) 8.9737 (4) 8.9903(4) 8.9571 (3) 

b (Å) 9.4011 (4) 9.4164(4) 9.4084 (3) 

c (Å) 15.5290 (6) 15.5861(6) 15.4980 (4) 

 () 75.273 (4) 75.214(3) 75.173 (2) 

 () 77.475 (4) 77.435(4) 77.349 (2) 

 () 68.042 (4) 68.017(4) 67.977 (3) 

V (Å³) 1164.23 (9) 1172.01(9) 1159.35 (7) 

ρcalc (g.cm-3) 1.962 1.939 1.977 

μ(MoKα) (mm-1) 3.293 3.100 3.496 
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2θ range (°) 6.516 to 56.212 6.514 to 55.868 6.626 to 54.962 

Index ranges -11 ≤ h ≤ 11, -12 ≤ k ≤ 

11, -20 ≤ l ≤ 19 

-11 ≤ h ≤ 11, -12 ≤ k 

≤ 11, -18 ≤ l 

≤ 20 

-10 ≤ h ≤ 11, -11 ≤ k 

≤ 12, -20 ≤ l ≤ 19 

Reflections collected 17487 15479 16014 

Independent reflections 4931 [Rint = 0.0259, 

Rsigma = 0.0264] 

4908 [Rint = 0.0406,  

Rsigma = 0.0517] 

4772 [Rint = 0.0238, 

Rsigma = 0.0218] 

Data/restraints/parameters 4931/0/359 4908/0/384 4772/0/359 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.070 1.054 1.033 

Final R indexes [I>=2σ 

(I)] 

R1 = 0.0199 

wR2 = 0.0451 

R1 = 0.0290, 

wR2 = 0.0562 

R1 = 0.0184 

wR2 = 0.0457 

Final R indexes [all data] R1 = 0.0213 

wR2 = 0.0459 

R1 = 0.0355, 

wR2 = 0.0602 

R1 = 0.0189 

wR2 = 0.0461 

Largest diff.peak/hole/e 

Å-3 

0.90/-0.83 1.01/-0.80 0.80/-0.80 

 

Table 5.3. Crystallographic data for compounds 1-3b. 

 
1b 2b 3b 

Empirical formula C30H28N18O20Dy2 C30H28N18O20Tb2 C30H28N18O20Ho2 

FW 1285.65 1278.50 1290.51 

Crystal color Orange Orange Orange 

Crystal size (mm3) 0.14 × 0.09 × 0.08 0.16 × 0.14 × 0.07 0.29 × 0.13 × 0.09 

Temperature (K) 120 120 120 

Wavelength (Å) (MoKa) λ = 0.71073 (MoKa) λ = 0.71073 (MoKa) λ = 0.71073 

Crystal system triclinic triclinic triclinic 

Space group P-1 P-1 P-1 

a (Å) 8.6480 (4) 8.6577(2) 8.6344 (2) 

b (Å) 10.4211 (5) 10.4166(3) 10.4202 (2) 

c (Å) 12.0603 (6) 12.0856(4) 12.0281 (3) 

 () 80.197 (4) 80.206(2) 80.171 (2) 

 () 79.454 (4) 79.607(2) 79.315 (2) 

 () 82.476 (4) 82.473(2) 82.353 (2) 

V (Å³) 1047.33 (9) 1050.75(5) 1042.06 (4) 

ρcalc (g.cm-3) 2.038 2.021 2.057 

μ(MoKα) (mm-1) 3.644 3.442 3.874 

2θ range (°) 6.564 to 60.882 6.56 to 61.078 6.974 to 60.86 

Index ranges -12 ≤ h ≤ 12, -14 ≤ k ≤ 

14, -16 ≤ l ≤ 16 

-11 ≤ h ≤ 12, -13 ≤ k 

≤ 14, -16 ≤ l ≤ 16 

-12 ≤ h ≤ 12, -14 ≤ k ≤ 

14, -16 ≤ l ≤ 16 

Reflections collected 
17270 20971 20633 

Independent 

reflections 

5565 [Rint = 0.0503, 

Rsigma = 0.0609] 

5718 [Rint = 0.0316, 

Rsigma = 0.0325] 

5678 [Rint = 0.0255, 

Rsigma = 0.0247] 

Data/restraints/param

eters 

5565/0/324 5718/0/324 5678/0/324 

Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.052 1.065 1.060 

Final R indexes 

[I>=2σ (I)] 

R1 = 0.0312, wR2 = 

0.0550 

R1 = 0.0201, 

wR2 = 0.0441 

R1 = 0.0166, wR2 = 

0.0366 

Final R indexes [all 

data] 

R1 = 0.0385, wR2 = 

0.0592 

R1 = 0.0221, 

wR2 = 0.0454 

R1 = 0.0175, wR2 = 

0.0370 

Largest diff. 

peak/hole/eÅ-3 

0.86/-0.95 0.92/-0.74 0.74/-0.69 
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Infrared Spectroscopy. FT-IR spectra were collected using a Bruker Equinox 55 

spectrometer, on KBr pellets. 

 

Magnetic Measurements. Magnetic measurements were performed with Quantum 

Design MPMS-XL-5 SQUID and PPMS-9 magnetometers in the 2−300 K temperature 

range with an applied magnetic field of 0.1 T at a scan rate of 2 K min−1. In the case of 

1a, it was necessary to protect the sample covering it with H2O since the vacuum of the 

squid chamber caused desolvation and the formation of 1a_d. 

 

Theoretical Calculations. SIMPRE computational package19 was used, by introducing 

the crystallographic atomic coordinates and the experimental magnetic properties of the 

compounds as an input. In order to fit the experimental data, two parameters (Dr and Zi) 

of the REC model were varied for each type of donor atom of the first coordination 

sphere.20 The electronic structure of the excited energy multiplets have been determined 

by using the full hamiltonian21 in the CONDON package.22  
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3. Results and Discussion  

3.1. Synthesis 

Ln-based magnetic CFs (1-3a and 1-3b) were obtained by combining Ln(NO3)3·xH2O 

with H2trz2An in 1:1 ratio, via the hydrothermal method, following the same synthetic 

strategy reported in Chapter 4 (Scheme 5.1). As for ErIII, each batch gave two types of 

crystals which correspond to the two different phases previously reported and formulated 

as [Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·10H2O (LnIII = Dy (1a), Tb (2a), Ho (3a)), dark red blocks 

crystals, and [Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·7H2O (LnIII = Dy (1b), Tb (2b), Ho (3b)), orange 

prismatic crystals. As reported in Chapter 4, it was possible to use the CH2Cl2/CH2Br2 

solvent mixture in the 0.925/0.975 ratio to separate the crystals of the different phases. 

Interestingly 1-3a MOFs show a reversible structural flexibility. With the removal of 

water solvent from phase a, by heating the samples at 80°C or by applying vacuum, the 

reversible desolvated phase a_d, formulated as [Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)2]n was afforded. 

 

 

Scheme 5.1. Synthetic strategy for 1-3a, 1-3a_d and 1-3b. 
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3.2. Crystal Structure 

Compounds 1-3a and 1-3b crystallize in triclinic space group P-1, isostructural with ErIII 

based CFs, previously described in Chapter 4, and are 3D neutral polymeric frameworks 

of the trz2An ligand bridging the LnIII ions, containing water molecules in the pores.  

 

1-3a and 1-3b polycrystalline samples are pure and homogeneous, proving to be perfectly 

consistent with the calculated pattern from CIF and isostructural to the corresponding 

ErIII-based CFs (Figure 5.1). 

 

Figure 5.1. Experimental and calculated powder XRD patterns in 2 range of 5-40° for 1-3a (a) and for 1-

3b (b), compared with the respective ErIII-CFs of phase a and b (magenta lines). 

 

In order to verify the reversible structural flexibility, observed in ErIII-CFs, polycrystalline 

samples of 1-3a were placed under vacuum, in a vacuum line pump and was then opened 

in the glove box to be sealed, in order to study possible changes of the crystal structure 

which could lead to modifications of the magnetic properties of the CFs. As for ErIII-

MOFs, all series show the same flexible behavior (Figure 5.2).  

As previously shown, the new phase a_d can be rehydrated to restore the initial 

framework, indicating a reversible structural phase transition between a hexagonal – 

rectangular cavity, which is already observed in flexible MOFs.23  
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Figure 5.2. PXRD experimental patterns of 1-3a, 1-3a_d and 1-3a_d left in air 4 days after vacuum 

treatment, highlighting the complete reversibility of the structural change induced by dehydration. Panels 

a, b and c are respectively for 1a, 2a and 3a, while panel d reports on Er-CFa and Er-CFa_d for 

comparison.  

 

 

3.3. FT-IR Spectroscopy  

FT-IR spectra of 1-3a and 1-3b were performed and compared with H2trz2An linker to 

further confirm the coordination between trz2An and LnIII ion. Only 1a and 1b spectra are 

reported as representative of the corresponding series, while all the FT-IR spectra are 

reported in the Supporting Material Section (Part IV, Chapter 5). As shown in Figure 

5.3, the band at 1650 cm-1 of nC-O of free ligand disappear and the broad band centered 

at 1550 cm-1 is downshifted, due to the coordination of C-O in the frameworks. Below 

460 cm-1 the typical bands related to the nLn-O stretching vibrations are present, due to 

the coordination bonds. 
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 Figure 5.3. FT-IR spectra of H2trz2An (purple), 1a (blue) and 1b (green) in the 1800-400 cm-1 region. 

 

The characteristic FT-IR bands of 1a and 1b with their assignments are shown in Table 

5.4. 

 

 

 

Table 5.4. Assignments of characteristic bands for 1a and 1b, all the frequencies are in cm-1.24–27 

 

 1a 1b 

 O-H 
3388 3438 

 C=O 
1605 1589 

 C=O +  C=C aromatic 
1513 

1492 

1506 

1488 

 aromatic ring 
1385 1391 

1377 

 C-N 
1321 

1272 

1325 

1278 

1272 

 N-N 
1183 1181 

 C=C 
835 835 

 Dy-O 
459 

446 

438 
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3.4 Magnetic Properties  

Solid state, dc magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out in the temperature 

range of 2-300 K, under an applied magnetic field of 0.1 T, for 1-3a and 1-3b. As in ErIII-

MOF, phase a, it was necessary to protect the sample with H2O since the vacuum of the 

squid chamber (2-3 mbar) caused desolvation and the formation of 1-3a_d, even in the 

presence of eicosane. The magnetic characterization of 1a and 1a_d was performed in the 

case of DyIII, since it is the only one showing a slow relaxation of the magnetization. In 

TbIII and HoIII, only 2a_d and 3a_d samples were characterized. The MT values at 300 

K are 14.0 (1a), 13.6 (1a_d), 13.7 (1b), 11.6 (2a_d), 13.8 (3a_d), 13.7 (3b) emu K mol-

1, in agreement with that expected for each non-interacting LnIII ion (7F6 for TbIII, 6H15/2 

for DyIII and 5I8 for HoIII), as shown in Figures 5.4-5.6. Magnetic measurements of the 

thermal variation of  MT of 2b is in progress. The field dependence of magnetization was 

also measured in the 2-8 K temperature range for 1b, 2a_d, 3a_d and 3b, by varying the 

magnetic field up to 5 T (Figures S5.3-S5.6).  

 

 

Figure 5.4. Experimental (symbols), predicted (solid line) temperature-dependence of  MT from 2 to 300 K, at 0.1 T 

of 1a in red and 1a_d in blue (left) and 1b (right). 

 

 

Figure 5.5. Experimental (symbols), predicted (solid line) temperature-dependence of  MT from 2 to 300 K, at 0.1 T 

of 2a_d. 
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Figure 5.6. Temperature-dependence of  MT from 2 to 300 K, at 0.1 T of 3a_d (left) and of 3b (right). 

 

To further understand the observed magnetic behavior, preliminary theoretical 

calculations were carried out by using the SIMPRE computational package.19 The static 

magnetic susceptibility was successfully fitted by using the Radial Effective Charge 

(REC) model20 with the same REC parameters obtained for the fitting of the ErIII-CFs 

from Chapter 4. All the results are predictions based on the crystallographic structure of 

the ErIII compounds [Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·10H2O (1a in Chapter 4) and 

[Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)2]n (1a_d in Chapter 4) and 1b (see discussion in paragraph 3.4, 

Chapter 4). This means that these results should be less accurate than the ErIII ones. The 

predicted magnetization curves are also in good agreement with the experimental data 

(Figures S5.3 and S5.4). The diagonalization of the crystal field hamiltonian results in a 

ground state wave function mainly composed by the |±15/2> microstate in the easy axis 

direction, with negligible mixing with other Mj microstates for 1a, 1a_d and 1b, which 

is congruent with the observed slow relaxation of the magnetization (vide infra). These 

results suggest that the loss of a water molecule in 1a_d should improve the SIM 

properties. Thus, the ground state is less mixed and the first excited state moves to a 

higher energy (105 cm-1). However, the measured thermal variation of MT has an 

irregular trend that makes difficult to determine if there is an issue with the prediction. In 

all the cases an axial ligand distribution is found. The reduction of the number of point 

charges from 1a to 1a_d (from 9 to 8) makes the coordination environment a bit more 

axial, which stabilizes better the largest MJ value due to the oblate shape of the Dy f-shell 

(minimization of repulsion). To explain the relaxation of magnetization, molecular 

vibrations will also play a key role. The octacoordinated system has less active vibrations 

due to the loss of a water molecule, however it will depend on the level of resonance of 
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those molecular vibrations with the electronic energy levels. Theoretical calculations of 

2b, the other sample that shows a slow relaxation of magnetization, will be carried out 

after the magnetic characterization is finished. 

The dynamic magnetic properties were studied by susceptibility measurements performed 

with an alternating magnetic field (AC susceptibility). In the absence of a magnetic field, 

no signal in χ” was observed. When magnetic dc fields of 0.1 T were applied, strong 

frequency-dependent peaks in both the χ’ and χ” appeared in 1a, 1a_d, 1b and 2b with 

clear maxima of χ” below 4 K for 1a and 1a_d, at 6 K for 1b and at 14 K for 2b (Figures 

5.7-5.9). This indicates that the four CFs present a field-induced slow relaxation of 

magnetization.  

 

Figure 5.7. Temperature dependence of χ’ and χ” of 1a_d in an applied dc field of 0.1 T at frequencies in 

the range 100 to 10000 Hz. 
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Figure 5.8. Temperature dependence of χ’ and χ” of 1b in an applied dc field of 0.1 T at frequencies in the 

range 10 to 10000 Hz. 

 

 

Figure 5.9. Temperature dependence of χ’ and χ” of 2b in an applied dc field of 0.1 T at frequencies in the 

range 1 to 10000 Hz. 

 

The χ’ and χ” peaks of 1a measured in contact with eicosane (1a_d) present a small shift 

to higher temperatures of ca. 0.2 K with respect to those measured in contact with water 

1a. This suggests that the magnetic behavior of 1a is not as sensitive to desolvation as 
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that of its correspondent ErIII-based MOF (see Chapter 4), as shown in Figure 5.10, thus  

the complete AC characterization of 1a_d is herein performed. 

 

Figure 5.10. Temperature dependence of χ’ and χ” of 1a (full and empty blue circles, respectively) and 

1a_d (full and empty red circles, respectively)) in an applied dc field of 0.1 T at 10000 Hz. 

 

The relaxation times () of 1a_d, 1b and 2b were determined from the maximum of χ” at 

a given frequency ( = 1/2). They were fitted to the Arrhenius expression for a 

thermally activated process (Orbach,  = 0exp(Ueff/kBT)) leading to 0 = 5.410-8 s and 

Ueff = 17.5 K for 1a_d, 0 = 1.210-8 s and Ueff = 25.7 K for 1b, and 0 = 2.010-6 s and 

Ueff = 16.4 K at 0.1 T for 2b. However, the plots of  vs. 1/T deviate from linearity at low 

temperatures indicating the coexistence of multiple relaxation pathways as observed in 

the ErIII-CFs from Chapter 4 and other anilate-based lanthanide complexes (see Figure 

S5.8). The general model where the first, second, third and fourth terms include quantum 

tunneling, direct, Raman and Orbach relaxation processes, respectively, was applied. 

-1 = QTM
-1 + AH2T + CTn + 0

-1exp(-Ueff/KBT) 

Correct fittings of 1b and 2b were obtained using Raman and Orbach relaxation processes 

with values comparable to those found in other anilate-based LnIII compounds with C = 

0.9 s-1K-8.4, 0 = 3.7 10-9 s and Ueff = 33.5 K for 1b and C = 81.7 s-1K-3.2, 0 = 1.0 10-6 s 

and Ueff = 30.5 K for 2b.28–31 The calculated values of n (8.4 for 1b and 3.2 for 1b) are 

smaller than the ideal value of 9 found for Raman processes. This suggests that these 

Raman-like relaxations are attributed to acoustic and optical vibrations.32 In the case of 
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1a_d, a reasonable fitting using Raman and Orbach relaxation processes could not be 

obtained. This was obtained by combining direct and Orbach relaxation processes with 

AH2 = 3061.3 s-1, 0 = 9.1 10-10 s and Ueff = 29.9 K. 

The variable-frequency AC data at different temperatures of 1a_d, 1b and 2b show a 

single relaxation with maxima at 960 Hz (1a_d), 65 Hz (1b) and 210 Hz (2b) at 2 K (see 

Figures 5.11-5.13). The Cole–Cole plots (χ” vs. χ’) of the three samples confirm the 

presence of a single relaxation process (Figures 5.14). Thus, at fixed temperatures 

between 2.0 and 5.0 K for 1a_d, 2.0 and 4.0 for 1b and 2.0 and 7.5 K for 2b, semi-circular 

plots were obtained and fitted using a generalized Debye model, yielding  parameter in 

the range of 0.12-0.42 (1a_d), 0.21-0.25 (1b) and 0.06-0.33 (2b). This indicates narrow 

distributions of the relaxation processes.  

 

Figure 5.11. AC susceptibility in an applied dc field of 0.1 T of 1a_d measured as a function of the 

frequency at the different temperatures (2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5 and 5.0 K). (a): Real component. (b): 

Imaginary component. Solid lines represent the best fitting of the experimental data to a Cole-Cole function. 

 

Figure 5.12. AC susceptibility in an applied dc field of 0.1 T of 1b measured as a function of the frequency 

at the different temperatures (2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 K). (a): Real component. (b): Imaginary component. 

Solid lines represent the best fitting of the experimental data to a Cole-Cole function. 
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Figure 5.13. AC susceptibility in an applied dc field of 0.1 T 2b measured as a function of the frequency 

at the different temperatures (2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0 and 7.5 K). (a): Real 

component. (b): Imaginary component. Solid lines represent the best fitting of the experimental data to a 

Cole-Cole function. 

 

 

Figure 5.14. Cole-Cole plots of 1a_d (a) and 1b (b) and 2b (c) measured at the same temperatures as 

Figures 5.11-5.13 under an applied dc field of 0.1 T. Solid lines represent the best fitting of the 

experimental data to a Cole-Cole function. 
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4. Conclusions  

The H2trz2An anilate derivative, bearing a triazole pendant arm at the 3,6 position of the 

anilato ring, has been used for the first time in combination with DyIII, TbIII and HoIII 

nodes to afford 1-3a and 1-3b 3D CFs, formed by 2D layers with (6,3) topology linked 

through the anilato ligands, which are connected through the triazolyl pendant groups. 

These compounds are isostructural to ErIII-CFs reported in Chapter 4. Remarkably, 1-3a 

MOFs show flexibility and porosity as the ErIII-MOF (phase a), with analogous reversible 

drastic structural changes to a less porous 3D structure, after partial dehydration at very 

mild conditions (vacuum or heating to 360 K). The use of these three metals enable to 

optimize the SIM properties. Magnetic characterization reveals a field-induced SIM 

behaviour for 1a, 1a_d and 1b DyIII CFs and for 2b TbIII CP, which, to the best of our 

knowledge, is the first TbIII–anilate-based CP that exhibits SIM behaviour. Interestingly, 

its blocking temperature is higher than that one of ErIII and DyIII CFs, showing the best 

SIM properties within the series. Conversely, SIM properties of 1a are much less sensitive 

to the removal of water molecules than those of the ErIII-MOF reported in Chapter 4. 

Preliminary theoretical calculations suggest that SIM properties of the DyIII CFs are 

related to a ground state wave function mainly composed by the |±15/2> microstate in the 

easy axis direction, with negligible mixing with other Mj microstates. More detailed 

magnetic and theoretical studies are required to understand why flexibility slightly affetcs  

the magnetic behavior of 1a_d (DyIII-MOF), after partial dehydration  and the observed 

better SIM properties of 2b (TbIII-CP). Further optimization of SIM properties could be 

achieved by diluting the paramagnetic TbIII nodes with diamagnetic EuIII ions.  With this 

view, the preparation of  isostructural  GdIII-CFs, containing an isotropic paramagnetic 

lanthanide ion, could help to understand if the weak magnetic exchange through the 

ligand plays a role on the SIM properties of these CFs.  

In summary, although significant progress has been made in the area of molecular 

magnets in general and SMMs/SIMs in particular, the practical applications of these novel 

compounds is still an ongoing challenge. Important drawbacks need to be overcome, 

primarily i) increase of blocking temperatures; ii) retainment of structural and magnetic 

stability to the micro- and nanoscale; iii) ready assembly when anchoring them on 

surfaces; iv)  careful selection of surface substrates.  Creative responses to the challenges 

listed will be forthcoming in the next future, but in the meanwhile, it is mandatory a 

rational design of these systems for exploring their potential in the envisaged 
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technological applications such as information storage, quantum computing devices and 

molecular spintronics. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Dual Center Ln’Ln’’-CFs NIR Luminescent 

Ratiometric Thermometers via a solvent-free 

approach 
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Abstract 

NIR luminescent mixed YbIII/NdIII CFs based on 1,3,5-benzentricarboxylic acid (H3BTC) 

biofriendly linker are herein reported. A solvent free method was chosen to prepare two 

different classes of CFs, formulated as NdxYb1-x (BTC)3(H2O)6 (x = 1 (1); x = 0.943 (2); x 

= 0.953 (3); x = 0.856 (4); x = 0.890 (5)) and NdxYb1-x (BTC)6 (x = 0.017 (6), x = 0 (7)), 

respectively, with different Nd:Yb doping percentage (%) for each class, ranging from 95:5 

up to 80:20. Pristine Nd-CFs (1) and Yb-CFs (7)  have been also prepared as reference 

samples. They crystallize as neutral polymeric frameworks, giving rise to a ribbon-like 

hydrated structure organized in a 3D network of hydrogen bonding interlinking the 

different coordination spheres (1) and to a 3D framework with no water molecules in the 

crystal structure, neither adsorbed nor coordinated (7). The obtained series has been fully 

characterized through a multi-technique approach, by using ICP, FT-IR, PXRD, SEM-

EDX, TGA and DLS to investigate their structure, morphology, composition and stability. 

Finally, photophysical studies have been performed with the aim to study i) the 

photophysical processes at the origin of both ligand-centered and NIR metal-centered 

luminescence emissions, and ii) their thermal sensing performances in the 300-10 K range. 

Among the series, 5 has proven to be the most promising system for thermometry and its 

thermometer parameters, along with its biocompatibility, will be further explored.  
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1. Introduction 

Temperature (T) is considered one of the most fundamental parameters and T sensors are 

widely used in daily life and they are expected to reach a 6 billion dollar market by 2023.1 

The recent development of several research areas, from microelectronics to biomedicine, 

has stimulated the need of monitoring the local T of a given system with a sub-micrometric 

spatial resolution and high sensitivity,2 but in contactless mode and, hence, it boosts the 

growth of luminescent thermometers, which present the advantage of contactless 

measurement and large-scale imaging. T indeed, determines and affects dynamics and 

properties of a given biosystem, playing a crucial role, from the influence of cell division 

rate3 to the modification of physical properties of fundamental biomolecules such as 

proteins.4 In addition, the temperature detection of biosystems is fundamental for early 

diagnosis and treatment of numerous diseases, including cancer.5,6 

Among luminescent molecular probes used for T sensing, a novel class of CFs based on 

Ln’Ln’’-CFs (LnIII = Nd-Yb and Yb-Er) are emerging as Dual Center NIR Luminescent 

Ratiometric Thermometers in the physiological (293–313K) T range. Lanthanide-based 

CFs, crystalline solids constructed via self-assembly of Lanthanide ions and organic 

linkers, are excellent candidates as optical sensors due to their ability to show both ligand-

centered and metal-centered luminescence. By a valuable choice of the luminescent 

building blocks, both the lanthanide ions as nodes and the functional organic ligands as 

linkers, new CFs probes for sensing T, showing different pathways of energy exchange 

processes between building blocks, can be constructed.7  

 

1.1 Thermometer Parameters  

To determine the performances of a given thermometer, different parameters should be 

evaluated.7 First of all the sensitivity (S), indicative of the performance of the sensor, is 

defined as the change of an experimental observable R as a function of the variation of 

the temperature (T), as: 

𝑆 =
𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑇
     (1) 

While the relative thermal sensitivity (Srel) is defined as the relative change of an 

experimental observable as a function of the variation of the temperature T, usually 

expressed as percent change per Kelvin [% K-1]: 
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𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑙 =
1

𝑆

𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑇
     (2) 

Srel is a standardized quantity which allows for a comparison of different thermometric 

techniques and evaluation of the performances with literature values. However, S does 

not include some variables that may be relevant for applications, such as the signal to 

noise ratio of the experimental observables, affecting the applicability of the sensor. 

Therefore, it is also necessary to consider the T resolution ΔTmin, defined as the 

minimum variation of T that can actually be resolved. It derives from statistical 

considerations as the ratio between the standard deviation (σ) of the experimental 

observable from different measurements at a given T and the thermal sensitivity at that 

T: 

Δ𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝜎

𝑆
      (3) 

Sensitivity and thermal resolution characterize the performance of the thermometer. 

Furthermore, other features of the materials should be considered, such as the optimal 

range of T which is fundamental for the final application, the stability, the 

reproducibility and the accuracy. 

 

1.2 Mixed-Lanthanide CFs 

Trivalent lanthanide (LnIII) doped materials are very promising candidates to develop 

efficient thermometers based on luminescence, due to their high sensitivity because of the 

peculiar excited states configuration of LnIII ions.2,8 Noteworthy the use of mixed-

lanthanide CFs, changing the photoluminescence intensity ratio between the two 

lanthanides (Ln’ and Ln’’) emissions, as the ratiometric thermometric parameter, makes 

thermal sensing independent from the concentration and inhomogeneity of luminescence 

centers, leading to more robust and reliable thermometers.7 Furthermore fast response, high 

sensitivity, noninvasive operation and inertness to strong electric or magnetic fields, make 

these new types of luminescent thermometers more effective than the conventional ones.9 

Most of the work on mixed lanthanide-based CFs thermometers,  reported so far, is based 

on the EuIII-to-TbIII emission ratio,7,9–11 while only few examples of NIR luminescent 

mixed Ln-based CFs are reported, of peculiar interest for use in biological tissues, due to 

their accurate resolution and harmless emission wavelength.12–15 Among them, a 

remarkable example was reported by Zhao et al., which prepared a novel thermosensitive 
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NIR mixed Ln-based CF, formulated as Nd0.866Yb0.134BTB (H3BTB = 1,3,5-

benzenetrisbenzoic acid).12 This mixed Ln-CF exhibits impressive temperature dependence 

of the photoluminescence properties in the physiological range, ranging from 303 to 333 

K, with a maximum relative sensitivity of 4.755% K-1. This value is one order of 

magnitude higher than the previously reported for the NdIII/YbIII CFs based on 2,3,5,6-

tetrafluoro-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate (H2BDC-F4), formulated as (Nd0.577Yb0.423)2(BDC-

F4)3-(DMF)(H2O)xDMF.15 Furthermore, it shows also low cytotoxicity and good 

biocompatibility, thus it can be useful for thermal sensing and mapping of biological 

systems. The rational design of NIR luminescent mixed Ln-based CFs requires a careful 

choice of organic linkers, since the synthetic methodology plays an important role in 

avoiding toxic precursors. Even if solvothermal synthesis is the method of choice for 

preparing these CFs thermometers, the use of solvents as DMF, can lead to CFs containing 

such toxic solvents in the first inner coordination sphere of Lanthanide ion and/or 

solvated.15 Hence, solvent free methods can be an intriguing alternative to afford mixed 

Ln-based CFs. As reported by Liu and co-workers,16  by using a solvent-free method, 

providing firstly mechanical energy through the precursors grinding, followed by a thermal 

energy by heating the ground mixture above 100°C, a new family of Lanthanide-based 

MOFs, with 1,3,5-benzentricarboxylic acid (H3BTC) organic linker, was obtained. 

Furthermore, within this series, a DyIII and EuIII co-doped Y-MOF, which can be used as 

ratiometric thermometer since its dual blue/red characteristic emissions are dependent on 

the temperature, was also prepared.  

 

Hence, to afford biofriendly NIR luminescent mixed Ln-CFs, H3BTC was selected as 

organic linker for YbIII/NdIII mixed CFs. The synthesis, via solvent free method, of two 

different classes, formulated as NdxYb1-x (BTC)3(H2O)6 (x = 1 (1); x = 0.943 (2); x = 0.953 

(3); x = 0.856 (4); x = 0.890 (5)) and NdxYb1-x (BTC)6 (x = 0.017 (6), x = 0 (7)), 

respectively and for each class different Nd:Yb doping percentage (%) ranging from 95:5 

up to 80:20. Nd-CFs and Yb-CFs have been also prepared as reference samples.  

The obtained materials have been characterized by ICP, FT-IR, Powder X-Ray 

Diffractometry. SEM-EDX (Scanning Electron Microscopy - Energy Dispersive X-ray) 

and Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) measurements have been carried out in order to 

study their morphology and thermal stability. Photophysical processes at the origin of both 

ligand-centered and NIR metal-centered luminescence emissions and their thermal sensing 

performances have been studied. Photophysical studies have been performed with the aim 
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to determine the temperature dependence of ion-to-ligand and ion-ion energy transfer 

processes, in the 300-10 K range and on two representative selected samples 

Nd0.889Yb0.111(BTC)3(H2O)6 and Nd0.017Yb0.983(BTC)6, respectively and on Nd-BTC as 

reference sample. 

 

 

2. Experimental Section 

2.1. General Remarks 

Lanthanides nitrates and 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid were purchased from Alfa 

Aesar and Sigma Aldrich, then used without further purification.  

 

2.2.  Synthesis 

NdxYb1-x(BTC)3(H2O)6 (x = 1 (1); x = 0.943 (2); x = 0.953 (3); x = 0.856 (4); x = 

0.890 (5)) and NdxYb1-x(BTC)6 (x = 0.017 (6), x = 0 (7)). All the compounds were 

prepared according with the previously reported method16 as follow: 0.5 mmol of LnIII 

precursor (Nd(NO3)3·6H2O for 1 and Yb(NO3)3·6H2O for 7) were mixed with 0.5 mmol 

of H3BTC (1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid) and ground in a mortar for 5 min. Then the 

mixture was transferred into a 25 mL boron-silicate vial and heated at 130°C for 24 h. 

After cooling to room temperature, the powder was collected and washed with distilled 

water and with ethanol, two times each, and then dried at 60°C for 3 h. For the synthesis 

of compounds 2-6 the procedure was exactly the same but mixing the two LnIII nitrates 

in different stoichiometric ratios (Nd/Yb: 95/5 (2), 90/10 (3), 85/15 (4), 80/20 (5), 5/95 

(6)).  

2.3. Physical Measurements  

ICP-MS. Inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy (ICP) was performed on a Agilent 

Technologies ICP-MS 7900 spectrometer.  

Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD).  

Fingerprinting: PXRD patterns were collected by using a θ–θ Bragg–Brentano focalizing 

geometry Seifert X 3000 diffraction system equipped with a Cu Kα source (λ = 1.54056 

Å), a graphite monochromator on the diffracted beam and a scintillation counter. Step size 

0.05°, acquisition time 2 s/step. 

Crystal Structure Solution and Refinement: PXRD measurements for structure 

solution were performed using a Bruker AXS D8 Advance diffractometer in 
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Bragg-Brentano  geometry, equipped with a Lynxeye position sensitive 

detector. DS: 0.5°; Generator setting: 40 kV, 40 mA; Ni-filtered Cu-K radiation, 

 = 1.5418 Å. Data were collected in the 3–105° 2θ range, sampling at 0.02°, 

with scan time lasting approximately 16h. XRPD structure solution of 

compounds 1 and 7 was performed using the TOPAS-R software.17 Standard 

peak search methods followed by profile fitting allowed the accurate estimate of 

the low-angle peak position. These values, through the SVD indexing 

algorithm,18 provided a C-centered monoclinic cell for 1 [a = 11.44, b = 17.93, c 

= 7.25 Å,  = 119.4°, GOF(24) = 64.0] and a rhombohedral one for 7 [a = 8.87, c 

= 18.73 Å, GOF(20) = 35.9]. Space group determination through the analysis of 

systematic absences, and the possible isomorphous character of 1 with RAVJUV 

[catena-((3-Benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylato)-hexa-aqua-gadolinium]19 and of 7 

with CETMEU [catena-((6-cyclohexane-1,3,5-tricarboxylato)-erbium)],20 

indicated, for the two phases, Cc and R-3c, respectively, later confirmed by 

successful structure refinement. The structural models were taken from the 

isomorphous structures, with the BTC ligand in 1 modeled by a partially flexible 

rigid body and water molecules bound to Nd geometrically restrained. The final 

refinements were eventually carried out by the Rietveld method. The background 

was modelled by a polynomial function of the Chebyshev type, peak profiles 

were described by the Fundamental Parameters Approach21 and a common 

(refinable) isotropic thermal factor was attributed to all atoms. Figure 6.1 

contains the final Rietveld refinement plots for 1 and 7. 
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Figure 6.1. Final Rietveld refinement plots for 1 (top) and 7 (bottom), with difference plot and peak 

markers at the bottom. 

Stability Tests. PXRD patterns were collected by using a θ–θ Bragg–Brentano focalizing 

geometry Seifert X 3000 diffraction system equipped with a Cu Kα source (λ = 1.54056 

Å), a graphite monochromator on the diffracted beam and a scintillation counter. Step size 

0.05°, acquisition time 2 s/step. 

Infrared Spectroscopy. FT-IR spectra were collected using a Bruker Equinox 55 

spectrometer, preparing the samples as KBr pellets. 

SEM/EDX. SEM images and EDX Microanalysis were performed both on a Hitachi S-

4800 and a ESEM:FEI Quanta 200 field emission scanning electron microscopes. 

Thermogravimetric Analysis. Thermogravimetric analysis was performed in alumina 

crucibles with the instrument STA-6000 under nitrogen flux (40 mL/min), in the 25-800°C 

temperature range at 10°C/min.  

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). The suspensions of Nd/Yb CPs in water/DMSO were 

prepared by suspending 2 mg of microcrystalline powder in 2 mL of solvent and 

ultrasonicated for 15 min. Then were diluted (200 μL of suspension and 800 μL of 

solvents) to allow DLS performed with Malvern ZETASIZER NANO instrument.  

Photophysical Measurements. Continuous-wave (Cw) diffuse reflectance of crystals of 

coordination compounds was performed with a dual-beam spectrophotometer equipped 

with an integrating sphere accessory (Agilent Cary 5000 UV−vis−NIR). Lanthanide 

centered photoluminescence was excited by a passively Q-switched powerchip laser (Teem 

Photonics PNV-M02510) delivering 310 ps long pulses at a 355 nm wavelength and a 1 

kHz repetition rate, wavelength dispersed by a grating spectrometer (Princeton Instruments 

Acton SpectraPro 2300i), and detected by a NIR array detector (Andor iDus InGaAs 1.7 

μm) for spectral measurements and a photomultiplier (Hamamatsu H10330A-75) 

connected to a 1 GHz digital oscilloscope (Tektronik TDS 5104) for time-resolved 
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measurements. Emission and excitation spectra were further recorded on a modular double 

grating excitation spectrofluorimeter with a TRIAX 320 emission monochromator 

(Fluorolog-3, Horiba Scientific) coupled to a near infrared H9170 Hamamatsu 

photomultipliers, using the front face acquisition mode. The excitation source was a 450 W 

Xe arc lamp. The excitation spectra were corrected for the spectral distribution of the lamp 

intensity using a photodiode reference detector. Time-resolved measurements were carried 

out with pulsed Xe-Hg lamp excitation, in front face acquisition mode. The low 

temperature measurements (12 K) were performed using a helium-closed cycle cryostat 

with vacuum system measuring ca. 5×10–6 mbar and a Lakeshore 330 auto-tuning 

temperature controller with a resistance heater.  
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3. Results and Discussion  

3.1. Synthesis 

NIR emitters-based Ln-CFs were synthesized through a solvent free method, showed in 

Scheme 6.1. Ln(NO3)3·xH2O (Ln = YbIII, NdIII) and 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid 

(H3BTC, trimesic acid) were mixed in 1:1 ratio and grinded for 5 min, then thermal 

treated at 130°C for 24 hours. The evolution of the solvent free synthesis during the 

grinding process was monitored by PXRD, selecting Yb-BTC as representative 

reference sample, as shown in Figure S6.1 (Supporting Material, Part IV, Chapter 6). 

During the grinding process, the peaks of the precursors start to disappear, according 

with the formation of an amorphous complex Ln-BTC and few amounts of the final 

product crystal seeds. Then, the thermal treatment induces a rearrangement of the 

amorphous complex, due to the π···π interactions and the electrostatic repulsive forces 

between the adjacent charged complex molecules, leading to the formation of the final 

product.1 This synthetic methodology also affords bimetallic CFs by adding small 

percentage of a second LnIII ion to the precursors mixture, to exploit the potential of 

NdIII
→ YbIII energy transfer, in influencing photoluminescence, by keeping constant the 

total metal amount:ligand ratio equal to 1:1. After the thermal treatment, by washing all 

the samples with water and ethanol, compounds formulated as NdxYb1-x (BTC)3(H2O)6 

(x = 1 (1); x = 0.943 (2); x = 0.953 (3); x = 0.856 (4); x = 0.890 (5)) and NdxYb1-x 

(BTC)6 (x = 0.017 (6), x = 0 (7)) are obtained in form of microcrystalline powder. 

 

 

Scheme 6.1. Schematic representation of the solvent free synthesis for 1-7. 
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3.2. Crystal Structure 

All 1-7 compounds are obtained in form of microcrystalline powder, hence PXRD were 

performed firstly to 1 and 7 pristine materials to determine their crystal structure.  

Compound 1 crystallizes in the monoclinic space group Cc, as a neutral polymeric 

framework, isostructural with a previously reported GdIII-based structure.18 The 

asymmetric unit of 1, showed in Figure 6.2a, consists of one NdIII ion, one fully 

deprotonated BTC unit and six water molecules. Each metal ion is nine coordinated, 

being surrounded by nine oxygen atoms, three from BTC linkers and six from water 

molecules, giving rise to the formula Nd(BTC)3(H2O)6. The NdIII ions are linked 

through BTC, forming parallel 1D ribbons running along b axis, as reported in Figure 

6.2b. The ribbons are stacked with each other and interconnected through hydrogen 

bonds, leading to a 3D framework (Figure 6.2c).  

 

 

Figure 6.2. View of (a) the asymmetric unit of 1, (b) parallel 1D ribbons running along b axis, (c) stacked 

ribbons in ab plane. The black, red, and pastel blue spheres represent the C, O, and NdIII atoms, 

respectively, while hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 

Figure 6.3 depicts the enneacoordinated Nd atoms as green polyhedral, and dashed red 

contacts indicate the rich 3D framework of hydrogen bonding interlinking the different 

coordination spheres: 
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Figure 6.3. Sketch of the rich 3D hydrogen-bond framework (dashed red contacts) viewed down c (left) 

and down b (right). 

The Nd-O bond distances are all slightly different and are reported in Table 6.1. As 

restraints were introduced in the final Rietveld refinement cycles to stabilize the 

otherwise untreatable refinement diverging to an unphysical model, the obtained values 

are mostly mirroring the numerical restriction of the Nd-O distances rather than their 

true similarity, or their dispersion. The six coordinated water molecules can be removed 

by heating 1 up to 130°C, as showed by thermogravimetric analysis (vide infra), leading 

to an amorphous phase.  

Table 6.1. Nd-O bond distances in 1. 

 

Bond Distance (Å) 

Nd-O1 2.467 

Nd-O2 2.448 

Nd-O3 2.522 

Nd-O4 2.389 

Nd-O5 2.479 

Nd-O6 2.540 

Nd-O7 2.401 

Nd-O8 2.538 

Nd-O9 2.431 
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Compound 7 crystallizes, instead, as neutral 3D framework of formula Yb(BTC)6 in the 

trigonal R-3c space group. Its asymmetric unit consists of one YbIII ion and 1/6 of the 

fully deprotonated BTC. The coordination sphere of each metal ion is composed by six 

oxygen atoms belonging to six individual BTC linkers (Yb-O bond distance of 2.184 

Å), which in turn coordinate three YbIII ions in the bridging coordination mode (Figure 

6.4a), leading to the formation of a 3D CF, where YbIII and BTC aromatic ring are 

stacked along c axis (Figure 6.4b) with a distance YbIII-ring of 4.704 Å. When 7 is 

observed in ac plane, as shown in Figure 6.4c, it is evident how all the YbIII ions lay on 

a different, but parallel, plane than BTC linkers, forming a dense structure with no 

accessible cavities, with YbIII··· YbIII distances of 8.876 Å. Furthermore, 7 is an 

anhydrous framework with no water molecules, neither coordinated or solvated, present, 

as confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis (vide infra).  

 

 

Figure 6.4. View of (a) one BTC linker coordinating three YbIII ions, (b) 3D CF in the ab plane, showing 

YbIII ions stacked along same c axis of aromatic BTC ring, (c) 3D CF in the ac plane, evidencing YbIII 

and BTC laying in different planes. The black, red, and light green spheres represent the C, O, and YbIII 

atoms, respectively, while hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 

Both 1 and 7 can be doped with a second metal ion (YbIII and NdIII for 1 and 7, 

respectively) using the same synthetic method. Particularly, 1 can be doped with 

percentage of YbIII up to 20% maintaining the same crystal structure, whereas it is 

possible to add only a maximum of 5% of NdIII to 7, since higher percentages lead to the 

formation of both Yb- and Nd- phases as a mixture of microcrystalline powders. Figure 
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6.5 and 6.6 report the PXRD for all the 1-7 CFs, showing the homogeneity of the doped 

phases.  

 

Figure 6.5. PXRD patterns in 5-40° 2 range of 1-5.  

 

 

Figure 6.6. PXRD patterns in 5-40° 2 range of 6 and 7.  
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3.3. FT-IR Spectroscopy  

Infrared Spectroscopy further confirm the CFs formation, by observing the presence of 

band attributable to Ln-O vibration and the bands related to carboxylate stretching in a 

coordination compound. In all spectra of 1-7 CPs, reported in Figure 6.7 and 6.8, the 

typical band at 1700 cm-1, related with the vibrational stretching of carboxylic groups 

present in trimesic acid,22 disappear due to the complete deprotonation of COOH groups 

and to their coordination in CFs.23 Thus, new bands generated by the antisymmetric and 

symmetric stretching of carboxylate groups appears in the 1650-1550 and 1450-1350 

cm-1 region.23 Since carboxylates can coordinate in different modes (monodentate, 

bidentate, bridging, etc.), a general tendency relationships between their coordination 

modes and the stretching frequencies has been studied by Deacon and Phillips.24 In fact, 

the frequency separation between the carboxylate antisymmetric and symmetric 

stretching vibrations (a-s) can be related with the coordination modes. In 1-7, the a-s 

is in 170-180 cm-1 frequencies range, that is attributable to the bridging coordination 

mode, where one metal ion binds to one of the two oxygens in the carboxylate group 

and another metal ion to the other oxygen atom.24,25  

Furthermore, all 1-7 series display the Ln-O bands in the 600-400 cm-1 region,26 and 

particularly, 6 clearly shows a further band at 412 cm-1 compared to 7, mostly 

attributable to the presence of NdIII, involved in Nd-O bond. 

 

 

Figure 6.7. FT-IR spectra of 1-5 in 2250-400 cm-1 range. 
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Figure 6.8. FT-IR spectra of 6 and 7 in 2250-400 cm-1 range. 

 

3.4. Thermogravimetric Analysis  

Thermograms of 1 and 7 were measured to study the thermal stability and water content 

of the two representative structures. 1 shows a first weightloss of 18.73% at 130°C, 

consistent with the six coordinated water molecules, and a second 7.65% weightloss at 

303°C consistent with a first degradation of the trimesic acid, which degrades 

completely at 540°C leading to the collapse of the CF (Figure 6.9).  

 

Figure 6.9. Thermogram of 1 in 25-800°C temperature range. The percentages shown in the graph are 

referred to the previous one weightloss. 
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Thermogram of 7 confirms the absence of water in the structure, neither absorbed or 

coordinated, with the first 10% weightloss at 450°C, followed by the degradation of the 

CFs at 516°C after the complete ligand decomposition, proving and excellent thermal 

stability (Figure 6.10).  

 

Figure 6.10. Thermogram of 7 in 25-800°C temperature range. 

 

 

3.5. Morphological Characterization  

To verify the morphological homogeneity of the 1-5 and 6-7 doped samples and to have 

a first insight on the semi-quantitative ratio between Nd/Yb metal ions, Scanning 

Electron Microscopy (SEM) was performed, while Microanalysis was performed in 

different areas of each sample, obtaining similar results, as shown in Table S6.1. 

Compound 1 shows a needle like morphology, consistent with the ribbon crystal 

structure, and the same morphological aspect was found in all CFs 2-5, further proving 

the homogeneity of the Nd-based CPs. Here, SEM images of 1-3 are reported as 

representative examples in Figure 6.11 below.  
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Figure 6.11. SEM images of 1 (a and b), 2 (c) and 3 (d). 

7 shows a granular morphology when observed in 50 m scale, as well as 6, proving the 

homogeneity of the two samples (Figure 6.12). Due to the instability under the electron 

beam of 6 and 7, it was difficult to collect images with a higher magnification.  

 

 

Figure 6.12. SEM images of 7 (a) and 6 (b). 
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EDX microanalysis confirms the presence of only one LnIII ion both in 1 and 7 and 

provide a semiquantitative Nd/Yb ratio in 2-6 samples, which is reported in Table 6.2 

below, in comparison with the formula of each sample obtained by ICP-MS. 

Table 6.2. Nd/Yb stoichiometric ratio of each sample, along with semiquantitative Nd/Yb ratio obtained 

by EDX measurements and quantitative Nd/Yb ratio provide by ICP-MS. 

 Sample Nd/Yb 

stoichiometric ratio 

Nd/Yb EDX  Nd/Yb formula  

1 100% Nd 100% Nd Nd(BTC)3(H2O)6 

 

2 95/5 95.1/4.9 Nd0.943Yb0.057(BTC)3(H2O)6 

 

3 90/10 96/4 Nd0.953Yb0.047(BTC)3(H2O)6 

 

4 85/15 89.5/10.5 Nd0.856Yb0.144(BTC)3(H2O)6 

 

5 80/20 88.4/11.6 Nd0.889Yb0.111(BTC)3(H2O)6 

 

6 5/95 1.53/98.4 Nd0.017Yb0.983(BTC)6  

 

7 100% Yb  Yb(BTC)6 

 

 

 

3.6. Photophysical Characterization 

To further probe the presence of both metals in the same frameworks, Diffuse 

Reflectance (DR) has been performed in 200-2000 nm wavelength range. DR spectra of 

1-7 show absorption bands around 1970, 1660 and 290 nm due to the BTC linker. In 1-5 

series (spectra reported in Figure 6.13), all the absorption bands of NdIII appear 

respectively at 872 nm (4I9/2 → 4F3/2), 798 nm (4I9/2→ 4F5/2), 740 nm (4I9/2→ 4F7/2), 680 

nm (4I9/2→ 4F9/2), 578 nm (4I9/2→ 2G7/2), 524 nm (4I9/2→ 4G7/2+ 2K13/2), 513 nm (4I9/2→ 

4G9/2) and 355 nm (4I9/2→ 4D5/2).
27 In 2-5, a further band at 980 nm appears, confirming 

the presence of YbIII  (2F7/2 → 2F5/2) in the CFs.27 Compound 6 shows as well the 

absorption bands of both NdIII  and YbIII  ions, compare to 7 which displays only the 

YbIII absorption band, as shown in Figure 6.14.  
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Figure 6.13. DR spectra of 1-5 in 200-2000 nm wavelength range. 

 

 

Figure 6.14. DR spectra of 6 and 7 in 200-2000 nm wavelength range.  

 

The photoluminescent (PL) properties of 1-7 were investigated by PL spectra at room 

temperature, as reported in Figure 6.15 and Figures S6.2-S6.3 (Supporting Material, 

Part IV). Upon excitation at 580 nm, all the 1-5 series show the typical NdIII emission 

bands that are related with the 4F3/2 – 4IJ (J = 13/2, 11/2, 9/2) transitions in 800 - 1450 

nm wavelength range.28 When YbIII is present in the CFs, its typical emission band 

correspondent to 2F5/2–
2F7/2 transition it appears at 980 nm,28 as shown in Figure 6.20 

and Figure S6.2, suggesting the existence of energy transfer from NdIII to YbIII, which 
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can be also observed by using a NIR laser (808 nm) (Figure S6.4). Upon excitation the 

NdIII ions, which are in their 4F5/2 energy state, can either relax to their 4F3/2 energy level 

or transfer the energy to the YbIII ions energy level 4F5/2 via non-radiation energy 

transfer. At this point, both the characteristic YbIII emission band related to 2F5/2–
2F7/2 

transition at 980 nm and the NdIII emission bands of 4F3/2 – 4IJ (J = 13/2, 11/2, 9/2) 

transitions at 890, 1060 and 1350 nm are observed.28 

 

Figure 6.15. Emission spectra of 1 (blue line) and 5 (red line) excited at 580 nm.  

 

Taking into account the thermal dependence of this energy transfer from NdIII to YbIII, 

such systems can be exploited as ratiometric thermometers. Firstly, emission of 1 was 

studied at different temperatures, as reported in Figure 6.16, showing a relatively weak 

signal at 1058 nm, assigned to the NdIII 4F9/2 → 4I11/2 transition, upon 580 nm excitation. 

The intensity of the signal is weak considering the excitation of the second order around 

1160 nm as reference and in this case no significant changes were observed when 

decreasing the temperature.  
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Figure 6.16. Emission spectra of 1 excited at 580 nm, in 5-350 K range temperature. 

 

Among the 2-5 series, 5 was selected as the most promising system for ratiometric 

temperature sensing because of its high intensity compared to the rest of the samples 

and the large variation of relative intensities with temperature. Therefore, its 

temperature-dependent photoluminescent properties were studied both in terms of 

intensity and lifetime in order to establish its potential as luminescent thermometers 

(Figure 6.17). 

 

Figure 6.17. Emission spectra of 5 excited at 580 nm, in 5-350 K range temperature. 

 

5 shows two different signals at 980 and 1058 nm, attributed to the YbIII 2F5/2→
2F7/2 and 

NdIII 4F3/2 → 4I11/2 transitions, respectively. The NdIII signal here is slightly more intense 

than in 1, because a higher concentration of NdIII ions results in a higher quenching 

effect. In addition, a weak signal at 1340 nm was observed and assigned to the 
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4F3/2→
4I13/2 transition. The relative intensity of YbIII increases when decreasing the 

temperature and slight changes in the relative intensities between YbIII and NdIII 

emission bands at 1000 and 1057 nm, respectively, are observed at different 

temperatures (Figure 6.18). Further luminescence measurements at different 

physiological temperatures as well as biological assays will be further performed on this 

sample. Additionally, at 300 K, the YbIII and NdIII emission lifetimes in 5 are 6.97±0.32 

s and 56.2±0.2 ns, respectively, as reported in Figure 6.19.  

   

Figure 6.18. Representation of a) Nd and Yb signal intensities and b) Yb/Nd signal ratio at different 

temperatures. 

 

Figure 6.19. 4I11/2 and 2F7/2 decay curves of 5 monitoring the NdIII (a) and YbIII (b) emissions at 1058.5 

and 975.5 nm, respectively, with the excitation fixed at 801 nm.  

 

Considering the inverse ratio of Nd/Yb in 6, its emission spectra were measured by 

using different excitation wavelength, in particular ex = 355, 580, 808 and 980 nm. 

Upon excitation at 355 nm, the characteristic emission band at 980 nm (2F5/2→
2F7/2) of 

YbIII ions is present, as reported in the Figure 6.20 and Figure S6.2, indicating that 
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BTC3- linker is able to act as antenna sensitizing YbIII ions emission. Additionally, the 

spectrum of 6 shows a not well-resolved signal at 1070 nm and a very weak signal at 

1325 nm due to the 4F3/2→
4I11/2 and 4F3/2→

4I13/2 transitions of NdIII ions, respectively. 

The emission lifetime of YbIII is 1.5 s along with a very fast component arising from 

NdIII ions, at 1070 nm and 1325 nm, is observed (Figure 6.21). This fast decay, which 

lead to emission lifetime values in the nanosecond time scale, could be attributable to 

the energy transfer from NdIII to YbIII.29  

 

Figure 6.20. Emission spectra of 6 excited at 355 nm (inset: weak signal of NdIII 4F3/2→
4I13/2 transition). 

 

Figure 6.21. Decay curves of 6, monitoring the NdIII 4I13/2 (purple dots) and 4I11/2 (red dots) and YbIII 2F7/2 

(blue dots) emissions at 1325, 1070 and 1000 nm, respectively, with the excitation fixed at 355 nm. 

Compound 6 was further studied by directly exciting NdIII ions at 580 nm (Figure 6.22) 

and it shows similar emission bands than 5, but less intense. Excitation at 808 nm 

provoke a similar spectrum (Figure S6.5a) with a further signal at 1200 nm, which may 

be assigned to second-order NdIII upconversion red emission (4G5/2), at 600 nm, under 
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800 nm pumping.30 Finally, when 6 is excited at 980 nm (Figure S6.6) a really weak 

upconversion signal is observed in 1000-1400 nm wavelength range.  

 

Figure 6.22. Emission spectrum of 6 excited at 580 nm. 

 

Finally, emission spectra of 6 were as well measured at different temperatures upon 580 

nm excitation (Figure 6.23). Here, despite the second order excitation is higher than the 

sample signal, it is still possible to observe a slight increase of YbIII emission and thus a 

temperature dependent change in the intensity ratios of YbIII/NdIII bands. Since the 

excitation is directly on NdIII ions, the energy transition involved is again NdIII → YbIII, 

in this case less efficient because NdIII, the sensitizer, is present in a small amount in the 

sample.  

 

Figure 6.23. Emission spectra of 6 excited at 580 nm, in 5-350 K range temperature. 
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3.7. Stability Tests 

The most interesting samples among these CFs for thermometry applications are 5 and 

6, hence, to study their stability in water or DMSO for further biocompatibility tests, 

suspensions of 5 and 6 have been prepared and investigated firstly by DLS and then by 

PXRD measurements. 

DLS was performed on 5 and 6 suspended in both water and DMSO. All the four 

suspensions were milky white and were diluted 1:4 to perform the measurements. 5 

shows to be stable in DMSO (Figure 6.24) with a size distribution centered at 396 nm, 

whereas 5 is not stable in the water suspension in which the mean size decreases over a 

time of few minutes.  

On the contrary, 6 shows to be more stable in water suspension (Figure 6.25) with a 

mean diameter of 450 nm, while in DMSO the size decreases over few minutes due to 

the high instability of the suspension.  

 

 

Figure 6.24. Hydrodynamic diameter distribution of suspension of 5 in DMSO mediated between three 

measurements.  
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Figure 6.25. Hydrodynamic diameter distribution of suspension of 6 in water mediated between three 

measurements. 

 

The DMSO and water suspensions of 5 and 6 respectively show stability up to 1-2 

hours, after a white precipitate is observed in the vial’s bottom. 

To verify the crystal structure retainment, PXRD was performed on 5 and 6 respectively 

soaked in DMSO and water. Each sample was soaked for 2 hours and then deposited on 

a zerobackground sample holder to be measured. Both samples show excellent stability 

after soaking, as showed in Figure 6.26. In 5, a small amorphous contribution is 

observed below 13°, most probably due to the DMSO not completely evaporated, while 

6 shows almost the same PRXD pattern after the water soaking.   

 

Figure 6.26. PXRD patterns in 5-40° 2 range of 5 (a) and 6 (b) after soaking in DMSO and water, 

respectively. 
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4. Conclusions 

A series of NIR luminescent mixed YbIII/NdIII CFs was obtained by using H3BTC, a 

biofriendly linker, combined with the NdIII and/or YbIII ions via solvent free method. The 

two different classes of CFs, formulated respectively as NdxYb1-x (BTC)3(H2O)6 (x = 1 

(1); x = 0.943 (2); x = 0.953 (3); x = 0.856 (4); x = 0.890 (5)) and NdxYb1-x (BTC)6 (x = 

0.017 (6), x = 0 (7)), were fully characterized by using a multi-technique approach to 

investigate their structure and morphology, stability and optical properties. X-Ray 

Diffraction studies provide information about the two representative pristine samples 1 

and 7, NdIII and YbIII-based respectively. 1 crystallizes as neutral polymeric framework 

with hydrated ribbon-like structure where a network of hydrogen bonding allows the 

interlinking of different coordination spheres, affording an organized 3D framework. 7 

crystallizes as well in a neutral polymeric framework, which is close-packed, and no 

coordinated or adsorbed water molecules are present in the structure. Both phases 

proved high thermal stability (up to 500 °C) and chemical stability, retaining their 

crystal structure upon soaking in solvent as DMSO or water. Both 1 and 7 could be 

doped with different percentage of the second LnIII (maximum of 5% of NdIII in 7 and 

maximum of 20% of Yb in 1) ion proving to be structurally and morphologically 

homogenous. The presence of both metals was confirmed by ICP-MS, providing the 

correct formulae, SEM-EDX and Diffuse Reflectance. Photophysical studies at different 

conditions evidenced the role of BTC as antenna for YbIII ions and the mechanism of 

energy transfer NdIII-to-YbIII. Particularly, 5 and 6 were selected to perform variable 

temperature photoluminescence studies in 10-300K range, which revealed a decrease of 

intensity ratio Yb/Nd with the increase of the temperature. This trend is more evident in 

5, which is the most promising system among the series to be employed as a 

thermometer. Hence, its performance as thermometer, in terms of relative sensitivity 

and thermal resolution parameters, will be further explored along with its 

miniaturization and biocompatibility to be used as a thermometer in biological tissues.  
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PART III 

Summary and Outlook 
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The results therein presented, summarized in the Scheme below, highlight the great 

versatility of CFs to be potentially employed in various technological applications. To 

engineer CFs with magnetic and/or luminescent properties, organic linkers, belonging to 

carboxylate and anilate classes, have been combined with a wide variety of metal ions, 

through green synthetic strategies. 1,3,5-benzentricarboxylic acid, a biofriendly tritopic 

linker, which possess an aromatic ring as core unit and an unexplored anilate tetratopic 

linker, bearing two triazolyl groups at the 3,6 positions of the benzoquinone core unit, 

have been selected. As metal nodes, d-(MII=Co, Cu, Ni, Mn and Fe) and f-(LnIII=Nd, Er, 

Yb, Dy, Tb, Ho) transition metal ions have been used. The structural, morphological and 

physical characterization of the obtained materials has been performed via a Multi-

Technique Approach, involving SC-XRD, PXRD, SQUID, PPMS, SEM-EDX, TGA, FT-

IR, MicroRaman, CV and PL Spectroscopy.  

 

 

The 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone (H2trz2An) along with the new 

3,6-N-(dipyrazolyl-4-carboxylic acid)-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone anilate 

derivatives, have been prepared and characterized via Elemental Analysis, NMR, MS, 

CV, FT-IR, Raman and Fluorescence Spectroscopies. The potential of H2trz2An as 

molecular building block for the construction of robust 3D CFs has been almost 

unexplored so far. 
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When H2trz2An is combined with 3d transition metal ions, particularly MII = Co, Cu, Mn, 

Ni and Fe, different 3D CFs are afforded thanks to the presence of triazolyl groups at the 

3,6 positions of the anilate moiety, which act as a coordinative pendant arms. The 

materials, formulated as [M2(trz2An)2]n3H2O
 (MII = Co, Cu and Ni), 

[Mn(trz2An)(H2O)]n·2H2O and [M(trz2An)]n·2H2O (M = FeII/FeIII, CoII) respectively, 

have been prepared via hydrothermal or one-pot methods and they have been thoroughly 

characterized, mainly through SC-XRD, SQUID and CV, that evidenced their redox 

active behavior. 

Among the obtained CFs, the 3D [Co2(trz2An)2]n3H2O ultramicroporous MOF, has been 

selected for its potential in CO2 uptake and separation, due to its structure and the 

possibility to scale up to 8 times its synthesis. Remarkably, CoII-MOF shows impressive 

thermal and chemical robustness, high selectivity and adsorption capacity for CO2 and 

high regenerability. All these features make this MOF an appealing candidate for 

industrial applications.  

By combining the same linker with 4f transition metal ions, particularly LnIII = Er, Dy, 

Tb and Ho, two different 3D CFs polymorphs (phase a and b) differing for the number of 

uncoordinated water molecules, formulated as [Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·xH2O (Ln = Er, Dy, 

Tb, Ho; x = 10, phase a; x = 7, phase b), have been obtained. Interestingly, phase a are 

MOFs while phase b are CPs. The ErIII-CFs display NIR emission and field induced slow 

relaxation of the magnetization being multifunctional materials. Remarkably, the ErIII-

MOF is flexible, showing a reversible structural change involving shrinkage/expansion 

of the hexagonal/rectangular cavities upon dehydration/hydration external stimulus, 

which allow to reversibly tune both SIM and luminescent properties.  

CFs containing DyIII, TbIII and HoIII are isostructural to the ErIII-CFs, both phases a and b. 

Phases a (MOFs) show as well structural flexibility upon dehydration/hydration, but 

intriguingly, in this case, it does not show a marked influence on their magnetic 

properties. Particularly, only the two DyIII-CFs and phase b of TbIII-CP show a Single Ion 

Magnet behavior. Interestingly, the single Ion Magnet properties of the phase b of TbIII-

CP are improved with respect to those of the ErIII and DyIII derivatives. Theoretical 

calculations are in progress to shed light on their dynamic behavior and to investigate the 

involved mechanism in the flexibility. 

Finally, by combining 1,3,5-benzentricarboxylic acid (H3BTC) biofriendly linker with 

NIR-emitting lanthanide ions via a solvent free method, NIR luminescent mixed 
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YbIII/NdIII 3D CFs have been obtained. The two different classes of CFs, formulated as 

NdxYb1-x (BTC)3(H2O)6 (x = 1, x = 0.943; x = 0.953; x = 0.856; x = 0.890) and NdxYb1-x 

(BTC)6 (x = 0.017, x = 0), have been fully characterized. Among them, Nd0.890Yb0.110 

(BTC)3(H2O)6 it has proved to be the most promising system as dual-center thermometer, 

showing a significant decrease of Yb/Nd intensity ratio with the increase of the 

temperature in the 10-300 K.  

 

In the present work, many challenges are still open, in particular: 

1. Optimization of synthetic protocols of CoIItrz2An-MOF and CuIItrz2An-MOF, to scale 

up their production for industrial applications in gas separation and/or catalysis, due 

to their thermal and chemical robustness. Particularly, the redox activity of CuI/CuII 

couple may be exploit in CuIItrz2An-MOF for catalysis. 

2. Development of post-synthetic reduction protocols of MIItrz2An-CFs in order to 

exploit the redox active benzoquinone/semiquinone core unit for tuning/switching 

magnetism and/or conductivity in all obtained CFs. Additionally, in CoIItrz2An-MOF, 

the post synthetic reduction may influence the sorption properties and selectivity 

towards CO2 and other industrially challenging gas and gas mixtures. 

3. Optimization of TbIIItrz2An-CF SIM properties by diluting the paramagnetic TbIII 

nodes with diamagnetic EuIII ions. Additionally, the preparation of isostructural GdIII-

CFs, containing an isotropic paramagnetic lanthanide ion, could help to understand 

the role of weak magnetic exchange through the ligand on these CFs SIM behaviour. 

4. Evaluation of the thermometer performance, i.e. thermal sensitivity, of the most 

promising system, Nd0.890Yb0.110 (BTC)3(H2O)6 , that shows a significant decrease of 

Yb/Nd intensity ratio with the increase of the temperature (10-300 K range). 

Furthermore, biocompatibility tests are required for the potential use of such system 

as valuable thermometer in biological tissues.  

5. Investigation of the new anilate derivative, 3,6-N-(dipyrazolyl-4-carboxylic acid)-

2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone, reported below, as potential building block for 

constructing 3D CFs with novel and/or improved physical properties.  

 

3,6-N-(dipyrazolyl-4-carboxylic acid)-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone 
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Chapter 1 

 

Figure S1.1. 1H NMR spectrum of 3,6-N-ditriazolyl-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone in DMSO- d6. 

 

 

Figure S1.2. 1H NMR spectrum of 3,6-N-(dipyrazolyl-4-carboxylic acid)-2,5-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoquinone in 

DMSO- d6  
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Chapter 2 

[M(trz2An)]n·3H2O (MII = Co, Cu) 

 

Table S2.1. Selected bond lengths and angles for [Co(trz2An)]n·3H2O 

Bonds Å  Angles ° 

Co – O1  2.090(6)  O1 – Co – O3 180.0(2) 

Co – N1 2.098(9)  O1 – Co – O2 78.4(3) 

C1 – O1 1.253(10)  O1 – Co – O4 101.6(3) 

C2 – C3 1.358(10)  N1 – Co – O2 89.7(2) 

C3 – C4 1.581(17)  N1 – Co – O3 90.3(2) 

N1 – C7 1.323(14)  N1 – Co – N1 180.0 

N1 – C8 1.329(16)    

N2 – N3 1.324(13    

C8 – N3  1.296(17)    

 

Table S2.2. Selected bond lengths and angles for [Cu(trz2An)]n·3H2O 

Bonds Å  Angles ° 

Cu – O1  2.151(6)  O1 – Cu – O3 180.0 

Cu – N1 1.972(8)  O1 – Cu – O2 77.3(3) 

C1 – O1 1.248(11)  O1 – Cu – O4 102.7(3) 

C2 – C3 1.376(11) 

 

 N1 – Cu – O2 90.7(2) 

C3 – C4 1.575(14)  N1 – Cu – O3 89.3(2) 

N1 – C7 1.314(13)  N1 – Cu – N1 180.0 
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N1 – C8 1.334(15)    

N2 – N3 1.357(13)    

C8 – N3  1.310(15)    

    

 [Mn(trz2An)(H2O)]n·3.5H2O 

 

Table S2.3. Selected bond lengths and angles for [Mn(trz2An)(H2O)]n·3.5H2O 

Bonds Å Bonds Å Angles ° 

Mn – O1  2.167(4)   N1 – Mn – O1 83.29(18) 

Mn – O2 2.236(4)   N1 – Mn – O2 105.69(18) 

Mn – O3 2.209(4)   N1 – Mn – O3 166.57(18) 

Mn – O4 2.230(4)   N1 – Mn – O4 100.37(17) 

Mn – O5 2.159(4)   N1 – Mn – O5 88.76(17) 

Mn – N1 2.222(5)   O1 – Mn – O2 73.28(15) 

C1 – O1 1.252(7)   O1 – Mn – O3 141.29(15) 

C2 – O2 1.263(7)   O1 – Mn – O4 86.22(16) 

C4 – O6 1.249(7)   O1 – Mn – O5 102.80(18) 

C1 – C2 1.536(9)   O2 – Mn – O3 82.04(15) 

C2 – C3 1.377(8)   O2 – Mn – O4 106.51(15) 

C3 – C4  1.408(8)   O2 – Mn – O5 169.70(17) 

C4 – C5  1.537(9)   O3 – Mn – O4 72.59(16) 

C1 – C6 1.402(8)   O3 – Mn – O5 82.43(17) 

N1 – C7 1.335(8)   O4 – Mn – O5 105.92(18) 

N1 – C8 1.375(8)     

N1 – N2 1.369(7)     

N2 – C7  1.317(8)     

N3 – C8 1.342(8)     
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Figure S2.1. Thermogram of [Cu2(trz2An)2]n3H2O in 25-800°C temperature range, showing the 

weightlosses at different temperatures. The percentages shown in the graph refer to the previous one 

weightloss. 

 

 

Figure S2.2. Thermogram of [Ni2(trz2An)2]n3H2O in 25-800°C temperature range, showing the 

weightlosses at different temperatures. The percentages shown in the graph refer to the previous one 

weightloss. 
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Figure S2.3. Thermogram of [Mn(trz2An)(H2O)]n·3.5H2O  in 25-800°C temperature range, showing the 

weightlosses at different temperatures. The percentages shown in the graph refer to the previous one 

weightloss. 

 

 

Figure S2.4. Thermogram of [Fe(trz2An)]n·9H2O in 25-600°C temperature range, showing the 

weightlosses at different temperatures. The percentages shown in the graph refer to the previous one 

weightloss. 
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Figure S2.5. Thermogram of [Co(trz2An)]n·8H2O in 25-600°C temperature range. 
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Chapter 3 

 

 

 
Figure S3.1. Breakthrough exit flowrates (solid line, left axis) and CO2 accumulative adsorption 

(dash‐dot line, right axis) vs. time at 283 K and 1 bar, on compound [Co2(trz2An)2]n3H2O. Inlet 

composition corresponds to a 5 % dilution of CO2: (a) in nitrogen, and (b) in methane. Time zero is set 

with the first detection of helium (tracer). 

 

Figure S3.2. Breakthrough exit flowrates (solid line, left axis) and CO2 accumulative adsorption 

(dash‐dot line, right axis) vs. time at 283 K and 1 bar, on compound [Co2(trz2An)2]n3H2O. Inlet 

composition corresponds to a 50 % dilution of CO2: (a) in nitrogen, and (b) in methane. Time zero is set 

with the first detection of helium (tracer). 

 

Figure S3.3. Breakthrough exit flowrates (solid line, left axis) and CO2 accumulative adsorption 

(dash‐dot line, right axis) vs. time at 298 K and 1 bar, on compound [Co2(trz2An)2]n3H2O. Inlet 
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composition corresponds to a 5 % dilution of CO2: (a) in nitrogen, and (b) in methane. Time zero is set 

with the first detection of helium (tracer). 

 

Figure S3.4. Breakthrough exit flowrates (solid line, left axis) and CO2 accumulative adsorption 

(dash‐dot line, right axis) vs. time at 298 K and 1 bar, on compound [Co2(trz2An)2]n3H2O. Inlet 

composition corresponds to a 20 % dilution of CO2: (a) in nitrogen, and (b) in methane. Time zero is set 

with the first detection of helium (tracer). 

 

Figure S3.5. Breakthrough exit flowrates (solid line, left axis) and CO2 accumulative adsorption 

(dash‐dot line, right axis) vs. time at 298 K and 1 bar, on compound [Co2(trz2An)2]n3H2O. Inlet 

composition corresponds to a 50 % dilution of CO2: (a) in nitrogen, and (b) in methane. Time zero is set 

with the first detection of helium (tracer). 

 

Figure S3.6. Breakthrough exit flowrates (solid line, left axis) and CO2 accumulative adsorption 

(dash‐dot line, right axis) vs. time at 323 K and 1 bar, on compound [Co2(trz2An)2]n3H2O. Inlet 
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composition corresponds to a 5 % dilution of CO2: (a) in nitrogen, and (b) in methane. Time zero is set 

with the first detection of helium (tracer). 

 

Figure S3.7. Breakthrough exit flowrates (solid line, left axis) and CO2 accumulative adsorption 

(dash‐dot line, right axis) vs. time at 323 K and 1 bar, on compound [Co2(trz2An)2]n3H2O. Inlet 

composition corresponds to a 20 % dilution of CO2: (a) in nitrogen, and (b) in methane. Time zero is set 

with the first detection of helium (tracer). 

 

Figure S3.8. Breakthrough exit flowrates (solid line, left axis) and CO2 accumulative adsorption 

(dash‐dot line, right axis) vs. time at 323 K and 1 bar, on compound [Co2(trz2An)2]n3H2O. Inlet 

composition corresponds to a 50 % dilution of CO2: (a) in nitrogen, and (b) in methane. Time zero is set 

with the first detection of helium (tracer). 
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Chapter 4 

[Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·10H2O, Phase A 

 

Table S4.1. Selected bond lengths and angles for [Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n ·10H2O 

Bonds Å Angles ° Angles ° 

Er– O1  2.416(3) N1 – Er – O1 75.13(12) O2 – Er – O6 134.50(11) 

Er – O2 2.319(3) N1 – Er– O2 141.28(13) O2 – Er – O7 87.90(11) 

Er – O3 2.409(3) N1 – Er – O3 135.17(12) O2 – Er – O8 83.36(11) 

Er – O4 2.377(3) N1 – Er– O4 137.59(12) O3 – Er – O4 68.53(12) 

Er – O5 2.426(3) N1 – Er – O5 76.69(12) O3 – Er – O5 65.18(10) 

Er – O6 2.433(3) N1 – Er – O6 72.83(12) O3 – Er – O6 108.72(12) 

Er – O7 2.377(3) N1 – Er – O7 79.16(12) O3 – Er – O7 69.60(11) 

Er – O8 2.369(3) N1 – Er – O8 81.06(13) O3 – Er – O8 143.41(11) 

Er– N1 2.461(4) O1 – Er – O2 66.19(10) O4 – Er – O5 91.64(12) 

C1 – O1 1.250(5) O1 – Er – O3 118.62(11) O4 – Er – O6 65.36(11) 

C2 – O2 1.247(6) O1 – Er – O4 130.45(11) O4 – Er – O7 137.77(11) 

C1 – C2 1.545(6) O1 – Er – O5 137.35(11) O4 – Er – O8 80.19(12) 

C2 – C3 1.396(6) O1 – Er – O6 132.63(11) O5 – Er – O6 65.14(12) 

C3 – C4 1.385(7) O1 – Er – O7 68.06(12) O5 – Er – O7 75.70(12) 

  O1 – Er – O8 68.63(12) O5 – Er – O8 136.39(11) 

  O2 – Er – O3 69.95(11) O6 – Er – O7 135.81(12) 

  O2 – Er – O4 72.95(11) O6 – Er – O8 72.65(12) 

  O2 – Er – O5 135.11(11) O7 – Er – O8 135.63(13) 
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[Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)2]n, Phase A desolvated 

 

Table S4.2. Selected bond lengths and angles for [Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)2]n  

Bonds Å Angles ° Angles ° 

Er– O1  2.285(16) N1 – Er – O1 69.8(6) O2 – Er – O4 130.6(5) 

Er – O2 2.394(17) N1 – Er– O2 134.3(6) O2 – Er – O5 81.7(6) 

Er – O3 2.418(17) N1 – Er – O3 84.9(6) O2 – Er – O6 143.9(5) 

Er – O4 2.388(14) N1 – Er– O4 78.3(5) O2 – Er – O7 84.5(6) 

Er – O5 2.264(17) N1 – Er – O5 141.3(6) O3 – Er – O4 64.2(5) 

Er – O6 2.430(16) N1 – Er – O6 75.0(6) O3 – Er – O5 76.8(6) 

Er– N1 2.47(2) N1 – Er – O7 125.5(6) O3 – Er – O6 118.3(5) 

C1 – O1 1.26(2) O1 – Er – O2 67.1(6) O3 – Er – O7 147.5(6) 

C2 – O2 1.24(3) O1 – Er – O3 86.8(6) O4 – Er – O5 87.0(6) 

C1 – C2 1.55(3) O1 – Er – O4 109.8(6) O4 – Er – O6 66.3(5) 

C2 – C3 1.42(3) O1 – Er – O5 148.5(5) O4 – Er – O7 142.5(6) 

  O1 – Er – O6 144.5(6) O5 – Er – O6 66.3(5) 

  O1 – Er – O7 95.1(6) O5 – Er – O7 85.5(6) 

  O2 – Er – O3 66.4(5) O6 – Er – O7 77.1(5) 
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[Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·7H2O, Phase B 

 

 

 

Table S4.3. Selected bond lengths and angles for [Er2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n ·7H2O 

Bonds Å Angles ° Angles ° 

Er– O1  2.5060(16) N1 – Er – O1 67.15(6) O2 – Er – O6 126.52(5) 

Er – O2 2.3336(15) N1 – Er– O2 117.29(6) O2 – Er – O7 132.66(5) 

Er – O3 2.3245(15) N1 – Er – O3 70.96(6) O2 – Er – O8 69.99(5) 

Er – O4 2.3423(16) N1 – Er– O4 130.40(6) O3 – Er – O4 67.91(5) 

Er – O5 2.3928(15) N1 – Er – O6 115.65(6) O3 – Er – O6 125.26(5) 

Er – O6 2.4919(15) N1 – Er – O7 72.67(6) O3 – Er – O7 143.62(5) 

Er – O7 2.3648(15) N1 – Er – O8 142.02(6) O3 – Er – O8 136.38(5) 

Er – O8 2.3505(15) O1 – Er – O2 133.34(5) O4 – Er – O6 70.45(5) 

Er– N1 2.5317(19) O1 – Er – O3 71.19(5) O4 – Er – O7 141.17(6) 

C1 – O1 1.254(3) O1 – Er – O4 74.20(5) O4 – Er – O8 87.57(5) 

C2 – O2 1.241(3) O1 – Er – O6 64.42(5) O5 – Er – O7 77.04(6) 

C1 – C2 1.530(3) O1 – Er – O7 93.86(6) O5 – Er – O8 81.29(6) 

C2 – C3 1.400(3) O1 – Er – O8 137.57(6) O6 – Er – O7 71.09(5) 

  O2 – Er – O3 67.97(5) O6 – Er – O8 73.46(5) 

  O2 – Er – O4 70.33(5) O7 – Er – O8 76.67(6) 

  O2 – Er – O5 65.68(5)   
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Figure S4.1. Experimental powder XRD pattern (red) and calculated pattern (black) of compound 1a, in 

2 range of 5-40°. 

 

 

 
Figure S4.2. Experimental powder XRD pattern (red) and calculated pattern (black) of compound 1b, in 

2 range of 5-40°. 
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Figure S4.3. PXRD patterns of 1b (black) and 1b under vacuum (red) in 2 range of 5-40°. 

 

 

 

Figure S4.4. Thermogram of 1b in 25-800°C temperature range, showing the weightlosses at different 

temperatures. The percentages shown in the graph refer to the previous one weightloss. 
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Figure S4.5. FT-IR spectra of 1a (purple line) and 1b (orange line) in 1800-400 cm-1 range. 

 

 

Figure S4.6. Experimental (symbols) and predicted average (lines) of magnetization M versus field H for 

1a (a) and 1a_d (b) at 2K (blue), 4 K (green), 6 K (orange) and 8 K (red). 
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Figure S4.7. Experimental (symbols) and predicted average (lines) of magnetization M versus field H for 

1b at 2K (blue), 4 K (green), 6 K (orange) and 8 K (red). 

 

 

Figure S4.8. Plot of Ln  versus T-1 for 1a_d (left) and 1b (right). 

 

 

Figure S4.9. Thermal dependence of the relaxation time of 1a_d (left) and 1b (right) and best fit from 

two terms mechanism described in text.  
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Figure S4.10. ac susceptibility in an applied dc field of 0.09 T of 1a  measured as a function of the 

frequency at 2 K. Top: Real component. Bottom: Imaginary component. Solid lines represent the best 

fitting of the experimental data to a Cole-Cole function. 

 

Figure S4.11. Cole-Cole plot of 1a at 2 K under an applied dc field of 0.09 T. Solid lines represent the 

best fitting of the experimental data to a Cole-Cole function. 
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Figure S4.12. ac susceptibility in an applied dc field of 0.09 T of 1a_d measured as a function of the 

frequency at the different temperatures (2.0, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.0, 3.25, 3.5, 3.75, 4.0, 4.25 and 4.5). Left: 

Real component. Right: Imaginary component. Solid lines represent the best fitting of the experimental 

data to a Cole-Cole function. 
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Figure S4.13. ac susceptibility in an applied dc field of 0.09 T of 1b measured as a function of the 

frequency at the different temperatures (2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5 and 6.0 K). Left: Real 

component. Right: Imaginary component. Solid lines represent the best fitting of the experimental data to 

a Cole-Cole function. 
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Figure S4.14. Cole-Cole plots of 1a_d (left) and 1b (right) measured at the same temperatures as Figures 

S4.12-S4.13 under an applied dc field of 0.09 T (1a_d) and 0.1 T (1b). Solid lines represent the best 

fitting of the experimental data to a Cole-Cole function. 

 

Theoretical Calculations and Photoluminescence Properties 

Radial Effective Charge (REC) model 

Our calculations start with the crystallographic/non-idealized atomic coordinates of the 

first coordination sphere. These are introduced as an input for the portable fortran77 

software code SIMPRE.5 This code parameterizes the electric field effect produced by 

the surrounding ligands, acting over the central ion, by using the following Crystal Field 

Hamiltonian expressed in terms of the Extended Stevens Operators (ESOs):6,7 
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where k is the order (also called rank or degree) and q is the operator range, that varies 

between k and –k, of the Stevens operator equivalents  as defined by Ryabov in terms 

of the angular momentum operators J± and Jz,
8 where the components Ok

q(c) and Ok

q(s)

correspond to the ESOs with q  0 and q < 0 respectively.8 Note that all the Stevens CF 

parameters Bk

q

 are real, whereas the matrix elements of Ok

q

(q < O) are imaginary. ak are 

the ,  and   Stevens coefficients9 for k = 2, 4, 6, respectively, which are tabulated and 

depend on the number of f electrons. k are the Sternheimer shielding parameters10 of 

the 4f electronic shell, and <rk> are the expectation values of the radius.10  

In SIMPRE, the  CF parameters are determined by the following relations:   

 

 

 

In the REC model11 the ligand is modeled through an effective point charge situated 

between the lanthanoid and the coordinated atom at a distance Ri from the magnetic 

centre, which is smaller than the real metal-ligand distance (ri). To account for the effect 

of covalent electron sharing, a radial displacement vector (Dr) is defined, in which the 

polar coordinate r of each coordinated atom is varied, Ri = ri-Dr. The usual procedure is 

to obtain the Dr parameter of each kind of donor atom from a collective fit of an 

observable (e.g. energy levels or magnetic properties) for a family of isostructural 

lanthanide complexes. At the same time, the charge value (Zi) is scanned in order to 

achieve the minimum deviation between calculated and experimental data, whereas  i 

and i remain constant. In this work, we have kept fixed the value of Dr for the oxygen 

and nitrogen atoms, 0.98 Å and 1.20 Å, which have been taken from the literature and 

offer a better approximation for the relative relation between k = 2, 4, 6, which is one of 

the main drawbacks of the point-charge electrostatic model. This strategy allows us to 

restrict the number of free parameters to 2, i.e. the effective charges of the nitrogen and 

Ok

q

Ak

q
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oxygen atoms, Zi (N) = 0.05 and Zi (O) = 0.161, which have been obtained by a two-

parameter fit of the χT product of both phases. Here it is worth to mention that these 

phenomenological parameters used by SIMPRE to predict the spin energy levels and 

wave functions do not pretend to simulate the actual charge distribution. In the fitting 

procedures, we define the relative error E as: 

 

   

where  cexp and ctheo are experimental and theoretical magnetic susceptibility, 

respectively, and n is the number of points. 

To calculate the magnetic properties, SIMPRE introduces the interaction between the 

electron spin and an external magnetic field along the z-direction via a Zeeman 

term �̂�𝑍𝐸𝐸: 

�̂�𝑍𝐸𝐸 =  𝑔𝑗𝜇𝐵𝐵𝑧 · 𝐽𝑧   

Where 𝑔𝑗 is the Landé g-factor for the ground J-multiplet, 𝜇𝐵 is the Bohr magneton, 𝐵𝑧 

is the external magnetic field along the z-direction and 𝐽𝑧  is the z-component of the 

total electronic angular momentum operator. Once we have the eigenvalues of the 

system at different magnetic fields or temperatures, one can evaluate the partition 

function Z: 

𝑍 = ∑ exp (−
𝐸𝑛

𝑘𝑇
)

𝑛
 

 

where En are the eigenvalues of the system, T is temperature and k is the Boltzmann 

constant. Then, the macroscopic thermodynamic properties, such as magnetization and 

magnetic susceptibility, are calculated by summing the N microscopic magnetizations 

weighed by according to the Boltzmann distribution law, via the following fundamental 

equations: 

 𝑀 =  𝑁𝑘𝑇
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑍

𝜕𝐻
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Table S4.4. Crystal field parameters (𝐴𝑘
𝑞

< 𝑟𝑘 >; Stevens notation) in cm-1 obtained for 1a, 1a_d and 1b. 

k q 1a 1a_d 1b 

2  

0 

-109.47   -4.31 -235.64  

2  

1 

 536.28 -174.55  -23.17 

2 -

1 

 132.52   97.96  175.22 

2  

2 

  -9.96  443.83 -232.21 

2 -

2 

   1.21  156.58   47.37 

4  

0 

  53.25  177.50  -23.76 

4  

1 

 133.83  256.23   58.08 

4 -

1 

 126.58   58.57  411.70 

4  

2 

 280.14 -351.37 -287.91 

4 -

2 

  54.85  319.13   55.10 

4  

3 

 260.99  378.95  118.07 

4 -

3 

 218.69   36.18   90.32 

4  

4 

-215.45 -114.76 -443.98 

4 -

4 

  35.80  302.00  224.24 

6  

0 

  19.33  -16.06   24.75 

6  

1 

 112.26  116.46  -18.66 

6 -

1 

  17.69   18.09   41.02 
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6  

2 

   1.40   57.54  -81.76 

6 -

2 

  10.26   41.34   93.90 

6  

3 

-266.50  -39.74   17.48 

6 -

3 

 121.33  292.07   77.70 

6  

4 

-232.96    2.04  111.02 

6 -

4 

 103.40   44.61  145.96 

6  

5 

 732.41 -346.65 -623.85 

6 -

5 

 249.20  431.47   65.11 

6  

6 

 167.56   16.77  123.27 

6 -

6 

 193.08   10.26  225.20 

 

 

Table S4.5. Ground multiplet energy level scheme (Kramers doublets in cm-1) and main |MJ> 

contributions to the wave function calculated for 1a and 1a_d. 

1a 1a_d 

  0 59.5% |±13/2> + 

14.7% |±5/2>   

  0 63.7% |±9/2> + 13.5% 

|±11/2> + 10.8% 

|±7/2>  

 39 36.6%|±11/2> + 

14.0% |±3/2> + 16.3% 

|±1/2>   

 42 42.3% |±7/2> + 13.0% 

|±9/2>  + 12.9% 

|±13/2> + 12.9% 

|±11/2>  

 94 17.4% |±11/2> + 

20.6% |±7/2>   

 73 53.8% |±11/2> + 

11.1% |±7/2>   

15

8 

10.6% |±11/2> + 

12.8% |±9/2> + 12.1% 

13

5 

49.4% |±5/2>   
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|±7/2> + 12.2% |±3/2> 

+ 13.1% |∓9/2> 

23

6 

12.2% |±13/2> + 

14.4% |±9/2> + 16.7% 

|±3/2> + 23.3% |±1/2>  

18

8 

44.8% |±13/2> + 

14.5% |±3/2>   

26

3 

30.0% |±15/2> + 

15.1% |±9/2> + 16.9% 

|±5/2>  

24

8 

31.9% |±3/2> + 22.7% 

|±13/2>    

31

2 

17.2% |±7/2> + 12.3% 

|±3/2> + 10.7% |±1/2> 

+ 12.3% |∓3/2>   

31

2 

79.4% |±15/2>   

35

0 

22.0% |±15/2> + 

26.8% |±7/2> + 11.2% 

|±5/2>   

39

0 

37.8% |±1/2> + 22.8% 

|∓1/2> + 18.6% 

|∓3/2>   

 

Table S4.6. Ground multiplet energy level scheme (Kramers doublets in cm-1) and main |MJ> 

contributions to the wave function calculated for 1a and 1a_d. Red numbers in brackets: Main energy 

values estimated from PL spectrum of 1a_d at 77K, assuming a zero-line (ZL) transition wavelength of 

1529 nm. 

1a 1a_desolv 

  0 59.5% |±13/2> + 14.7% 

|±5/2>   

  0 63.7% |±9/2> + 13.5% 

|±11/2> + 10.8% |±7/2>  

 39 36.6%|±11/2> + 14.0% 

|±3/2> + 16.3% |±1/2>   

 42 

(29) 

42.3% |±7/2> + 13.0% 

|±9/2>  + 12.9% |±13/2> + 

12.9% |±11/2>  

 94 17.4% |±11/2> + 20.6% 

|±7/2>   

 73 53.8% |±11/2> + 11.1% 

|±7/2>   

15

8 

10.6% |±11/2> + 12.8% 

|±9/2> + 12.1% |±7/2> + 

12.2% |±3/2> + 13.1% 

|∓9/2> 

135 49.4% |±5/2>   

23

6 

12.2% |±13/2> + 14.4% 

|±9/2> + 16.7% |±3/2> + 

23.3% |±1/2>  

188 44.8% |±13/2> + 14.5% 

|±3/2>   

26

3 

30.0% |±15/2> + 15.1% 

|±9/2> + 16.9% |±5/2>  

248 31.9% |±3/2> + 22.7% 

|±13/2>    
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31

2 

17.2% |±7/2> + 12.3% 

|±3/2> + 10.7% |±1/2> + 

12.3% |∓3/2>   

312 79.4% |±15/2>   

35

0 

22.0% |±15/2> + 26.8% 

|±7/2> + 11.2% |±5/2>   

390 

(349) 

37.8% |±1/2> + 22.8% 

|∓1/2> + 18.6% |∓3/2>   

 

Table S4.7. Ground multiplet energy level scheme (Kramers doublets in cm-1) and main |MJ> 

contributions to the wave function calculated for 1b. Red numbers in brackets: Main energy values 

estimated from the PL spectrum of 1b at 77K, assuming a zero-line (ZL) transition wavelength of 1524 

nm. 

1b 

  0 59.2% |±13/2>    

 32 

(36) 

33.4% |±11/2> + 29.7%|±15/2> + 12.3% |∓13/2> +  

10.4% |∓1/2>     

 89 16.9% |±5/2> + 16.4%|±3/2> + 13.1% |∓3/2> + 

11.6% |±1/2>  

127 22.5% |±15/2> + 19.7% |±0.50> + 17.4% |∓3/2> + 

13.4% |∓1/2>   

189 22.0% |±11/2> + 16.7% |±9/2> + 12.0% |±5/2> + 

11.6% |±7/2> + 11.3% |±15/2>  

230  22.3% |±9/2> + 10.8% |±7/2> + 12.2% |∓15/2> 

314 24.8% |±9/2> + 12.0% |∓7/2>   + 10.7% |∓5/2> + 

10.6% |±3/2> 

354 

(353) 

33.6% |±7/2> + 27.8% |∓5/2> + 10.2% |±3/2>    
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Figure S4.15. Demonstration of reversible PL emission properties in hydration/dehydration cycles. #1(2): 

First(second) measurement in air (a), under vacuum (v) and N2 atmosphere (n). (A) PL spectra of phase 

1a (in air) and 1a_d (under vacuum and N2). (B) Corresponding PL decay transients. (C,D) Same as 

(A,B) but for 1b. All spectra and decay transient where normalized to their peak values for better clarity. 

Absolute PL intensities were reproduced within 5-10% after each cycle. At room temperature, all phased 

displayed the same integrated PL intensity within 10%. Cooling to 77K produced less than a factor of two 

increase in integrated PL intensity in both 1a_d and 1b. 
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Chapter 5 

[Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·10H2O (LnIII = Dy, Tb, Ho), Phase A 

 

Table S5.1. Selected bond lengths and angles for [Dy2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n 10H2O 

Bonds Å Angles ° Angles ° 

Dy– O1  2.4253(16) N1 – Dy – O1 75.82(6) O2 – Dy – O6 134.38(6) 

Dy – O2 2.3449(16) N1 – Dy – O2 141.57(6) O2 – Dy – O7 84.32(6) 

Dy – O3 2.4303(17) N1 – Dy – O3 134.56(6) O2 – Dy – O8 87.99(6) 

Dy – O4 2.4007(18) N1 – Dy – O4 137.20(7) O3 – Dy – O4 68.95(6) 

Dy – O5 2.4511(17) N1 – Dy – O5 76.46(6) O3 – Dy – O5 64.82(6) 

Dy – O6 2.4516(17) N1 – Dy – O6 72.86(6) O3 – Dy – O6 108.60(6) 

Dy – O7 2.3924(19) N1 – Dy – O7 80.64(7) O3 – Dy – O7 144.32(6) 

Dy – O8 2.3976(18) N1 – Dy – O8 78.72(7) O3 – Dy – O8 69.86(6) 

Dy – N1 2.491(2) O1 – Dy – O2 65.77(6) O4 – Dy – O5 91.41(6) 

C1 – O1 1.253(3) O1 – Dy – O3 118.56(6) O4 – Dy – O6 64.88(6) 

C2 – O2 1.256(3) O1 – Dy – O4 130.16(6) O4 – Dy – O7 80.24(6) 

C1 – C2 1.534(3) O1 – Dy – O5 137.86(6) O4 – Dy – O8 138.45(6) 

C2 – C3 1.394(3) O1 – Dy – O6 132.79(6) O5 – Dy – O6 65.21(6) 

  O1 – Dy – O7 68.92(6) O5 – Dy – O7  135.53(6) 

  O1 – Dy – O8 67.97(6) O5 – Dy – O8 75.94(6) 

  O2 – Dy – O3 70.20(6) O6 – Dy – O7 71.83(6) 

  O2 – Dy – O4 73.27(6) O6 – Dy – O8 135.93(6) 

  O2 – Dy – O5 135.01(6) O7 – Dy – O8 135.48(6) 
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Table S5.2. Selected bond lengths and angles for [Tb2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n 10H2O 

Bonds Å Angles ° Angles ° 

Tb– O1  2.439(2) N1 – Tb – O1 76.03(8) O2 – Tb – O6 134.42(8) 

Tb – O2 2.353(2) N1 – Tb – O2 141.50(8) O2 – Tb – O7 84.47(9) 

Tb – O3 2.413(2) N1 – Tb – O3 137.00(9) O2 – Tb – O8 87.96(8) 

Tb – O4 2.438(2) N1 – Tb – O4 134.35(9) O3 – Tb – O4 69.02(8) 

Tb – O5 2.468(2) N1 – Tb – O5 76.51(8) O3 – Tb – O5 91.21(8) 

Tb – O6 2.459(2) N1 – Tb – O6 72.97(9) O3 – Tb – O6 64.53(8) 

Tb – O7 2.406(3) N1 – Tb – O7 80.31(9) O3 – Tb – O7 72.08(9) 

Tb – O8 2.415(2) N1 – Tb – O8 78.46(9) O3 – Tb – O8 138.75(8) 

Tb – N1 2.504(3) O1 – Tb – O2 65.49(7) O4 – Tb – O5 64.48(8) 

C1 – O1 1.251(4) O1 – Tb – O3 130.27(8) O4 – Tb – O6 108.47(8) 

C2 – O2 1.253(4) O1 – Tb – O4 118.54(8) O4 – Tb – O7 144.88(8) 

C1 – C2 1.545(4) O1 – Tb – O5 137.91(8) O4 – Tb – O8 70.07(8) 

C2 – C3 1.393(4) O1 – Tb – O6 132.93(8) O5 – Tb – O6 65.47(9) 

C3 – C4 1.392(5) O1 – Tb – O7 68.45(8) O5 – Tb – O7 135.89(8) 

  O1 – Tb – O8 67.85(8) O5 – Tb – O8 75.85(8) 

  O2 – Tb – O3 73.69(8) O6 – Tb – O7 80.86(8) 

  O2 – Tb – O4 70.36(8) O6 – Tb – O8 135.98(8) 

  O2 – Tb – O5 134.82(8) O7 – Tb – O8 134.76(8) 

Table S5.3. Selected bond lengths and angles for [Ho2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n 10H2O 

Bonds Å Angles ° Angles ° 

Ho – O1  2.4205(16) N1 – Ho – O1 75.50(6) O2 – Ho – O6 134.38(6) 

Ho – O2 2.4440(17) N1 – Ho – O2 141.45(6) O2 – Ho – O7 83.76(6) 

Ho – O3 2.3303(16) N1 – Ho – O3 134.80(6) O2 – Ho – O8 88.07(6) 

Ho – O4 2.4211(16) N1 – Ho – O4 137.23(6) O3 – Ho – O4 68.85(6) 

Ho – O5 2.3882(17) N1 – Ho – O5 76.48(6) O3 – Ho – O5 64.99(5) 

Ho – O6 2.4434(17) N1 – Ho – O6 72.79(6) O3 – Ho – O6 108.76(6) 

Ho – O7 2.3887(17) N1 – Ho – O7 80.92(6) O3 – Ho – O7 143.85(6) 

Ho – O8 2.3838(18) N1 – Ho – O8 78.81(6) O3 – Ho – O8 69.82(6) 

Ho – N1 2.471(2) O1 – Ho – O2 65.98(5) O4 – Ho – O5 91.54(6) 

C1 – O1 1.247(3) O1 – Ho – O3 118.68(5) O4 – Ho – O6 64.99(6) 

C2 – O2 1.253(3) O1 – Ho – O4 130.34(6) O4 – Ho – O7 80.12(6) 

C1 – C2 1.539(3) O1 – Ho  – O5 137.59(6) O4 – Ho – O8 138.33(6) 

C2 – C3 1.395(3) O1 – Ho – O6 132.51(6) O5 – Ho – O6 65.34(6) 

  O1 – Ho – O7 68.70(6) O5 – Ho – O7 136.00(6) 

  O1 – Ho – O8 68.07(6) O5 – Ho – O8 75.74(6) 

  O2 – Ho – O3 70.15(6) O6 – Ho – O7 135.88(6) 

  O2 – Ho – O4 73.24(6) O6 – Ho – O8 72.12(6) 

  O2 – Ho – O5 135.11(6) O7 – Ho – O8 135.53(6) 
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 [Ln2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·7H2O (LnIII = Dy, Tb, Ho), Phase B 

 

 

Table S5.4. Selected bond lengths and angles for [Dy2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n 7H2O 

Bonds Å Angles ° Angles ° 

Dy– O1  2.358(2) N1 – Dy – O1 70.81(8) O2 – Dy – O6 127.08(7) 

Dy – O2 2.503(2) N1 – Dy – O2 116.94(8) O2 – Dy – O7 131.99(8) 

Dy – O3 2.417(2) N1 – Dy – O3 70.98(8) O2 – Dy – O8 70.28(8) 

Dy – O4 2.378(2) N1 – Dy – O4 129.79(8) O3 – Dy – O4 67.26(7) 

Dy – O5 2.417(2) N1 – Dy – O5 67.10(8) O3 – Dy – O5 70.84(8) 

Dy – O6 2.517(2) N1 – Dy – O6 115.39(8) O3 – Dy – O6 124.65(7) 

Dy – O7 2.369(2) N1 – Dy – O7 142.35(9) O3 – Dy – O7 136.44(8) 

Dy – O8 2.359(2) N1 – Dy – O8 72.99(8) O3 – Dy – O8 143.96(8) 

Dy – N1 2.551(3) O1 – Dy – O2 65.16(7) O4 – Dy – O5 73.74(8) 

C1 – O1 1.252(4) O1 – Dy – O3 92.00(8) O4 – Dy – O6 70.54(8) 

C2 – O2 1.246(4) O1 – Dy – O4 135.71(8) O4 – Dy – O7 87.85(8) 

C1 – C2 1.531(4) O1 – Dy – O5 137.71(8) O4 – Dy – O8 141.65(8) 

C2 – C3 1.408(4) O1 – Dy – O6 143.25(8) O5 – Dy – O6 64.10(7) 

  O1 – Dy – O7 81.40(8) O5 – Dy – O7  94.58(8) 

  O1 – Dy – O8 76.74(8) O5 – Dy – O8 137.36(8) 

  O2 – Dy – O3 67.97(8) O6 – Dy – O7 71.52(8) 

  O2 – Dy – O4 70.74(7) O6 – Dy – O8 73.61(8) 

  O2 – Dy – O5 133.26(8) O7 – Dy – O8 76.33(8) 
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Table S5.5. Selected bond lengths and angles for [Tb2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n 7H2O 

Bonds Å Angles ° Angles ° 

Tb– O1  2.4014(14) N1 – Tb – O1 67.11(5) O2 – Tb – O6 143.30(5) 

Tb – O2 2.5260(15) N1 – Tb – O2 115.20(5) O2 – Tb – O7 71.85(5) 

Tb – O3 2.4279(15) N1 – Tb – O3 70.98(6) O2 – Tb – O8 74.63(5) 

Tb – O4 2.3900(15) N1 – Tb – O4 129.57(5) O3 – Tb – O4 66.92(5) 

Tb – O5 2.5086(15) N1 – Tb – O5 116.84(5) O3 – Tb – O5 68.19(5) 

Tb – O6 2.3707(15) N1 – Tb – O6 70.75(5) O3 – Tb – O6 92.42(5) 

Tb – O7 2.3817(17) N1 – Tb – O7 72.79(6) O3 – Tb – O7 143.77(5) 

Tb – O8 2.3672(15) N1 – Tb – O8 141.80(6) O3 – Tb – O8 136.43(5) 

Tb – N1 2.5664(18) O1 – Tb – O2 63.86(5) O4 – Tb – O5 70.91(5) 

C1 – O1 1.255(2) O1 – Tb – O3 70.52(5) O4 – Tb – O6 135.91(5) 

C2 – O2 1.246(2) O1 – Tb – O4 73.56(5) O4 – Tb – O7 142.03(5) 

C1 – C2 1.531(3) O1 – Tb – O5 133.27(5) O4 – Tb – O8 88.62(5) 

C2 – C3 1.402(3) O1 – Tb – O6 137.67(5) O5 – Tb – O6 65.20(5) 

  O1 – Tb – O7 94.69(6) O5 – Tb – O7 131.83(5) 

  O1 – Tb – O8 138.18(5) O5 – Tb – O8 69.92(5) 

  O2 – Tb – O3 124.15(5) O6 – Tb – O7 76.34(5) 

  O2 – Tb – O4 70.58(5) O6 – Tb – O8 80.57(5) 

  O2 – Tb – O5 127.34(5) O7 – Tb – O8 76.36(6) 

Table S5.6. Selected bond lengths and angles for [Ho2(trz2An)3(H2O)4]n·7H2O 

Bonds Å Angles ° Angles ° 

Ho – O1  2.3793(13) N1 – Ho – O1 67.20(5) O2 – Ho – O6 142.96(4) 

Ho – O2 2.5081(13) N1 – Ho – O2 115.55(5) O2 – Ho – O7 71.39(5) 

Ho – O3 2.4052(13) N1 – Ho – O3 70.99(5) O2 – Ho – O8 74.02(5) 

Ho – O4 2.3647(13) N1 – Ho – O4 130.15(5) O3 – Ho – O4 67.57(4) 

Ho – O5 2.4956(13) N1 – Ho – O5 117.06(5) O3 – Ho – O5 68.01(4) 

Ho – O6 2.3487(13) N1 – Ho – O6 70.49(5) O3 – Ho – O6 91.99(4) 

Ho – O7 2.3547(13) N1 – Ho – O7 72.84(5) O3 – Ho – O7 143.82(5) 

Ho – O8 2.3405(13) N1 – Ho – O8 141.78(5) O3 – Ho – O8 136.32(5) 

Ho – N1 2.5396(16) O1 – Ho – O2 64.27(4) O4 – Ho – O5 70.57(4) 

C1 – O1 1.252(2) O1 – Ho – O3 70.97(4) O4 – Ho – O6 135.94(4) 

C2 – O2 1.246(2) O1 – Ho – O4 73.96(5) O4 – Ho – O7 141.50(5) 

C1 – C2 1.529(3) O1 – Ho  – O5 133.31(4) O4 – Ho – O8 88.05(5) 

C2 – C3 1.404(2) O1 – Ho – O6 137.51(5) O5 – Ho – O6 65.56(4) 

  O1 – Ho – O7 94.38(5) O5 – Ho – O7 132.15(5) 

  O1 – Ho – O8 137.98(5) O5 – Ho – O8 69.87(5) 

  O2 – Ho – O3 124.94(4) O6 – Ho – O7 76.59(5) 

  O2 – Ho – O4 70.51(4) O6 – Ho – O8 80.86(5) 

  O2 – Ho – O5 126.83(4) O7 – Ho – O8 76.37(5) 
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Figure S5.1. FT-IR spectra of 2a (purple line) and 2b (orange line) in 1800-400 cm-1 range. 

 

 

Figure S5.2. FT-IR spectra of 3a (purple line) and 3b (orange line) in 1800-400 cm-1 range. 
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Table S5.7. Crystal field parameters (𝐴𝑘
𝑞

< 𝑟𝑘 >; Stevens notation) in cm-1 obtained for 1a, 1a_d and 1b.  

k q 1a 1a_d 1b 

2  0  109.34  315.81  124.80 

2  1  530.12  130.58 -527.09 

2 -1 -115.07  331.45  103.14 

2  2  207.04   -0.81  413.37 

2 -2 -348.97 -155.33   96.40 

4  0   60.64   36.88   58.33 

4  1  -69.41 -340.05   13.08 

4 -1 -145.91  117.08 -163.76 

4  2 -199.48 -121.80 -289.69 

4 -2  221.64  197.15  -12.19 

4  3 -403.38 -539.24 1328.81 

4 -3 1321.14 1444.07   59.62 

4  4 -168.25 -231.10 -251.28 

4 -4  284.27  578.32  188.66 

6  0  -18.61  -10.65  -19.87 

6  1  150.06 -203.92 -210.50 

6 -1 -183.58  329.01 -114.94 

6  2   80.99  -70.10   19.15 

6 -2   50.44   10.32  -82.00 

6  3    2.87 -249.92 -187.08 

6 -3 -184.67 -266.96  -27.98 

6  4  130.11   72.76 -301.11 

6 -4  279.56  126.46 -101.03 

6  5 -171.53   23.38  211.41 

6 -5  311.20 -110.35 -268.02 

6  6   33.91 -118.35  -26.67 

6 -6  -16.76  126.18  -42.90 

 

Table S5.8. Ground multiplet energy level scheme (Kramers doublets in cm-1) and main |MJ> 

contributions to the wave function calculated for 1a and 1a_d. 

1a 1a_d 

  0 77.5% |±15/2>      0 94.0|±15/2> 

 32 12.8% |±5/2> + 17.4% |±3/2> + 12.6% 

|±1/2> +  15.5% |∓1/2>     

105 60.2 |±13/2> + 24.0 |±11/2> 

 87 15.8% |±13/2> + 22.0% |±7/2> + 18.1% 

|±5/2> + 11.6% |±3/2>  

164 17.3 |±11/2> + 22.8 |±7/2> + 13.0 |±5/2> 

+  14.2 |±3/2> + 11.5 |∓1/2>     

113 19.3% |±13/2> + 30.7% |±11/2> + 24.6% 

|±9/2>  

215 12.5 |±13/2> + 31.2 |±9/2> + 14.3 |±3/2> 

139 23.3% |±13/2> + 10.5% |±5/2> + 14.0% 

|±1/2> +   10.4% |∓3/2> + 10.5% |∓5/2>    

327 15.2 |±13/2> + 17.1 |±11/2> + 19.6 |±7/2> 

+  13.3 |±5/2>   

258 17.0% |±13/2> + 20.7% |±9/2> + 12.6% 

|±7/2> + 10.8% |∓11/2>      

392 21.7 |±11/2> + 22.7 |±9/2> + 11.0 |±3/2> 

339 14.1% |±13/2> + 33.1% |±11/2>   + 

11.6% |±9/2> + 13.1% |∓7/2> 

427 13.6 |±9/2> + 15.1 |±7/2> + 14.5 |±5/2> +  

12.3 |∓1/2>    

451 19.3% |±5/2> + 19.9% |±1/2> +   15.2% 

|∓3/2>    

536 16.2 |±5/2> + 14.6 |±3/2> + 15.6 |±1/2> +  

15.4 | 1/2> + 15.9 |∓3/2>    
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Table S5.9. Ground multiplet energy level scheme (Kramers doublets in cm-1) and main |MJ> contributions 

to the wave function calculated for 1b. 

1b 

0 81.0% |±15/2>    

38 11.5% |±5/2> + 17.2% |±3/2> + 10.5% |±1/2> +  16.9% |∓1/2>     

92 15.1% |±13/2> + 11.9%|±9/2> + 19.4% |±7/2> + 12.4% |±5/2>  

120 24.4% |±13/2> + 27.5% |±11/2> + 18.0% |±9/2> + 11.9% |±7/2> 

150 19.5% |±13/2> + 16.7% |±9/2> + 13.8% |±5/2> + 13.7% |±1/2> +   

11.7% |∓3/2>     

265 16.3% |±13/2> + 20.5% |±9/2> + 13.8% |±7/2> + 11.7% |∓11/2>      

344 13.3% |±13/2> + 32.5% |±11/2>   + 12.0% |±9/2> + 10.6% |±3/2> +   

13.1% |∓7/2> 

464 33.6% |±7/2> + 18.8% |±5/2> + 10.6% |±3/2> + 19.9% |±1/2> +   

14.7% |∓3/2>    

 

Table S5.10. Crystal field parameters (𝐴𝑘
𝑞

< 𝑟𝑘 >; Stevens notation) in cm-1 obtained for 2a_d and 2b.  

k q 2a_d 2b 

2  0  -89.06 -291.18 

2  1   -3.06 -137.21 

2 -1  596.39  138.47 

2  2  232.51   48.950 

2 -2  -69.59 -266.39 

4  0  -90.12  -51.01 

4  1   93.33  109.53 

4 -1  -80.71  -69.50 

4  2   57.46   60.03 

4 -2   83.06 -362.35 

4  3   -7.28 -370.46 

4 -3 -717.37 -558.41 

4  4  194.85  425.68 

4 -4  -36.20  278.18 

6  0  -27.60   25.20 

6  1   -1.23  -19.52 

6 -1  104.52 -210.49 

6  2   86.57   72.77 

6 -2  -78.03  -51.10 

6  3    0.859 -199.24 

6 -3 -135.67  -12.31 

6  4 -113.14 -106.75 

6 -4   78.64 -193.58 

6  5  590.14 -224.14 

6 -5  556.41  335.86 

6  6 -386.18  357.17 

6 -6  348.25  -87.88 
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Figure S5.3. Experimental (symbols) and predicted average (lines) magnetization M versus field H of 1b at 

2K (blue) and 5 K (orange). 

 

 

Figure S5.4. Experimental (symbols) and predicted average (lines) magnetization M versus field H of 2a_d 

at 2K (blue), 4 K (violet), 6 K (green) and 8 K (red). 
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Figure S5.5. M versus field H of 3a_d at 2K (blue), 4 K (violet), 6 K (green) and 8 K (red). 

 

Figure S5.6. M versus field H of 3b at 2K (blue), 4 K (violet), 6 K (green) and 8 K (red). 

 

Figure S5.7. Plot of Ln  versus T-1 for 1a_d (a), 1b (b) and 2b (c). 
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Figure S5.8. Thermal dependence of the relaxation time of 1a_d (a), 1b (b) and 2b (c) and best fit from 

two terms mechanism described in text.  
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Chapter 6 

 

Figure S6.1. PXRD pattern recorded to follow the synthesis of Yb(BTC)6, comparing precursors, their 

mix at different time of grinding and after the thermal treatment. 

 

Table S6.1. Microanalysis of 2-6 samples showing the Nd/Yb atomic ratio. 

Sample Nd (at %) Yb (at %) 

 

2 

93.21 6.79 

96.06 3.94 

96.17 3.83 

 

3 

94.99 5.01 

96.49 3.51 

96.49 3.51 

 

4 

89.03 10.97 

89.03 10.97 

90.40 9.60 

 

5 

87.56 12.44 

87.94 12.06 

89.78 10.22 

 

6 

0.20 99.80 

0.11 99.89 

1.5 98.5 
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Figure S6.2. Emission spectra of Nd0.943Yb0.057(BTC)3(H2O)6 (magenta line) and Nd0.856Yb0.144(BTC)3(H2O)6 

(green line) excited at 580 nm. 

Figure S6.3. (a) Emission spectra of Yb(BTC)6 excited at 355 nm. (b) Decay curves of Yb(BTC)6, 

monitoring the YbIII 2F7/2 emission at 1000 nm, with the excitation fixed at 355 nm (emission lifetime 2.6 

s). 
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Figure S6.4. Emission spectra of Nd0.889Yb0.111(BTC)3(H2O)6 excited at 808 nm. 

 

Figure S6.5. (a) Emission spectra of Nd0.017Yb0.983(BTC)6 excited at 808 nm. (b) 4I11/2 decay curve of 

Nd0.017Yb0.983(BTC)6 monitoring the NdIII emission at 1058.5 nm with the excitation fixed at 801 nm. 
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Figure S6.6. Emission spectra of Nd0.017Yb0.983(BTC)6 excited at 980 nm. 
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